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Abstract

Uniformly Programmable, Distributed, Reliable, Event-based Systems for Multi-Tier

IoT Deployments

by

Wei-Tsung Lin

With the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT), data-driven applications have

become increasingly powerful. By leveraging a variety of IoT devices and computational

resources, developers are able to implement applications to perform a wide range of tasks,

from simple data analytics to complex machine learning. While resource-constrained de-

vices and cloud computing have been widely studied in recent years, the rapidly evolving

and unique requirements of IoT applications introduce a new set of challenges that inspire

lots of discussions and research.

Modern IoT deployments often consist of “multi-tier” resources (combinations of dis-

tributed sensors, edge devices, and cloud systems). Developers must consider whether

to execute computations in remote, resource-rich cloud instances or closer to the sensors

and data (at the “edge” of the network) to achieve the desired application performance

and operation cost. In addition, modern IoT devices are vastly diverse in hardware ca-

pability, network protocols, and reliability. It is increasingly challenging for applications

to manage the huge number of components with different characteristics while ensuring

scalability, availability, and reliability.

To address the above challenges of heterogeneity, programmability, and reliability, we

investigate the design of an end-to-end application platform for multi-tier IoT deploy-

ment. Our system adopts a publish/subscribe pattern for data exchange and functions-

as-a-service programming model to enable event-driven computation. Moreover, it in-
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trinsically integrates data replication using consensus protocol for availability and relia-

bility as well as data and computation locality control. To facilitate analysis, debugging,

and reasoning about the highly concurrent applications in the system, we embed a new

method to capture the causality of events across distributed multi-tier deployments using

a distributed log. Finally, we develop tools that use event causality to repair corrupted

data and computation on the fly.

We empirically evaluate our system using real-world IoT applications. The results

show that our approach significantly simplifies application deployment while improving

latency and throughput performance. In addition, it provides a novel way for developers

to reason about interdependencies within IoT applications and facilitate failure recovery.

The result, we believe, enables us to approach application design with a new event-driven

and locality-aware paradigm that is critical for multi-tier IoT environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly emerging set of technologies in which ordinary

physical objects in our environment are equipped with Internet connectivity, sensing,

control, and computing capabilities. With its ever-growing popularity and increasing ca-

pability, IoT is fueling remarkable innovations in different fields. Combined with technol-

ogy advances such as the reduced cost of computational power, hardware manufacturing,

next-generation network connectivity, and different computing models, IoT has quickly

transformed the way we approach and utilize data.

Because of their ubiquitous nature and increasing capability, IoT devices allow us to

collect a wider range of data and leverage the data in new ways. Software engineers and

data scientists use IoT deployments of different scales, from single-device applications to

distributed applications that span a wide area. For example, consumer-grade wearable

health monitors are used to collect health metrics; smart home appliances collect indoor

temperature and humidity; RFID-equipped devices deployed for security systems. At

the other end of the spectrum, factories use IoT to automate the manufacturing process;

cameras deployed across a city are used to coordinate transportation; field sensors help

with agriculture optimization by collecting environmental data. These applications show
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that IoT is deeply embedded in our everyday lives and will continue to be.

While greatly enhancing our quality of life, these innovative IoT applications increas-

ingly demand significant amounts of storage and computing power. Large-scale applica-

tions such as smart city and smart agriculture collect and generate a considerable volume

of data at great velocity. Even smaller-scale applications like object recognition rely on

computationally intensive machine learning. For developers to utilize data generated by

IoT efficiently, the infrastructure must be able to store and process the data efficiently.

However, because of IoT’s heterogeneous and remote nature and design options, we are

at a point where the needs of storage and computational capacities of applications have

exceeded what IoT devices and sensors can offer. Thus, the industry and academia

have been putting significant effort into incorporating extra resources required by IoT

applications.

One solution to the IoT computation and data capacity problem is cloud computing.

Cloud computing has become the de facto standard computing paradigm to build and

deploy network-enabled applications. Since its birth, cloud computing has realized the

vision of providing storage and computation as a utility, on-demand. Cloud vendors offer

virtual machines, blob storage, and databases for consumers to use and purchase on a pay-

per-use basis. Because consumers need not set up and manage their own infrastructures,

cloud computing enables them to save considerable labor and upfront cost. The cloud

computing paradigm not only makes computational resources more accessible but also

greatly reduces the complexity of application development and deployment.

While migrating IoT applications to clouds seems promising, due to the unique char-

acteristics of IoT devices and applications, it is a challenging task to implement IoT

applications and facilitate high performance using existing cloud computing platforms.

To achieve ubiquitous computing, IoT deployments span a wide range of environments

that cover different geographic locations with different network qualities. For such en-
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vironments, cloud datacenters are accessible only via long haul, high latency networks,

which many times are only intermittently connected. As a result, IoT endpoints increas-

ingly experience high latency or unstable connectivity to cloud datacenters. High latency

translates into degraded user experiences and reduced scale. Moreover, for applications

that rely on real-time data and decision-making, e.g., military, security, and autonomous

vehicle systems, latency degradation can render the application unusable. Furthermore,

because of the volume of data that IoT devices generate, offloading data and computation

to cloud datacenters consumes considerable bandwidth. IoT environments often employ

less reliable networks and rely on radio links for the last mile connection. As such, IoT

bandwidth requirements for moving data and the potential for intermittent, unstable

connectivity between IoT deployments and the cloud, make the cloud-direct approach

impractical for many deployments.

In addition to network connectivity, the power-constrained nature of IoT devices

also poses a challenge. The long-haul connection to clouds translates to extra power

consumption and will significantly shorten the battery lives of IoT devices. Moreover,

IoT radios consume significant power to move data, which increases as the square of the

distance. While much research focuses on reducing the power consumption of IoT devices,

additional methods are required since so many devices are battery-powered. Thus, the

power consumption of IoT devices in cloud computing remains a critical issue.

In order to address these challenges, a new computing paradigm, “edge computing,”

has emerged. By moving operations and corresponding storage and computational re-

sources “near” (in terms of network latency) where data is sensed, generated, or used

(i.e., at the “edge” of the network), edge computing improves application response time

and saves bandwidth and battery consumption. Since the conception of edge computing,

IoT applications have come to employ and depend on edge devices even for small-scale

deployments, to facilitate local storage and computation offloading.
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Edge computing bridges the gap between traditional clouds and IoT devices; never-

theless, it is not a direct replacement for clouds. One of the disadvantages of edge clouds

is that they are less capable than their cloud counterparts. While most edge clouds can

be horizontally scaled, it is less cost-efficient to do so. The same problem goes for storage.

Because of the enormous volume of data generated by the IoT applications, it is often

infeasible to store all the data on an edge cloud without a significant amount of cost. Fur-

thermore, due to the hardware, deployment environments, and maintenance difficulties

associated with managing edge systems, edge clouds are generally more prone to failure

and less reliable than datacenter-based clouds. Thus, developers currently bear the bur-

den of implementing reliable protocols and systems services to ensure the reliability of

data and computation, which can be complex and error-prone.

We refer to distributed systems that combine and couple IoT devices and sensors

with edge and cloud computing as “multi-tier” computing. Multi-tier computing is an

exciting new paradigm in which compute and data resources are vastly heterogeneous

and distributed across geographic locations. This tiered hierarchy enhances the flexibility

of application development and deployment and facilitates cost-effective and adaptive

resource usage for IoT deployments.

However, the heterogeneity and complexity of these deployments imposes a signifi-

cant challenge and burden on application implementation and deployment. IoT devices

implement a wide range of hardware and software and employ a wide range of program

interfaces, protocols, libraries, and services. Multi-tier deployment adds connectivity and

synchrony complications. Moreover, many devices operate on duty cycles (i.e., periodic

sleep cycles) to conserve battery power. As such, popular programming models such as

client/server and synchronous model which maintain connections between participants

may not be feasible in many IoT deployments. Thus, it is critical that we consider

and design new programming models that account for and hide this heterogeneity and
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that simplify application programming, deployment, and robustness management across

multi-tier IoT systems.

Finally, because of the number of devices involved in multi-tier IoT applications,

hardware failures and misconfigurations are inevitable. When failures or misconfiguration

occur, applications will yield invalid results. In distributed multi-tier environments where

application components are tightly coupled, Any invalid result generated by a simple error

can potentially propagate and corrupt the downstream computations that use it. In real-

world scenarios, it is seldom practical to repair such corruptions in production systems

because it requires stopping the system, isolating the errors, repairing and replacing the

incorrect data with the correct one. Doing so can render the system unavailable and

cause data or even financial loss. Thus, we must consider the application reliability and

failure recoverability as part of multi-tier IoT systems design.

Given these limitations and challenges surrounding the state-of-art in multi-tier IoT,

the goal of our work is to develop and answer the following thesis question.

Can we build a uniformly programmable, distributed, reliable, event-

based system for multi-tier IoT deployments?

Specifically, we investigate the following topics in the IoT domain:

• an end-to-end platform for IoT application that is uniformly programmable and

portable to all IoT tiers, reliable and resilient to common failures in IoT environ-

ments, and capable of supporting large-scale IoT applications,

• a framework to help us track event interdependencies within applications and fa-

cilitate debugging, analyzing, and reasoning about IoT applications, and

• a methodology to repair and recover from data corruptions caused by inevitable

hardware and network failures.
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To develop the above systems and answer the thesis question, we take a multi-pronged

approach in which we first advance the state-of-the-art in data delivery and computing

models for IoT. Multiple IoT deployments employ a publish/subscribe (pub/sub) protocol

to address data delivery. Pub/sub systems implement a messaging pattern that provides

a loose coupling of content producers and consumers. Unlike the traditional client-

service paradigm, content producers (publishers) do not send data directly to consumers

(subscribers). Instead, pub/sub systems rely on data brokers to filter and route data

based on subscribers’ interests.

While decoupling data publishers and subscribers enables scaling data delivery, this

feature of pub/sub systems poses a challenge to locality-aware multi-tier IoT applica-

tions. The loose coupling of data and clients makes it difficult for developers to leverage

the network topology to tune and optimize the application performance. Moreover, pro-

grammability, as mentioned earlier, remains a problem in pub/sub systems. Pub/sub

systems typically do not support any “in-stream” data processing. To use pub/sub sys-

tems, developers must deploy data brokers at multiple tiers of environments for efficient

data delivery. Also, they must use different languages and runtimes to implement appli-

cation logic to react to delivered data.

Toward this end, we investigate the design and implementation of a portable and

programmable pub/sub system called Canal. Canal is a scalable pub/sub system

designed explicitly for locality-aware multi-tier IoT applications. Canal implements

a lightweight append-only data structure for efficient and durable data storage. Once

published to a topic, data persists in the data structure that shares the same format

and interface across tiers. For reliability, Canal uses a replica consensus protocol to

replicate the data structure. In order to eliminate the bottlenecks in data brokers, we

integrate distributed hash table (DHT) into Canal for efficient service discovery and

topic lookup. The use of distributed hash table also decouples the replica placement
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from DHT topology and allows developers to explore different replica placements and

optimize applications for locality and different objects.

To provide a uniform programming interface across tiers and fully realize the poten-

tial of the data-driven nature of IoT applications, we integrate a “function-as-a-service”

(FaaS) programming model into Canal. Programmers implement applications as a se-

ries of stateless and short-running functions that react to the event. Unlike public cloud

FaaS offerings, Canal does not rely on external service as the trigger of function invo-

cations. Instead, the distributed append-only data structure servers the purpose of a log

comprising a series of publishing events. When new data is published, Canal runtime

checks the subscription list of the topic and invokes the functions that subscribe to the

topic.

While Canal addresses the programmability, reliability, and data distribution issues

associated with multi-tier, the vast number and types of data and their associated events

make applications difficult to reason about. Although cloud vendors provide debug-

ging and performance monitoring tools, they are limited in that they only provide basic

sampling-based dependency tracing and do not work in wide-area settings. Moreover,

the vendor lock-in makes these services not portable and compatible with other clouds.

To facilitate application monitoring and debugging, we next focus on new ways of

leveraging casual dependencies between events. We first specialize such dependency

tracking for the de facto standard FaaS platform for cloud-based systems via a new

system called GammaRay. GammaRay traces the event dependency among Lambda

functions and other AWS cloud services without programmer intervention. It does so by

dynamically injecting causal information into every cloud SDK call and recording them to

a synchronized database. Once stored in the database, the causal information is consumed

by an offline analysis tool to reconstruct the event dependency graph. GammaRay has

three improvements of the vendor’s own tracing service AWS X-Ray. First, it captures
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both direct and indirect causal dependency among events from different cloud services.

Second, it does not rely on sampling; hence it captures all events. Third, it works in a

wide-area setting that spans multiple regions.

To further reduce the overhead and make our tracing framework more versatile and

portable to other infrastructures, we next leverage the concepts that underly GammaRay

to design a cloud-agnostic distributed event tracing system called Lowgo. Lowgo uses

a geo-replicated distributed log to record all the events in their global causal order.

Lowgo reduces the event recording latency by having multiple instances located in all

tiers and regions of applications. When a cloud operation such as database read/write

and function invocation occurs, a corresponding event is written to a Lowgo instance

co-located in the network where the event takes place. Instances located distributedly

cooperate in the background and use the causal information embedded in the events

to reconstruct the event dependency, thus eliminating the overhead introduced to the

application to maintain causal order locally.

Finally, to address the data corruption problem, we develop a data repair framework

called Sans-Souci. Sans-Souci implements the dependency tracing technique we de-

velop in Lowgo. We integrate Sans-Souci into our event-triggered FaaS platform to

automatically record all the events and their causal dependencies using a distributed

event log. When an anomaly or corruption occurs, Sans-Souci uses the incorrect data

as anchors to identify and isolate all the causally related events. Then, developers can fix

the misconfiguration, replace the malfunctioning device, or provide correct application

input to “repair” the incorrect value. Once the root of corruption is fixed, Sans-Souci

uses the event replay technique to replay all the dependent downstream computations us-

ing the corrected input. When the repair is concluded, the corrected application timeline

replaces the corrupted history dynamically without disrupting the runtime system.

In summary, we answer the thesis question via the following new research innova-
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tions. We present a uniformly programmable publish/subscribe system called Canal

to address the programmability, data delivery, and reliability problems in multi-tier IoT

applications. We decouple the replica placement from the network topology to allows

developers to optimize locality-aware IoT applications. To facilitate application mon-

itoring, debugging, and analysis, we develop event dependency tracing frameworks to

reason about causalities in applications. Finally, we utilize the causality information we

capture and design a data repair framework for dynamic IoT application environments.

The remaining sections of this dissertation are structured as followed. Chapter 2

overviews the background for the technology stacks currently used in modern IoT ap-

plications and their limitations. We examine the advantages and limitations of these

technologies and discuss the current state-of-art systems and services that address these

challenges. In Chapter 3, we introduce CSPOT, a portable FaaS computing platform

that serves as the basis for our research. Chapter 4 details our design and implementation

of a programmable pub/sub system for IoT, Canal, including how we integrate scalable

lookup and locality-aware replication into the event-triggered computing architecture.

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present our event tracing systems and how they compare to

the available public service that provides similar functions. Chapter 7 illustrates how

we retroactively and dynamically repair data corruption in distributed and multi-tier

environments. Finally, we conclude our research and discuss the plans of future work in

Chapter 8.

Attributions

• Parts of Chapter 3 include text and data from CSPOT: Portable, Multi-scale

Functions-as-a-Service for IoT by R. Wolski, C. Krintz, F. Bakir, G. George, and

W-T. Lin and it was published in ACM Symposium on Edge Computing (SEC),
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2019.

• Parts of Chapter 5 include text and data from Tracking Causal Order in AWS

Lambda Applications by W-T. Lin, M. Zhang, C. Krintz, R. Wolski, Xiaogang Cai,

Tongjun Li, and Weijin Xu and it was published in IEEE International Conference

on Cloud Engineering (IC2E), 2018.

• Parts of Chapter 6 include text and data from Tracing Function Dependencies

Across Clouds by W-T. Lin, C. Krintz, and R. Wolski and it was published in

IEEE International Conference on Cloud Computing (CLOUD), 2018.

• Parts of Chapter 7 include text and data from Data repair for Distributed, Event-

based IoT Applications by W-T. Lin, F. Bakir, C. Krintz, R. Wolski, and M. Mock

and it was published in ACM International Conference on Distributed and Event-

Based Systems (DEBS), 2019.
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Chapter 2

Background

IoT is used in a vast diversity of modern applications and has been one of the primary foci

of multiple research fields in recent years. According to reports, the number of connected

IoT devices worldwide is expected to reach 29.3 billion, more than three times the global

population by 2023[1]. We can find the use of IoT in differnt applications in our everyday

lives. Applications such as wearable devices for healthcare[2, 3, 4], traffic control[5, 6],

warehouse management[7], smart city[8, 9, 10], and smart agriculture[11, 12, 13, 14]

significantly improve our quality of life.

Due to their unique nature, IoT applications require disparate programming paradigms,

message protocols, data distribution, and execution models to implement their function-

ality. The complexity of IoT also requires developers to employ a stack of technologies,

including cloud computing, publish/subscribe systems, and data replication. While these

disciplines have been widely studied, the fast growing popularity of IoT breathes interest

into these established fields and as inspired many innovations. Moreover, new comput-

ing paradigms such as edge computing and functions-as-a-service have emerged and are

proving critical to IoT. These area also have attracted much research interest. In this

chapter, we provide background on the enabling technologies of IoT.
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2.1 Cloud and Edge Computing

Although most IoT devices are equipped with storage and computing capabilities,

IoT applications often rely on external resources to support the lacking computational

resources. Cloud computing is the de-facto solution for large-scale distributed applica-

tions in the past decades. It realizes the vision of providing computational resources

at large-scale on-demand. Botta et al. analyze and discuss the need and challenges to

integrating IoT and cloud computing[15].

The major cloud vendors all provide numerous cloud computing services available

to the public. Some notable examples are Amazon Web Service[16], Google Cloud

Platform[17], and Microsoft Azure[18]. Enterprises and individuals can also opt to de-

ploy their private cloud infrastructures using commercial or open-source solutions such

as Eucalyptus[19], OpenStack[20], and Apache CloudStack[21]. Cuervo et al. and Chun

et al. present MAUI[22] and CloneCloud[23] that demonstrate the possibility to offload

mobile computation to the cloud.

While cloud computing provides diverse and virtually unlimited computational re-

sources to customers, merging IoT applications to clouds is a complicated task that

needs careful consideration. As Bonomi et al.[24] and Zhang et al.[25] point out, the

unique requirements and natures of IoT raise compatibility issues to bring it to the

cloud. While cloud providers have IoT cloud services available, such as Google Cloud

IoT[26], AWS IoT[27], and Azure IoT[28], these integrated services are still cloud-centric

at the core. Therefore, they do not fully address important issues such as high latency

and power consumption caused by the long-haul connection from IoT endpoints to cloud

data centers.

In an attempt to address the issues caused by the centralized approach of cloud

computing, a new computing paradigm, “edge computing,” has emerged to offer proximal
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computing capabilities near (in terms of network latency) where data is produced and

data driven actuation and control are needed [29, 30, 31]. Instead of relying on remote

data centers for the extra computational resources, edge computing deploys servers at

smaller scales at the “edge” of the network, to extend the capabilities of IoT devices and to

provide better responsiveness. Among these paradigms, Satyanarayanan et al. pioneered

one of the newer edge paradigm, “cloudlet”[32, 33]. Cloudlets are clusters based on

virtual machines with the same functionality and capacity as clouds but at a smaller

scale. Ismail et al. evaluate using Docker container[34] as the backbone technology

of cloudlets. The concept of cloudlet took off as a “datacenter-in-a-box” solution that

directly replaces clouds on edge. However, its ability to bridge the gap between IoT

application requirements and the distant cloud data centers was quickly realized to be

beneficial in wireless metropolitan area networks (WMAN). Jia et al. study the cloudlet

placement and mobile user allocation to the cloudlets in a wireless metropolitan area

network[35]. Zhang et al. present an optimal cloudlet offloading algorithm for mobile

clients in environments with intermittent connectivity[36]. Cozzolino et al.[37], Ma et

al.[38], and Wei et al.[39] present several different approaches to offload computation in

edge environments.

Because of the rapid growth of interest in combining IoT and edge computing, cloud

vendors have begun to offer integrated IoT edge solutions. Using AWS Greengrass[40],

developers can write AWS Lambda[41] codes and execute them locally on edge devices.

AWS Greengrass relies on AWS cloud services for storage, managing, and analytics.

Azure IoT Edge[42] shares a similar functionality in that it allows workload deployed at

the edge using Docker container[43]. These IoT devices and runtimes can be connected

and managed using vendor-specific services such as AWS IoT Core[27] and Azure IoT

Hub[44], and Google Cloud IoT Core[45]. Das et al. provide a detailed benchmark

of AWS and Azure edge offerings[46]. However, these solutions are locked in the vendor
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ecosystems and developers must use cloud-specific services to implement the applications.

The biggest challenge of IoT edge, however, is its capacity and reliability. Edge

clouds provide better latency and response time at the proximities of IoT end-users,

but compared to traditional clouds, they are less capable of storage and computational

power. The current IoT edge offerings only provide a subset of cloud functionality at the

edge, and the ability to schedule computation according to resource availability network

conditions is very primitive. Moreover, the edge devices are more prone to hardware

failure and have less ideal network connections.

Much prior work has attempted to address these issues and bridge the gap be-

tween traditional datacenter-based clouds and edge clouds. Chang et al.[47] demonstrate

the advantages of using both edge cloud and traditional clouds to implement applica-

tions. Suryavansh et al.[48] evaluate the performance of different computing models (e.g.,

mobile-only, edge-only, cloud-only, and hybrid setting.) Vasconcelos et al.[49] propose an

algorithm to decide the best infrastructure to use based on cost and network. Jain and

Tata[50] propose an annotation-based approach to split applications into fragments that

can be deployed to nodes in edge and clouds.

2.2 Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS)

The scale and complexities of cloud applications have grown exponentially since cloud

computing was born. As the data volume and the number of involved components grow

large, the traditional client-server programming model is too inefficient to support such

applications at scale. Firstly, the architecture does not scale well because of the high

volume of requests and data being delivered. Secondly, supporting large numbers of

concurrent servers imposes significant overhead. Lastly, it is challenging to load balance,

provision, and make these systems reliable.
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Functions-as-a-Service (FaaS), also known as serverless computing, is a popular cloud

programming paradigm that attempts to address these issues. FaaS abstracts away the

hardware resources and operating systems, providing developers a simple runtime to

execute functions [51, 52, 53]. FaaS applications comprise several stateless and short-

running functions written in platform-specific languages. In addition, FaaS uses an event-

triggered programming model such that developers can configure functions to be triggered

by certain events, such as HTTP requests, database updates, data storage uploads, or new

messages in message queues. FaaS platform typically use stateless container[54, 55, 43]

for function executions, therefore enables a lightweight and faster function startup.

Compared to the traditional programming models, Faas provides several benefits.

First, since FaaS platforms take care of resource provisioning and managing, developers

need not provision application-specific resources, making the development more straight-

forward and effortless. For the same reason, it eliminates the huge upfront cost to set up

infrastructure. Moreover, because the functions are stateless and invoked dynamically, it

saves the massive overhead of maintaining a centralized configuration and synchronizing

all the servers.

Amazon Web Services (AWS) released the first commercially available FaaS called

AWS Lambda[56]. AWS Lambda is tightly integrated into the AWS ecosystem. Since

the Lambda functions are stateless and cannot persist any state beyond their lifecy-

cles to store computation results and any data, applications must rely on AWS services

such as S3 and DynamoDB. Following the success of AWS Lambda, other cloud vendors

also provide FaaS additional to their cloud offerings, Few examples are Google Cloud

Function[57], Azure Functions[58], and IBM Cloud Functions[59]. In addition to public

cloud offering, other companies and open-source communities also have FaaS frameworks

that allow enterprises and individuals to host their own FaaS platforms. Such frame-

works include OpenFaas[60], OpenWhisk[61], Kubeless[62], Knative[63], and Fission[64].
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Kritikos and Skrzypek[65], Mohanty et al.[66], and Palade et al.[67] review and evaluate

the popular FaaS platforms. The fast-growing popularity of FaaS leads to cloud vendors’

attempts to bring it to the edge. Currently, most commercial edge computing platforms

integrate FaaS functionality. For instance, AWS Greengrass uses AWS Lambda as the

function runtime.

2.3 Publish/Subscribe Systems

Because of the volume and velocity of data generated by IoT, point-to-point and

multicasting messaging approaches have become insufficient to support such large-scale

applications. One solution to facilitate distributed data delivery is the publish/subscribe

(pub/sub) pattern. In pub/sub systems, content producers (publishers) are decoupled

from data consumers (subscribers). Interested parties express their interest in data by

subscribing to specific properties (content-based) or categories (topic-based) of data.

Instead of directly sending messages to receivers, publishers tag data with properties

or topics and publish it to message channels (often implemented as queues.) A data

broker retrieves the data from channels and routes it to the subscribers based on the

subscriptions when new data is published.

While the use of pub/sub systems in IoT environments has been the focus of recent

research, the systems have been established and studied extensively. Among all the

network protocols, MQTT[68] is the standard choice for IoT. MQTT is a topic-based,

pub/sub protocol designed for message exchange between devices. MQTT employs a

centralized design with which publishers and subscribers connect via a data broker using

TCP/IP. A single broker server routes data from publishers to subscribers based on topic

interest. MQTT supports multiple quality of service (QoS) levels, including at most once

(level 0), at least once (level 1), and exactly once (2) delivery guarantee. Because of its
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lightweight design, MQTT has been the de-facto protocol of choice for many IoT systems.

In fact, all major cloud providers (e.g., AWS, Azure, IBM Watson) expose their services

through MQTT. MQTT-SN[69] is an extension of MQTT specifically for use by sensor

networks. In order to reduce power consumption for messaging, MQTT-SN decreases

message payload and topic name size and uses UDP to transfer messages.

Although the pub/sub pattern used in MQTT is scalable, MQTT relies on data

brokers for message routing, and it can become a bottleneck. There are data broker

systems such as Apache ActiveMQ[70] and RabbitMQ[71] that support clustering of

MQTT brokers for better scalability. MQTT-ST an extension to MQTT to interconnect

a group of workers to implement a more available broker service.[72]

At the alternative end of the spectrum, Apache Kafka[73] provides scalable, cloud-

based data stream processing in an attempt to maximize throughput. Kafka partitions

and replicates topics to tolerate faults and balance load. In-memory data is periodically

flushed to disk for persistence. Kafka is unique in that it uses a pull model to stream

data. In this model, data brokers are stateless while consumers maintain their own read

progress and pull data from topics. Facebook Scribe[74] and Apache Flume[75] are similar

systems that manage log data. Unlike Kafka, they rely on external data storage, e.g.,

HDFS[76], for persistence. Hermes[77] and Scribe[78] are peer-to-peer pub/sub systems.

They use a distributed hash table to cluster brokers and handle more data streams.

P2S[79] is similar but uses Paxos[80] to replicate broker data for fault tolerance and

availability.

While decoupling of data publishers and subscribers makes it easier to tackle the im-

plementation and scaling of IoT applications, it also introduces challenges to application

deployment and optimization. Because IoT applications are locality-aware, developers

often leverage the network topology to adjust the data plan and control plan of applica-

tions for desired performance properties. However, the pub/sub pattern abstracts away
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the network address from messaging process. This abstraction, while enables scalability,

also prohibits developers from optimizing applications with data and computation local-

ity. Happ and Wolisz[81] and Mishra and Kertesz[82] discuss the current limitations of

the pub/sub pattern for IoT.

2.4 Fault Tolerance and Replication

In a vastly large distributed system where there can be more than hundreds of con-

nected components, failures will inevitably happen. In order to achieve fault tolerance

and better availability, distributed systems often use replication to make redundant copies

of unreliable components and compose a reliable service. When a few replicas fail, data

can still be retrieved as long as there is still a working replica that has valid data.

It is difficult to maintain the strong consistency of replicas in a distributed system

because of netowkr delay[83]. State machine replication (SMR) is a classic strategy to

ensure multiple distributed nodes observe the same application progression in the same

order. In state machine replication, each replica is treated as a state machine that applies

some operations and performs state transition based on its current state and operation

input. Since network communication is unreliable in distributed systems, it is possible

for replicas to receive different sets of operations because of data loss and out-of-order

delivery. Therefore, consensus protocols are used to ensure that all replicas receive the

same set of operations in the same globally consistent order.

While there are many consensus protocols proposed, there are only two that are

dominantly used in production systems: Paxos and Raft. Proposed by Lamport[80]

and published in 1998, Paxos is synonymous with the distributed consensus protocol.

However, it is notorious for being hard to understand, implement, and reason about

despite its popularity. Therefore, numerous attempts have been made to explain Paxos in
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simpler forms, including Boichat et al.[84], Chandra et al.[85], Lampson[86], van Renesse

and Altinbuken[87], and Lamport[88] himself. Paxos is widely used in distributed cloud

systems, including Google Megastore[89], Spanner[90], Chubby[91], F1[92] and Borg[93].

Raft[94] is another attempt for distributed systems to reach consensus. The au-

thor keeps simplicity as one of the main goals when presenting the algorithm. While

it is a relative newcomer in the game, it gains popularity quickly because of its ease of

understanding and implementation. Many systems opt for Raft for the distributed prim-

itivity, including Kubernetes[95], etcd[96], M3[97], Trillian[98], CockroachDB[99], and

Redis[100]. Our work relies on Raft for data reliability. We detail the Raft algorithm

and how we integrate it into our platform in Section 4.2.2.

In the research area of data replication, Cohen and Shenker[101], Ye and Chiu[102],

and Brinkmann and Effert[103] explore the replication in distributed peer-to-peer sys-

tems. Gao et al.[104, 105] present different approaches that use replication to improve

edge service performance and availability. Lin et al.[106] and Hao et al.[107] present

how to effectively replicate database tables in resource-constrained edge environments.

Finally, Saxena and Salem[108] and Xia et al.[109] propose novel algorithms for dynamic

replica placement in two-tier, edge-cloud deployments.
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Chapter 3

CSPOT: Portable

Functions-as-a-Service Runtime for

IoT

As the IoT technologies emerge and become more popular and easily accessible, appli-

cation designers increasingly combine the IoT devices and the scale, power, and cost-

effectiveness of cloud and edge computing to implement applications. However, at

present, the heterogeneity of hardware, software, and APIs, asynchronous, highly scal-

able, dynamically changing, and geographically distributed nature of IoT-cloud applica-

tions, make their infrastructure complex and difficult to provision, program, and optimize

for high performance, energy efficiency, and scale.

Functions-as-a-service (FaaS, also known as serverless programming) is a program-

ming paradigm that aims to tackle such complexity. FaaS implements an event-triggered

execution model. In FaaS, developers structure applications as several transient and

stateless functions that react to specified events, such as database update, message de-

livery, HTTP request, API call, etc. They upload the functions to a FaaS platform
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without setting up a cloud infrastructure, leaving the resources provisioning and manag-

ing runtime to the FaaS platform. FaaS enables a fine-grained pricing model, allowing

developers to be charged with the services and runtime resources they use on-demand,

saving a potentially huge upfront and operation cost. In terms of programmability, it

also lets developers focus on application logic rather than IT operation.

The event-driven programming style, fine-grained costing, easy integration of cloud

services make FaaS attractive to IoT developers. More and more developers use FaaS to

host IoT applications because of the event-driven characteristics (devices trigger compu-

tation, communication, and storage events) of IoT applications. Due to the increasing

interest in FaaS for IoT and to reduce the response latency associated with using the

public cloud, public cloud providers have begun to offer restricted versions of their FaaS

platforms for “edge” servers and devices, i.e., remote compute and storage resources lo-

cated near and directly connected to IoT devices and sensors. Notable examples are AWS

Greengrass[40] and Azure IoT edge[42].

However, while being a huge success in cloud computing, FaaS faces several challenges

in edge environments because of the unique nature and requirements of IoT applications.

Firstly, because of the FaaS execution model and the resource-constrained nature of IoT

edge devices, IoT FaaS applications rely on external services for storage, data distribu-

tion, and complex computations such as machine learning. For instance, Amazon’s IoT

platform AWS Greengrass implements FaaS functionality at the edge, but it does not sup-

port data storage on edge devices. Therefore, applications need to rely on cloud services

such as Amazon S3[110] for data storage. Moreover, while IoT edge platforms, including

AWS Greengrass and Azure IoT Edge and alike, allows FaaS functions to execute on

edge devices, they still connect to the cloud for device deployment, configuration, and

management. Furthermore, while edge devices can work on their own when losing con-

nection to the cloud, there is no transition policy to utilize the multiple tiers of edge-cloud
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environments. Lastly, the public edge FaaS platforms have the disadvantage of vendor

lock-in. To build applications on a specific platform, developers must use other services

from the same vendor. Hence, they have less flexibility for application development and

deployment.

In this chapter, we present CSPOT, a portable function-as-a-service runtime to fa-

cilitate robust and low-latency application development and deployment for multi-tier

IoT environment – from sensors and edge devices to multi-scale clouds. In particular,

CSPOT enables code portability across all scales of IoT, integrates a number of fea-

tures that enable efficient, low-latency function execution across IoT tiers, application

robustness, event logging for application debugging and analysis.

Specifically, we make the following contributions with CSPOT:

• We explore the feasibility of a single FaaS for IoT programming that makes multi-

language program components portable across all platform scales – from microcon-

troller devices through the edge to the public clouds – in an IoT setting. Thus,

in a CSPOT deployment, it is possible to move the computation to the data, or

the data to the computation (whichever is most efficient) without recoding the

application or its constituent software components.

• We extend FaaS with support for geo-distributed execution and dependency track-

ing. CSPOT storage is append-only (i.e., versioned) for data durability and ro-

bustness in a distributed execution setting. No CSPOT function can be triggered

without the generation of some concomitant datum in persistent storage. In ad-

dition, CSPOT runtime system is log-based[111], and all log records carry an

identifier specifying the event that triggered the function. These features together

make it possible to determine the causal ordering of events efficiently and in a way

that does not rely on statistical sampling. For scalable FaaS programs, particu-
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larly in an IoT setting where there may be many hundreds or thousands of sensors

and actuators operating asynchronously and, thereby triggering a wide variety of

analytical and control computations, determining the root cause of an error or un-

expected program state is critical. The CSPOT abstractions are designed with

this capability in mind.

• We define new FaaS abstractions for messaging and locality. Automatically garbage-

collected, append-only storage objects (called WooFs) are addressed by Universal

Resource Identifiers (URIs) and any access to a WooF across locality regions (called

namespaces) is via a message. The combination of distributed, append-only storage

and global causal event tracking makes it possible to implement useful debugging

and data repair capabilities via targeted execution replay.

• We leverage emerging cloud and operating system technologies to enable isolated

portability and low latency execution (key for near real-time, data-driven actuation,

control, and automation at the edge). CSPOT couples Linux containers[54, 55]

for isolation (where available) with memory-mapped storage to support application

data structures. The result is that CSPOT can dispatch isolated FaaS functions

with latencies that are two orders of magnitude lower than current commercial

cloud offerings.

In the sections that follow, we first present the related works in Section ??. The

design and implementation of CSPOT are presented in Section 3.2 and 3.3. Then, in

Section 3.4.2, we evaluate the performance of CSPOT with benchmarks and provide a

comparison to popular IoT edge offerings AWS Greengrass and Azure IoT Edge. Finally,

we give our conclusions in Section 3.5.
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3.1 Related Work

Among the commercial FaaS platforms, Amazon’s AWS Greengrass[40] and Mi-

crosoft’s Azure IoT Edge[42] combined with IoT Hub[44] are most similar to our work.

These commercial services are the first successful attempts to bring FaaS functionality to

the edge. They are similar to CSPOT in that they allow FaaS functions to run on edge

devices. However, unique to CSPOT is that it intrinsically integrates an append-only

versioned data structure to support robust data storage and event-triggered execution

model. Moreover, the most significant difference of CSPOT to these commercial services

is that from the ground up, CSPOT is designed for dynamic multi-tier environments.

As a result, CSPOT developers use the same abstraction, application programming in-

terface (API), and communication protocol to implement functions that run on devices

of every scale without modification.

Open-source platforms such as OpenWhisk[61], OpenFaaS[60] and OpenLambda[112]

are similar to CSPOT in terms of execution model. They all use Linux containers for

namespace isolation and function execution. What distinguishes CSPOT from these

systems is that these open-source platforms do not emphasize and specialize in the edge

environments. Also, CSPOT defines low-level abstractions that are portable to many de-

vices and allows developers to implement higher-level of data structure and applications,

while these systems aim to provide a language-level runtime framework.

Besides commercial products, there are many interests to bring FaaS to the IoT-edge

environment. For example, Mohammad et al.[113] and Gadepalli et al.[114] evaluate

and analyze the challenges of bringing serverless computing to the edge. Palade et al.

review the use of current open-source FaaS frameworks in edge computing[67]. Hall and

Ramachandran[115] and Gadepalli et al.[116] present WebAssembly-based FaaS execu-

tion models at the edge. Paraskevoulakou and Kyriazis[117] and Wang et al.[118] leverage
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existing open-source FaaS frameworks at the edge. Nastic et al.[119] and E. Al-Masri et

al.[120] demonstrate using serverless computing platforms at the edge for data analysis.

Baresi et al. use OpenFaaS to bring computation to multi-tier environments in the form

of microservices[121]. The studies of usage, performance, and limitations of FaaS have

been conducted in many works [46, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129].

3.2 CSPOT Abstractions

Our CSPOT design is motivated by several observations that we have made while

building and deploying IoT applications “in the wild”. These applications are long-

lived, operate in remote, unattended locations, and perform sensing, data production,

processing, and analysis, and data-driven operations for surrounding systems. Many

of the underlying devices are battery-powered or rely on intermittent energy sources,

have restricted or intermittent access to computational and network infrastructure, and

experience hardware and software failures that result in data loss and corruption. To

extend their capability, longevity, and robustness, the applications increasingly rely on

more capable, co-located edge systems for computational, communications, storage, and

analytics offloading as well as for other proxy services. Low-latency access to these ser-

vices is critical to enable the near real-time, data-driven alerting, actuation, control, and

automation of physical, mechanical, and digital systems that these applications perform.

We find that most of these applications are modular and event-driven (i.e., opera-

tions execute in response to state changes and data arrival), making them suitable to

the FaaS programming and execution model. However, FaaS systems today are not dis-

tributed, restrict both the type and scale of applications, and provide no automated,

end-to-end error tracking. Furthermore, they incorporate heterogeneous devices using

disparate technologies (different operating systems, protocols, software development kits
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(SDKs), and FaaS services) – making them challenging to program, deploy, debug, and

maintain. Extant FaaS systems for IoT also require that functions communicate global

state through remote, location-concealed data services. This limitation prevents intelli-

gent code placement and the exploitation of data locality (i.e., moving the code to the

data and the data to the code) and becomes a bottleneck that limits performance and

scale[122, 123].

CSPOT addresses the above limitations via a portable, high-performance, robust

runtime system capable of running on all IoT tiers – from sensors to public clouds –

so that code and data can move between these infrastructures without the need for

transformation or recoding. To enable this, CSPOT defines, combines, and exports

three abstractions:

• Wide Area Objects of Functions (WooFs), which are append-only memory

objects with which developers persist state,

• namespaces, which root separate, hierarchical, declarative regions that provide a

scope for WooFs, and

• event handlers, which developers use to define functions that are triggered when

a data item is appended to a WooF.

CSPOT adopts an event-driven programming model; events are triggered by state

updates to WooFs, and the only way to persist data beyond handler execution is via WooF

updates. Thus a CSPOT application consists of event-triggered computations that may

generate volatile local state, but that result in updates to application “variables”, which

are global to the application, have append-only semantics (i.e., multiple versions), and

are persistent.

This “insistence on persistence” with versioning is motivated by the observation that

at the device and edge tier computation, communication, and storage capabilities are
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far less reliable than in less hostile environments. Thus, CSPOT abstractions mandate

that data persist after all meaningful computations so that it can be processed when

temporary outages have been resolved. Our work focuses on making FaaS persistence

and communication “fast” and ensuring low latency response, application scalability, and

effective management of scarce resources. CSPOT uses append-only semantics for its

persistent data structures and distributed log to handle eventual consistency robustly

and efficiently as is done in other distributed systems (e.g., HDFS[76], SafeStore[130],

Chariots[131], Corfu[132], etc.), by prioritizing high availability and partition tolerance

over consistency[133].

Also unique to CSPOT, each namespace has a location (e.g., a host machine), which

gives application developers control over code and data locality. Developers currently

define namespaces via Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs), which map to IP addresses.

Each WooF and handler identifies uniquely with a CSPOT namespace, and namespaces

cannot overlap.

Each handler operates directly on WooFs within its namespace only. Handlers are

triggered when a WooF is appended to by a handler. That is, CSPOT couples FaaS

function invocation with persistent storage in a 1-to-1 correspondence to aid debugging,

profiling, and management of highly concurrent IoT applications.

Communication between namespaces is performed via point-to-point messages (direct

socket connections) sent by a handler in one namespace performing an update on a WooF

encapsulated in another namespace. This mechanism also makes it possible for WooFs

to be accessed (and thus to trigger computations) from external processes, including

non-CSPOT programs and services.

Within each namespace, CSPOT maintains an append-only, event log of WooF up-

dates. CSPOT uses this event log to trigger handlers and to track causal dependencies

within a CSPOT application. Causal dependencies can be used to facilitate data replica-
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tion, synchronization, root cause analysis, and replay by CSPOT. The size of the event

log is a tunable parameter.

Each WooF is logically also a log of append operations where each element appended

is an untyped memory region of fixed size. The element size is set when a WooF is

created. Each WooF append returns a unique sequence number associated with the

appended element. All elements between the most recently appended element and the

“earliest” element in history are accessible (i.e., there are no missing elements between

elements present in the WooF history.) Thus CSPOT maintains a version history of

fixed-size for each persistent data structure, and each version is identified via a unique

ID. CSPOT’s append-only semantics make data structures logically immutable[134, 135,

111], facilitating data durability, access/update efficiency, version control, debugging, and

analysis. CSPOT garbage collects WooFs and logs by overwriting the oldest elements

(i.e., using a circular buffer.)

The CSPOT API

The CSPOT API consists of a create operation that defines the name, element

size, and history length for each WooF, a put operation that appends an element to a

WooF (returning its sequence number), and a get operation that returns the element

corresponding to a sequence number. The API also includes operations that allow a

programmer to get the attributes associated with a WooF, to delete a WooF, and to

create and destroy namespaces and handler resources.

WooFCreate() creates a WooF in the local namespace. WooFPut() causes the un-

typed memory pointed to by one of its parameters to be appended to the specified WooF.

When WooFPut() succeeds, the unique sequence number assigned to the appended el-

ement is returned to the caller. WooFPut() also takes the name of a handler as an
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optional parameter that is the name of a handler binary located in the same namespace

as the WooF that CSPOT will invoke once the append has been successfully completed.

Thus data is always appended to a WooF, but the programmer can determine when

a handler should be triggered as a result of the append. However, there is no facility

for invoking a handler without appending to a WooF. In this way CSPOT maintains

a 1-to-1 mapping of data persistence to computation, i.e., every function invocation is

unambiguously caused by a particular WooF update (identified by sequence number).

A call to WooFGet() returns the element corresponding to the sequence number

that is optionally passed in as an argument (the default is the latest version, i.e., the

WooF tail). Note, again, that the size of the memory region that WooFGet() writes is

determined by the element size specified when the WooF is created.

Handlers and Clients

The CSPOT API can be invoked either within handlers or from “client” programs

that are interacting with one or more CSPOT applications. Each handler must have the

following C-language prototype. In addition, we also support handlers written in other

languages (e.g., Python) via C bindings. Other high-level programming languages (e.g.,

those with managed runtimes) can be supported in a similar way, and it is considered as

part of future work.

int handler function name(WOOF ∗wf, ulong seq no, void ∗ptr);

handler function name is a legal C-language function name (i.e., the handler that

will be compiled as a C-language function having these three arguments). The first

parameter is a C-language pointer to a structure defined by CSPOT for manipulating

WooFs. The second parameter is the sequence number that CSPOT assigned to the

WooF append. Note that the append occurs prior to handler invocation. The third
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parameter is an “in” pointer that points to a copy of untyped memory that has been

appended. This memory is logically immutable, so a change by the handler to the memory

pointed to by the ptr function does not persist beyond the handler’s execution lifetime.

By convention, handlers return zero on success and a negative value on failure.

Clients are programs written in any programming language that use the CSPOT

API. Logically, a call to a CSPOT API function from a program that is not a handler

results in a request to the WooF’s namespace to perform the operation on behalf of the

caller and to return the results.

3.3 CSPOT Implementation

We implement CSPOT using Linux memory-mapped files[136] as the operating sys-

tem storage abstraction for WooFs. We isolate function handlers as Linux processes

executing within a Docker container[43] associated with each namespace (each serviced

by one or more containers). Handler execution constitutes “events” within the system.

CSPOT triggers handler execution via its event log. Autoscaling is controlled by throt-

tling invocations using a maximum concurrency level per namespace. Developers can

query the log to extract the causal order of all events within a namespace for use as a

debugging aid. For cross namespace invocation, we use ZeroMQ[137] as the messaging

substrate and threads within the container to proxy namespace-external operations.

WooF

Each WooF is implemented as a separate memory-mapped Linux file containing a

typed header structure and space to contain some number of fixed-sized elements. The

header includes the local file name of the WooF, element size, the number of elements that

are retained in the append history, and the current sequence number. Each WooF keeps
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a circular buffer of appended elements; the head and tail indices are stored in the header.

The space for the buffer is located immediately after the header in the memory-mapped

file.

Therefore, WooFs are self-describing in that all of the information necessary to ma-

nipulate a WooF is contained in the WooF itself. When a WooF is “opened”, its contents

are mapped into the memory space of the process opening the WooF as shared memory.

Thus multiple threads and, indeed, multiple processes can access a WooF concurrently

using the information contained in the WooF header.

To implement synchronization for internal operations, the WooF header includes two

Linux semaphores. The first implements mutual exclusion for operations like buffer head

and tail index update, sequence number assignments, etc. The second allows threads to

synchronize on the “tail” of the WooF so that when a new append occurs, they can be

activated. These semaphores are not exposed through the CSPOT API, however, and

are used strictly by the runtime.

Handlers, Containers, and the Event Log

When CSPOT starts a namespace, it launches a Docker container for the namespace,

which shares the namespace directory in which all WooFs and handlers for the namespace

are located. Docker includes an option to specify where, in the container’s directory

structure, a directory shared with the host must be located. By using the same location

within the container (e.g., “/CSPOT”), the API can locate the WooF and handlers

within the container.

Each handler is compiled as a separate Linux executable program. When an in-

vocation of WooFPut() includes a handler name, the API code appends the element

specified in the call to WooFPut() to the WooF and then appends an event record
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specifying the WooF, the sequence number of the element that has been appended, and

the handler name to the CSPOT event log for the namespace.

The main process within the container spawns several threads that synchronize on

the tail of the event log in the namespace using a semaphore in the event log header.

These threads “claim” events from the log by atomically appending a claim record for

an unclaimed event. They then call Linux fork() and exec() on the handler binary.

When WooFPut() is called from within a handler, the sequence number of the caller

is included in the event record, indicating that it is the “cause” of the handler firing.

Thus the event log that serves as the dispatch mechanism for handlers, also includes the

dependency information necessary to determine causal order.

To determine a global causal ordering, CSPOT includes a log-merge toolchain that

combines event logs from multiple namespaces. It creates a single total order of events

in which the causal dependencies, both within and across namespaces, are correctly rep-

resented. Multiple log merges produce the same causal order but may produce different

total orders depending on the namespace merge order.

3.4 Evaluation

We empirically evaluate the performance of CSPOT using IoT devices, an edge cloud,

a private cloud, and a public cloud. We also design a suite of multi-tier applications to

compare CSPOT’s performance to public cloud offerings AWS Greengrass and Azure

IoT Edge.

3.4.1 Function Invocation

To evaluate CSPOT’s performance as a FaaS runtime, we run a simple benchmark

on multiple hosts that are commonly used in IoT deployments, including microcontroller,
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single-board computer, edge cloud, and traditional datacenter-based private and public

clouds. Table 3.1 shows the hosts that we use to conduct the benchmark. Espressif

esp8266[138] is a microcontroller with the lowest CPU and memory capacity and rep-

resents the sensor tier. Raspberry Pi Zero W[139] is a single board computer that has

more computational power than a microcontroller. While it is a low-cost device, it runs

a complete operating system and is capable of performing complicated computations.

Intel NUCs[140] are x86 machines that we use to form an edge cloud. Functionality-

wise, these NUC machines are as capable as the cloud instances. Note that CSPOT is

a portable runtime. While these hosts have different computational capacities and run

different operating systems, we only write the benchmark applications once and use the

same code to compile the binaries that can run on all of them without modification.

Host Make and model CPU Memory

Microcontroller Espressif esp8266 80 MHz L106 RISC 112 KB
RPi 0 Raspberry Pi Zero W 1 GHz BCM2835 512 MB
NUC Intel NUC 6i7KYK 2.6 GHz Intel i7-6770HQ 32 GB
Campus private cloud cg1.4xlarge 2.1 GHz Xeon, 4 vCPU 8 GB
AWS EC2 m5.xlarge 2.5 GHz Xeon, 4 vCPU 16 GB

Table 3.1: Testbed for CSPOT performance benchmarking

On the microcontroller, CSPOT runs natively as an operating system. Raspberry Pi

Zero W runs Raspbian Stretch Lite (build 2018-06-27) as the operating system, while the

Intel NUCs and the campus cloud instances run CentOS 7.2. All of the microcontroller,

Raspberry Pi Zero W, and Intel NUCs are connected via WiFi. We use Eucalyptus

4.3[19] to run our edge cloud and private cloud. The private cloud is a campus-wide

cloud located at UCSB. It is connected to a layer-3 IP network with a 10 Gb connection.

All of the hosts use Network Time Protocol (NTP)[141] to synchronize the clocks.

In the first benchmark, we evaluate the function invocation latency. On each host,

we first use WooFCreate() to create a WooF for later function invocation. Then,
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we implement and install a simple client on the same host where the WooF is created.

When executed, the client uses gettimeofday() system call to get a timestamp. It then

calls WooFPut() to put a data object with the timestamp to the created WooF. Once

the data object with the timestamp persists, CSPOT runtime triggers a test handler.

The handler reads the timestamp in the data object and calls another gettimeofday() to

get a new timestamp and subtracts the first timestamp from the second timestamp to

get the invocation latency.

In the benchmark, we use Intel NUCs to test two edge cloud deployments. In the

first deployment, the NUC machine runs CSPOT natively without virtualization, while

in the second deployment, NUCs are running Eucalyptus (with KVM as the hypervisor)

to host a private edge cloud.

To compare CSPOT to the popular FaaS platform AWS Lambda, we also implement

the same benchmark in Python. (at the time of the experiment, Lambda doesn’t support

C.) Because Lambda does not have any built-in persistence mechanism and relies on

external storage, we use DynamoDB[142] to store the data and trigger Lambda functions.

To avoid the cold start problem[143], we first “warm-up” AWS Lambda by running the

benchmark once before taking measurement.

Host Mean (ms) std-dev(ms) 95% (ms)

esp8266 38 1.2 40
RPi 0 37 6.8 48
NUC (native) 4.0 0.6 4.9
NUC (VM) 6.5 3.3 15
Campus private cloud 5.0 1.6 7.0
AWS EC2 5.0 1.0 6.6

AWS Lambda 253 90 584

Table 3.2: CSPOT invocation time across different hosts.

We repeat the benchmark 100 times on each host and record the mean, standard

deviation, and 95th percentile. Table 3.2 shows the benchmark result. Both esp8266
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Host Mean (ms) std-dev(ms) 95% (ms)

NUC (native) 16 0.6 17
NUC (VM) 18 1.2 19
Campus private cloud 22 0.6 23
AWS EC2 18 3.1 23

Table 3.3: CSPOT invocation time using Python binding across different hosts.

and RPi 0 are able to achieve invocation time one order of magnitude faster than AWS

Lambda. Compared to Lambda, all the other cloud deployments are able to achieve even

faster invocation time by two orders of magnitude.

CSPOT is developed natively in C. since C is considered significantly faster than

Python in general cases (AWS Lambda uses Python), we implement a Python binding

for CSPOT and use the binding to implement a Python benchmark to have a fair

comparison. Table 3.3 shows the result. Using Python binding makes the function

invocation roughly 3 to 4 times slower than native C implementation. However, it is

still one order of magnitude faster than AWS Lambda. The result shows that CSPOT

not only is portable but also performs better than AWS Lambda in terms of function

invocation.

3.4.2 IoT Deployment

The above results show that CSPOT can achieve fast function invocation as a FaaS

runtime. To further evaluate how CSPOT performs in a multi-tier IoT deployment, we

extend the first benchmark and run the benchmark on an IoT deployment that spans

across multiple hosts.

Similar to the first benchmark used to evaluate local function invocation perfor-

mance, the second benchmark consists of a client and WooFs. The benchmark first

calls WooFCreate() to create a WooF on each host (RPi 0, edge cloud, campus private

cloud, and AWS EC2.) The client is installed on the microcontroller esp8266 and starts
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the benchmark by taking a timestamp and calls WooFPut() to put a data object with

the timestamp to a remote WooF. This remote WooFPut() triggers a handler on the

remote host. The handler forwards the data object to the next host by making another

remote WooFPut() call on the next host. This remote WooFPut and handler invo-

cation repeat until the data object reaches the last host. The handler on the last host

takes a final timestamp and subtracts the first timestamp to compute the total latency.

Note that the “chain” of remote WooFPut described above implements the “weak-

chain replication” described by van Renesse and Schneider[144]. That is, when a data

object is appended to a WooF, it persists a replica on the WooF’s host. We implement the

same chain replication on AWS Greengrass using AWS IoT SDK. Greengrass runtime,

once installed, enables the edge device’s capability to execute Lambda functions. In

the Greengrass benchmark, a Lambda function is registered on our NUC-based edge

cloud. The function subscribes to an MQTT event stream. The microcontroller uses

AWS IoT SDK to publish timestamp data via MQTT and trigger the Lambda function.

When triggered, the Lambda function persists the data on AWS public cloud (Greengrass

doesn’t support persistence at the edge).

Deployment Replicas Mean (ms) std-dev(ms) 95% (ms)

RPi0→edge→campus→AWS 4 513 48 607
edge→campus→AWS 3 323 17 457

AWS Greengrass
(esp8266→edge→AWS) > 3 4136 632 4288

Table 3.4: End-to-end latency comparison of multi-tier IoT deployments.

Table 3.4 shows the number of replicas and end-to-end latency of each deployment.

The number of replicas in our CSPOT deployments represents the number of WooFs in-

volved in the path of the replication chain. For example, the deployment RPi0→edge→ca-

mpus→AWS stores four replicas of the data object in RPi0, edge cloud, campus cloud,

and AWS cloud. The microcontroller esp8266 takes the first timestamp and calls WooF-
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Put() to put the data object to the WooF on RPi0, and so on, until it makes a replica

on AWS cloud.

Across all deployments, CSPOT achieves end-to-end latency one order of magnitude

lower than the AWS Greengrass with fewer hops. This result shows that CSPOT per-

forms significantly faster than AWS in a wide-area setting. In addition, note that AWS

Greengrass doesn’t support persistence at the edge, and the data must persist on the

AWS public cloud (which has a replication factor of at least 3). Thus, developers cannot

exploit locality. On the other hand, CSPOT provides the flexibility to develop replica-

tion strategies that exploit locality. Moreover, we use the same abstraction and source

code on all tiers of our CSPOT deployments, while we need to use different protocols

and SDK on AWS Greengrass.

3.5 Conclusion

We present CSPOT, a portable FaaS platform for IoT application development and

deployment. CSPOT implements a set of lightweight abstractions specifically to support

FaaS across a spectrum of device scales. Thus, it is possible to run the same CSPOT

application code, without modification, on microcontrollers, edge devices and edge clouds,

private clouds, and public clouds.

CSPOT implements an intrinsic, low-level append-only data structure for data dura-

bility and robustness in a distributed execution setting. In addition, CSPOT uses the

append-only data structure to implement a log-based runtime. The runtime log carries

the system-wide events that enable fast function invocation, causality extracting, and

failure recovery. CSPOT exposes a simple and portable API that uses URIs to identify

remote resources. The use of URI allows CSPOT developers to leverage data locality

and implement messaging, persistence, and replication easier when designing multi-tier
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IoT applications.

To empirically evaluate CSPOT, we implement several operation benchmarks using

multiple heterogeneous systems. Our results show that CSPOT is able to achieve lower

function execution latency on all scales of IoT deployments – from microcontroller, IoT

devices to edge and public clouds. Furthermore, compared to extant public IoT FaaS

systems, not only CSPOT allows more flexible deployment strategies (functions can be

deployed on any tier of deployment at developers’ wish) CSPOT is able to achieve better

end-to-end performance.

CSPOT lays the groundwork for our multi-tier IoT researches. The portable abstrac-

tion and FaaS programming model greatly reduce the implementation complexity and

enables our work on an event-driven programming system Canal described in Chap-

ter 4. Further, CSPOT is able to capture the causal dependencies of events in wide-area

distributed settings, which inspires our research on event dependency and causality track-

ing in Chapter 5 and 6. In addition, CSPOT’s intrinsically integrated distributed log

enables us the work of data repair and replay in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Canal: Event-driven Programming

for Mul-tier IoT

In the previous chapter, we successfully tame the implementation complexity of IoT

applications with CSPOT using the FaaS programming model. However, one of the

biggest challenges of large-scale IoT – efficient data messaging and service discovery –

still remains. Even though FaaS alleviate the heterogeneity and programmability issues,

The huge number of device names, network addresses, and function names makes it

difficult to manage when there are hundreds or even thousands of components involved

in IoT applications.

To simplify and expedite data processing in such large-scale settings, publish/sub-

scribe (pub/sub) systems play an important role. Designers of IoT deployments often

envision a scalable data management infrastructure in the form of a publish-subscribe

(pub/sub) framework that locates and matches data publishers with interested data

subscribers. These systems provide discovery services and a higher-level, more abstract

messaging pattern than direct point-to-point messaging or network multicast. Consumers

express their interest by subscribing to data carrying certain attributes (content-based)
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or explicitly labeled by category (topic-based). Producers label data and forward it to

data brokers, which implement data discovery by subscribers and route data to them.

Most pub/sub systems, however, do not implement a computational model that sup-

ports processing “in stream.” Developers must implement their own functionality in

separate frameworks, manage failures, load balancing, and scaling themselves, and port

and optimize their IoT applications and deployments manually. This latter limitation is

particularly challenging because pub/sub abstracts away the details about publishers and

subscribers, and there is no way for developers to intelligently “place” their application

functionality in ways that exploit locality or resource availability – which are critical for

IoT applications that consume battery power or require a low-latency response at the

edge.

To address these issues, we present Canal. Canal is a portably programmable,

reliable, distributed pub/sub system for multi-scale IoT deployments. Canal imple-

ments the FaaS computing programming model and provides reliable data persistence

via replication. Using the former, developers implement applications as a set of inde-

pendent functions that subscribe to data topics from producers. Canal invokes the

functions on-demand when data arrives. To enable persistence and scale, Canal couples

a distributed hash table (DHT) for fast, robust lookup with consensus-based, strongly

consistent replication. Moreover, Canal replicates topic data, application functions,

and DHT state to facilitate fault tolerance efficiently. Developers use a uniform and

portable programming interface (API) to implement functions, manage their placement,

and control the performance/reliability trade-off as required by their applications.

We empirically evaluate Canal using multi-tier cloud environments consisting of

edge clouds and a large-scale private cloud. Our evaluation shows that applications can

be easily deployed in Canal and tuned to meet different performance, availability, and

reliability requirements.
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In the sections that follow, We first discuss other work that is related or similar to

Canal. We then describe the design of Canal and its implementation in Section 4.2.4.

In Section 4.3, we show the evaluation results of Canal’s end-to-end performance. Fi-

nally, and we give our conclusion in Section 4.4.

4.1 Related Work

Today, many protocols and systems are available that provide cluster management,

storage, event-driven functions, messaging, and data brokering. These systems, however,

target particular deployment tiers (e.g., sensors, edge, or cloud). To our knowledge,

Canal is the first system that integrates these features into a single, lightweight, dis-

tributed system that can be deployed across multi-scale settings. Here we overview the

key protocols and systems that inspire our research. The details of the following protocols

are described in Section 2.3.

MQTT[68] is the de-facto message protocol used in the IoT landscape to enable

lightweight messaging using pub/sub pattern. MQTT-SN[69] is an even more lightweight

extension to MQTT for sensor networks. MQTT-ST[72] is another extension to enable

MQTT broker clustering. RabbitMQ[71] is an MQTT-compatible messaging middleware

to support scalable pub/sub systems.

Apache Kafka[73], Flume[75], Facebook Scribe[74] are data streaming platforms. Dif-

ferent from MQTT, these systems focus on the different performance attributes (e.g.,

throughput and latency). In addition, these systems process (and in some cases store)

the data as logs.

The most differentiating feature of Canal, however, is its built-in multi-tier pro-

grammability. To our knowledge, no extant systems intrinsically integrate data process-

ing and intelligent data-driven application deployment. Instead, they use 3rd-party sys-
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tems that provide these services (i.e., connect computation to messaging/data streams).

Apache Storm[145], Spark[146], and Flink[147] are examples of popular data processing

frameworks. Being data processing frameworks, these systems consume data from ex-

ternal systems, e.g., Kafka, that must be deployed, managed, and configured separately.

Canal is unique in that we co-design messaging, portable data-driven computation, and

data persistence within a single system.

4.2 Design

Our goal with Canal is to facilitate and simplify the development and deployment

of data-driven applications in distributed settings. Toward this end, Canal combines

publish/subscribe messaging, event-triggered computation, distributed discovery, and

strongly consistent data replication to achieve the following properties.

• Programability: Application are programmed against data topics instead of net-

work addresses and hardware resources.

• Reliability: Published data are resilient to hardware and network failure.

• Availability: The system remains available and serves client requests even when

partial failures occur.

• Flexibility: Deployments can be customized for different application requirements

(e.g., reliability, availability, and performance).

• Portability: Applications span heterogeneous resources of varying quality effi-

ciently and without modification.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the Canal system. A Canal deployment consists of a cluster of

geo-distributed, virtual nodes organized to facilitate distributed lookup. Nodes service
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Figure 4.1: The system overview of Canal.

client requests and hosts topics that are published and subscribed to by applications and

clients. Canal routes published data to subscribers and exports an API that clients use

to create, access, and publish topics data.

Canal is unique in that it also embeds distributed application execution to auto-

mate data-driven response, analysis, and computation (e.g., actuation, automation, and

control). Specifically, Canal implements the serverless programming and deployment

model (also known as functions-as-a-service) [51, 52, 53, 148]. The serverless model is

well suited to our setting in that it is event-based, scalable, and tolerant to intermittent

connectivity. Using this model, programmers write simple event handlers (i.e., appli-

cation functions), which are invoked (i.e., triggered) by the platform in response to an

event. Functions are short running and functional (they only persist state via runtime

APIs/services) which makes them robust to failures and amenable to autoscaling.

In Canal, events are topic publish operations. Developers use Canal function tem-
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plates to construct their applications and the Canal client API to register and deploy

their applications (which consist of topics, functions, subscriptions, and configuration

preferences, if any). Functions can access topic data, process and analyze data from

multiple topics, and publish new data to geo-distributed topics when they execute. De-

velopers register functions as compiled binaries. To enable this, we design Canal to be a

programmable publish/subscribe system that can be deployed across devices with differ-

ent resource capacities (e.g., physical and virtual machines, single board computers, etc.).

A Canal system is a cluster consisting of multiple nodes that together provide data bro-

ker services and serverless application execution. Developers use the Canal client API

and function template to write application functions to be deployed to a Canal cluster.

To enable this, Canal defines the following system abstractions.

• Topic: A topic is an object that encapsulates data elements of the same type.

Each topic is unique in a Canal cluster. A strictly increasing index identifies each

element in a topic.

• Function: A function is an event handler implemented by an application that

Canal executes in response to a publish event on a topic to which it has subscribed.

• Node: A node consists of one or more physical or virtual machines, which service

client requests and host topics that are published and subscribed to by applications

and clients.

• Replica: A replica is a copy of a topic and its functions. For redundancy and

parallelism, each node can implement multiple replicas.

The Canal client API exports topic operations (create, publish, subscribe). User

applications define functions that use these operations to process, analyze, and generate

data. Each topic in Canal is an append-only data structure, i.e., past versions of topics
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are maintained for some configurable, fixed-size history that is automatically garbage

collected. This way, past data can be retrieved for processing and analysis; append-

only storage also reduces coordination overhead and enhances data durability since data

elements within a topic are immutable. Canal maintains the list of functions subscribed

to each topic and triggers upon a topic append.

Functions can retrieve the most recent version of the topic or a previous version, if

available, via its index. This index is returned upon a publish (an append), and the

history can be scanned using it via the client API. We describe the Canal storage and

replication model in more detail in Section 4.2.2.

Functions are compiled binaries that implement the Canal function template format.

Functions subscribe to topics, consume data in response to publish operations, and can

perform data processing, analysis, and computation and publish to topics across the

system as required by an application. When there is new data published to the topic, all

the functions on the subscription list are triggered by the platform in parallel.

Topics and functions can be placed on any node in a Canal cluster. This flexibility

enables developers to optimize their applications in different ways, e.g., for locality (co-

locating functions and topics) or for resilience (geo-distributing replicas). For example, a

machine learning application that subscribes to IoT devices for its input data may wish

to place the IoT topics near where the data are generated, and place the functions that

perform more heavyweight computation on more powerful nodes at the edge or in the

cloud.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the Canal system. A Canal cluster consists of multiple nodes.

A node usually hosts some user-defined topics and functions.

A client request includes the target topic, precluding the need to specify the physical

address of the topic’s host. The Canal platform constructs the mapping of topic to the

node for the client library, using the nodes in the cluster as a distributed lookup table.
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Each node stores the addresses of some topics and their subscription lists. In practice,

a publisher uses Canal client API does not need to know the physical addresses of the

topics, as routing is done by the Canal

To enhance availability and reliability, a node can also implement multiple replicas.

All the topics and functions, as well as the topic lookup entries stored in a node, are

copied across replicas. A group of replicas in a node uses consensus protocol to elect a

leader. The leader is responsible for all the queries and requests from other nodes. If the

leader fails, a new leader is elected among the remaining working replicas and assumes

the role of leader. We detail how Canal manages and uses data replicas in Section 4.2.2.

Nodes can join and leave the cluster dynamically, and data/function lifetime is that of

their hosting nodes. Besides hosting data and functions, nodes also handle client queries

and publish requests. Client requests specify topics, which Canal uses to identify hosting

nodes using a distributed lookup.

4.2.1 The Canal Runtime and Lookup System

Canal is unique in that it uses the functions-as-a-service programming paradigm

to facilitate data-driven computation automatically. The FaaS model is well suited to

our setting in that it is event-based and robust to failure and intermittent connectivity

(functions are stateless and isolated). Moreover, functions are typically small and short

running and thus easy to scale, port, place, move, replay, and execute across a wide

variety of devices and scales (from microcontrollers to public cloud systems) [149].

To support FaaS applications, Canal builds upon and extends CSPOT. Canal

extends FaaS execution model with support for publish/subscribe semantics to abstract

away the details of this placement and complex deployments. To enable this, Canal

functions persist state and share data via topics distributed across the system using the
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append-only, distributed storage abstraction exported by CSPOT.

Canal achieves scalable, distributed lookup (for clusters in which nodes can join and

leave dynamically) by integrating protocols from Chord[150] into CSPOT. Chord is a

scalable peer-to-peer lookup protocol that works as a distributed hash table (DHT). It

provides one simple operation: mapping a key (and its value) to a node. The topology

of the DHT cluster is structured as a ring, as shown in Fig. 4.2a.

We equate a node in Chord with a node in Canal. When joining a cluster, Canal

assigns each node an m-bit identifier by hashing the unique name or IP address of the

node using SHA-1 hashing [151]. Canal places the node, ordered by its identifier, on

a ring with a circular key space of 2m. When inserting or querying about a key, the

key is hashed again with SHA-1 to compute its identifier k. Canal uses the key’s

identifier to decide which node is responsible for storing the key-value pair. Once the

identifier is acquired, Canal forwards the query to the node whose identifier is equal to

or immediately after k, i.e., the successor of k (denoted by successor(k)).

For scalability, a node maintains only a subset of successor addresses in an address

table. A node with identifier n maintains the addresses of its immediate successors (we

use three herein). Each node also maintains m pointers (called fingers) to other nodes

in the ring. The ith finger in an address table is denoted as finger(i) and it is defined

by sucessor(n + 2i−1). Upon receiving a query of target key k, a node n checks if its

immediate successor is the successor of k by testing if k ∈ (n, successor]. If so, it answers

the query with the successor’s address, where the value of key k can be found.

If the node’s immediate successor is not the successor of k, the node passes the query

to the closest preceding node of k in the finger list. The query is passed along the ring in

this way until it reaches a node that can answer the query. Fig. 4.2b shows the process of

querying a key on a 6-bit ring with 10 nodes. This protocol is proven to be scalable such

that in a Chord cluster with N nodes, each node need only store O(log(N)) addresses,
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and a query can be answered in O(log(N)) communications.

When node n joins the cluster, it queries the cluster about successor(n). Once the

query is answered, Canal inserts node n into the ring ahead of successor(n) by notifying

successor(n) about it. After being notified, successor(n) adds node n as its predecessor.

The next time successor(n)’s old predecessor sends a heartbeat to successor(n), it learns

that a new node was inserted and updates its successor from successor(n) to node n,

which completes the “stabilization” process. When node n leaves the cluster, its prede-

cessor predecessor(n) learns this fact via a lack of response to its heartbeat request. In

this case, predecessor(n) uses the next successor as its immediate successor.

When a topic is created, Canal hashes the topic name for use as a lookup key.

The address of the node that hosts the topic is stored in the successor of the topic

name hash. This design allows us to decouple data placement from address lookup,

making application deployment strategies more flexible while achieving a fast, logarithmic

querying time.

One challenge with this integration (serverless and DHT) is that function invocation

is not synchronized. Unlike traditional programming models that use RPC (remote

procedure call), serverless functions are non-blocking, and functions are only invoked

in response to an event (an append to an object). The mechanism for determining

when a function completes is for a function to append to an object immediately prior to

terminating and for another function to check the tail of the object. Such ”spinlocks”

on the tail of objects are costly in a serverless setting. To invoke a function in CSPOT

(e.g., a Chord query or stabilizing protocol), the function caller needs to append the

input of function as a data object to a function-specific WooF. CSPOT runtime detects

the appended object and triggers the target function. When the function finishes, it

can optionally append the result to a result WooF. To know the execution result of the

function, the function caller needs to check the tail of the result WooF. It is inefficient
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Figure 4.2: An example of Chord DHT cluster with 5-bit key space.
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for the function caller to invoke a remote function and spinlocks on the tail of result

WooF to know the result since each read on a remote WooF involves network traffic and

delay. Our solution to this problem is for each function call in Chord, we implement a

separate function that consumes the result as input. The function caller’s address and

the separate function’s name are included in the input data object when making the call.

When the invoked function finishes and appends the result to the result WooF, it will

trigger the separate function that handles the result.

Another challenge is locking on the internal state. Serverless functions are short-

lived and stateless. Hence, node information such as the node identifier and address

table of successors and fingers are stored in append-only objects. Because of the way

functions are implemented and invoked, there will be multiple function instances trying

to read or write to the same object simultaneously. This is not a problem in a traditional

programming model as it can be easily solved via locks in shared memory. Since there is

no shared memory between functions, we must solve this problem another way.

To do so, we implement a simple yet efficient locking library for Canal called monitor.

Monitor serializes functions that compete for the same storage object using the serverless

model. To enable this, the monitor records the competing functions in a pending list

(using a second object). When a function is passed in with an append, the monitor

records the function in this list. When execution on the monitored object finishes, a

monitor invoker function invokes the next function in the list. The invoker function is

triggered the first time when the monitor is created to kickstart the process.

4.2.2 Replication and the Canal Data Model

Chord’s DHT design provides a simple way to replicate data for fault tolerance.

When a key-value pair is stored in a node, it is replicated to immediate successors of
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the node. Because nodes are connected and ordered as a ring, when a node leaves the

cluster unwillingly due to failure, its successor will assume the node’s position on the

ring and take over the responsibility of the departing node. When the departing node’s

successor does so, it has a data replica, and thus, it can serve queries seamlessly without

performing any data migration. Canal uses this mechanism to replicate the address

information and subscription lists for topics.

However, this mechanism cannot support the data in topics or the application func-

tions. On a DHT ring, nodes are ordered by their identifier hash, which is random by

nature. In essence, replicating data to a node’s successors is replicating data to random

nodes in the cluster geographically. This method works well for replicating lightweight

key-value pairs such as topic addresses and subscription lists, but it is inefficient for

large data objects. In addition, random replication is unable to exploit data locality.

When deploying a cluster, if we can place replicas according to network topology and

resource availability, we can explore deployments with different replication performance

and resiliency characteristics.

To enable this, Canal uses Raft[94] to replicate topic data. Raft uses a consensus

algorithm to manage a replicated log among the members of a Raft cluster. To distinguish

this from a Canal cluster, we consider each Canal node a Raft cluster.

Raft provides a simple leader election algorithm to guarantee that there is only one

leader at any time. Only the leader responds to client requests and appends entries to

its log. Raft implements a strong leader approach in that the leader actively replicates

its log to the other members (followers). If a follower receives conflicting entries from

the leader, it overwrites its own log with the entries from the leader. Followers never ask

the leader to resolve the conflict, and the leader never rewrites its own log. Once the

leader confirms a log entry is replicated to a majority of replicas, it commits the entry

and notifies its followers.
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We then divide time into Raft terms across the cluster and define a random timeout

for each. If a follower does not hear from the leader by the timeout, the follower promotes

itself as a leader candidate and starts a new term. The candidate starts an election by

requesting votes from all the members in its cluster. Each member can only vote for one

candidate in each term, and it can only vote for a candidate if the candidate has more up-

to-date entries than its own. If a candidate’s vote requests are accepted by the majority

of members (itself included), it is promoted and becomes the leader. This algorithm

guarantees that only members with the most up-to-date log entry will be elected as the

new leader so that the committed log entries are never rewritten.

To integrate data replication, we configure each node in Canal as a Raft cluster and

replicate topic data across the node. Each node has a leader representing the replica with

the most up-to-date data. Each replica in a node knows the leader of the current term

and the addresses of all other replicas. When a node joins a Canal cluster, Canal gives

it a unique name (identifier) using the Chord protocol. (joined replica addresses can also

be used, but since replica membership can change by adding or removing replicas, an

arbitrary unique name keeps things simple).

A node is represented by its leader. All the DHT queries and client requests to publish

to a topic or read data are answered by the leader. If a follower receives a client request,

it redirects the request to the leader. If a leader fails, the node becomes unavailable

temporarily until a new leader is elected among working replicas. Once a new leader is

elected, the node becomes available again and the leader serves requests.

In Canal, we also replicate a node’s successor list. Therefore, during DHT stabiliza-

tion, if a node updates its successor address, the update will be reflected on all replicas.

This prevents DHT topology disruption when a node’s leadership changes. As an opti-

mization, we do not replicate the finger table and predecessor list. We can avoid doing so

because losing this information does not break node connectivity, and it is automatically
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regenerated during stabilization.

Moreover, we modify Chord stabilization to take advantage of replication. When a

node detects that its successor has stopped responding to heartbeats, it first tries other

replicas before deeming the node as failed and removing it from the successor list. Since

each replica knows the address of the current leader, the node can update it to use the

new leader of the successor node once elected. When the node with a new leader sends a

heartbeat to its successor the next time, it notifies its successor of the leadership change.

We also define a timeout value to limit the time a node can try other replicas because

of a nonresponsive leader. When the successor’s known leader becomes nonresponsive,

the node keeps trying until one of the replicas reaches a working leader. It moves on to

use the next successor when a timeout occurs.

The timeout also ensures that the node has not lost the majority of replicas. If such a

loss occurs, the election process may not terminate since no candidate can get a majority

of votes. In this case, no replica identifies a working leader, and the timeout ends the

process. We determine the timeout value empirically (i.e., in practice, we find that a

single election is sufficient to select a new leader). We use a value double that of the

maximum Raft election timeout in this study.

In the case when the majority of replicas fail, the node leaves the Canal cluster.

When/If the node recovers from failure and becomes available again, it will try to send

a heartbeat to its last known successor. This will cause Canal to initiate stabilization,

which will enable the node to rejoin the cluster.

Since a node can host multiple topics, Canal uses a single data object to store the

data from all topics the node hosts. However, as described previously, the persistent

objects in our serverless runtime are append-only (logs). To support this and multi-topic

objects (that are replicated), Canal employs a mapping object per topic. This object

records the index of the data element when published, in the multi-topic data object.
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Fig. 4.3 exemplifies this node mapping process. When a data element is published

to a topic, Canal encapsulates it with its topic name and appends it to the multi-topic

data object. When the entry is replicated and committed, each committing replica checks

which topic the entry belongs to and writes the index of committed entry to the topic’s

mapping object. When a client reads data in the topic by index, Canal first checks the

topic’s mapping object to get the index of the data element in the multi-topic data object.

It then reads and returns the data element from the data object. Only the multi-topic

data object is replicated (i.e., managed) by the Raft algorithm. Mapping objects are

indirectly (and automatically) replicated since each replica updates its mapping object

when a data element is committed.

We choose to map multiple topics onto a single data object for implementation and

performance reasons. The Raft algorithm maintains a single commit index in a managed

cluster to indicate the latest committed entry. Canal treats each data object as a repli-

cated log managed by Raft; therefore, a node can only have one data object managed by

Raft. Another option would be running multiple Raft algorithm instances, one per topic.

This approach, however, introduces a significant computation and network overhead and

is more complicated to implement. Thus we use a single, replicated, multi-topic object

per node.

4.2.3 Canal API and Data Publishing

Canal exports a simple client API for publish/subscribe operations. The client API

provides the following functions:

• create topic(topic name):

Create a topic topic name on the calling node.

• subscribe(topic name, function name):
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Figure 4.3: An example of mapping two topics onto a data object.

Subscribe the function function name on the calling node to the topic topic name.

• publish(node, topic name, data):

Publish data to topic name.

• latest index(node, topic name):

Get the latext index of published data in topic name.

• get(node, topic name, index):

Get the data in topic name by its index.

A node in a Canal cluster calls create topic() to create a topic and store its address in

the DHT. create topic() also creates the topic mapping object as described in the previous

section. A node can also call subscribe() to subscribe a function to a topic. There must be

a binary file named function name on the calling node for the call to succeed. The binary

function can be written and compiled using the provided toolchain and it should follow

the Canal function template: function name(topic name, index, data). function name
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can be any UNIX-style filename. topic name, index, and data will be filled in by the

Canal runtime when the function is triggered.

Any client can use publish(), latest index(), and get() to publish or read data. All of

these operations take an optional node parameter to specify the address of the node that

should receive the request. The node address can be the address of a leader or follower

replica of any node in the Canal cluster. It does not have to be the node hosting the

topic, as the topic name will be used to query the actual address of the topic. The node

parameter can be omitted if the calling client is a node itself in the Canal cluster.

Fig. 4.4 illustrates the process of publishing data to a topic and triggering the func-

tions subscribing to the topic. When a node (referred to as the publishing node) receives

a publish request, it queries the cluster by topic name to determine where the topic data

are hosted; it uses this information to acquire the subscription list for the topic. The

query is answered with the addresses of all the replicas of the node hosting the topic (the

topic node). The publishing node then appends the data element to the multi-topic data

object of the topic node, as described in the previous section. Once the data element

is committed using the Raft algorithm, the topic node notifies the publishing node, and

the later triggers the functions on the subscription list to consume the published data.

4.2.4 Client Caching

For each client API call, the Canal cluster performs a lookup of the topic’s node

address. Although it only takes logarithmic network messages to answer this query, in a

large cluster with poor connectivity, this process can introduce significant overhead.

To save unnecessary network communication, we implement a client-side cache for

topic node address lookup. When a node queries about a topic the first time to serve a

client request, it writes the node address of the topic into its cache. Later, when it tries
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Figure 4.4: The process of publishing data and trigger function. 1) A client sends the
publish request to any node (the publishing node). 2) The publishing node sends a
query to know the topic node’s address. 3) The query is answered with the address
and the topic’s subscription list. 4) The publishing node appends the data to the topic
node’s data object. 5) The topic node commits the data and notifies the publishing
node. 6) The publishing node triggers the function on the subscription list.
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to read or publish data to the topic, it first checks if the topic exists in the cache. Since

the address of a topic does not change during the lifetime of the topic, the cache can

be invalidated when the client cannot find the topic data in the cached node address.

Because the subscription list for a topic changes over time, it is challenging to invalidate

it efficiently. Thus, we do not cache subscription lists in Canal.

We only implement the caching mechanism above on node addresses of topics. Al-

though subscription lists are stored in the same way and can be cached using the same

mechanism, there is no simple and effective way for cache invalidation. Throughout the

life of a topic, its subscription list can change at any time. In order to invalidate sub-

scription list cache, cache expiration or versioning has to be added to the mechanism.

We decide against it because the extra layer of complexity does not warrant better client

performance.

4.3 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Canal using different replica place-

ment strategies. Specifically, we instrument its processing pipeline (which include Chord

and Raft extensions) and employ a series of benchmarks and a wide range of testing

configurations. In particular, we attempt to answer the following questions:

• How fast can Canal publish data and trigger functions?

• How does Canal scale under load?

• How resilient is Canal to failure?

• How can Canal be used to facilitate the deployment of data-driven distributed

applications?
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To answer these questions, we deploy Canal clusters with different configurations

using virtual machine (VM) instances on three private and edge clouds, called Campus,

Lab, and Farm. Each cloud runs Eucalyptus v4.2.2, which is API-compatible with AWS

EC2 and S3. Campus is a shared, private cloud located on the UCSB campus connected

via 10Gb Ethernet. It is part multi-campus cloud federation [152] that consists of 1400

cores and 30TBs of storage. Lab is an edge cloud located in the authors’ research lab

that consists of 9 Intel Next Units of Computing (NUC) devices connected via a gigabit

switch. Farm is also a NUC-based edge cloud sited on a remote research reserve roughly

50 miles away from the campus. Each VM instance has 2 cores; Campus instances have

1GB memory while Lab and Farm instances have 4GB memory. During our experiments,

we observe that Canal uses very little memory and, as such, instance memory size does

not significantly impact performance or our results.

The key difference between these clouds that does impact performance is the network.

While Campus and Lab have a robust, high-performance network, the bandwidth of Farm

(a microwave link to campus/Internet) is significantly lower to the instances outside the

reserve cloud, which we find to be the case for edge clouds in general. Figure 4.5 shows

the average bandwidth between clouds in this study, as measured by iperf[153].

For our experiments, we configure Canal with eight nodes. Each node implements

a Raft cluster with 3 replicas. Each Raft replica is hosted by a single cloud instance

(each of which hosts a single Raft replica) for a total of 24 Raft instances. Although Raft

is designed to enhance reliability and availability, we can further increase robustness

via geo-distributed placement. To evaluate the performance impact of different replica

placement strategies, we consider two different Canal configurations: distributed and

colocated.

In the distributed configuration, we choose one instance from each cloud to host a

replica, and 3 replicas from different clouds to form a Raft cluster. Since the leader
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Figure 4.5: Bandwidth across our multi-cloud, experimental deployment as measured
by iperf. *’d measurements show the bandwidth between instances within the same
cloud.

of a Raft cluster is in charge of replicating data, handling Chord queries, and function

subscription, it is more sensitive to resource availability than its followers. Hence, we

also evaluate performance when the elected leader is hosted on different clouds. We

do so by adding a whitelist to the Raft leader election mechanism. Only vote requests

issued by the instances in the whitelist can be granted. In the following experiments,

the configuration where all the leaders are from Lab is denoted as distributedLab, and

the configuration where all the leaders are from Farm is denoted as distributedFarm. We

omit the other configuration combinations due to space constraints.

In addition to distributed configuration, we also experiment with configurations in

which all the Raft replicas are all hosted in the same cloud. The intuition is that if

replicas are colocated, Raft replication may be more efficient and hence provide better

overall performance. In the colocated configuration, all Raft replicas hosting the test topic

are hosted by instances within either Lab or Farm, respectively denoted as colocatedLab
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and colocatedFarm. The nodes not hosting the topic are still distributed across clouds.

All instances are synchronized using NTP. We use the instance clock to measure the

latency of each Canal client request. We instrument the client API to take a timestamp

when a request is created, and another when the subscribing function is triggered. In

addition to end-to-end latency, we measure Raft performance, which we record using

Raft log. A log entry has three timestamps filled when processed by Raft: when the

entry is written to the leader, when the entry is replicated to the followers, and when the

entry is committed.

4.3.1 Publish Benchmark

To evaluate the performance of Canal, we implement a simple benchmark using the

Canal client API. We start a Canal cluster and create a test topic of size 8KB on one

node (referred to as the topic node). The data published to the test topic is replicated

among the topic node’s three replicas, either distributed or colocated depending on the

configuration. We create a test function that records a timestamp and returns and

subscribe it to the test topic. The function is triggered (recording a timestamp) each

time new data is published to the test topic.

We use a simple client, which calls publish(), to publish data to the topic at a fixed

rate. We experiment with different publishing rates and run each test for 10 minutes.

During each test, we monitor the Raft commit lag to see if Canal can process publishing

requests without buffering them. The Raft commit lag is the number of log entries that

are appended to the Raft leader but have not been committed. This metric identifies

when Canal is not able to process requests fast enough, causing the Raft commit lag

to start to grow. We compute the publish latency as the average difference between

the time at each publish() is called and the time at which the test function is triggered
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by the published data (without buffering). Only the publishing latencies at publishing

rates when Canal can process publishing requests without buffering are recorded. In

the following experiments, we place the client, topic, and function on the same node.

Figure 4.6a shows the average publishing latency of each data publishing for different

publishing rates. Across the different test configurations, we find that colocatedLab has

the lowest publishing latency and can process requests at the highest publishing rate,

while distributedLab comes in second, followed by colocatedFarm. Both distributedLab and

colocatedLab configurations perform well compared to their Farm counterparts. Both

configurations are able to process 260 publish requests per second, while each individual

publish and commit takes 791 and 616 milliseconds on average, respectively. In both

configurations, publish latency grows linearly and is able to handle more than 260 publish

requests per second, which is the fastest rate at which the host can spawn test functions.

However, publish latency of the other configurations begins to grow with the publish-

ing rate. This occurs because the host spends more CPU time to commit log entries and

cannot keep up with the publish request and function trigger rates. Both distributedFarm

and colocatedFarm handle up to 90 publish requests per second, with 1.93 and 2.8 seconds

average publish request latency, respectively.

Figure 4.6b shows the average latency for Raft to commit a log entry. The colocatedLab

configuration exhibits a clear advantage over distributedLab. That is because in the

colocatedLab configuration, Raft only needs to replicate log entries within the network,

while in distributedLab configuration, the leader of the topic node must communicate to

followers outside its local cluster. Although higher performance, distributedLab sacrifices

the data reliability when there is a local failure. On the other hand, although Raft only

needs to perform replication locally in colocatedFarm configuration as well, because of its

poor network performance, it does not benefit the overall publishing performance in this

deployment configuration.
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Figure 4.6: Publishing latency
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From these experiments, we also observe that under heavy workloads, Canal spends

the majority of CPU time in Raft functions. As it starts to work harder to commit log

entries, the overall performance degrades.

Since in the benchmark, the data are published in parallel, the maximum publishing

rate translates to the average time Canal needs to process each publish request in the

pipeline. We next present the publish throughput using Canal in Table 4.1. In each 10

minutes test, we record the timestamp when the first publish() is called and when the last

test function is triggered. The duration divided by the total number of data published

is how long it takes for each publishing to be processed in throughput test, as shown

in Since the maximum publishing rate is the number of publishing requests Canal can

handle without buffering, if we run the throughput test continuously, the throughput is

bounded by 1/maximum publishing rate.

Table 4.1: Benchmarks of different cluster configuration. Individual latency is the time
it takes for Canal to commit published data and trigger the subscribing function.
Average latency is how fast Canal can process each publishing request at maximum
workload.

Maximum publishing rate Individual latency Average latency

distributedLab 260 791 ms 3.85 ms
colocatedLab 260 616 ms 3.85 ms
distributedFarm 90 1932 ms 11.13 ms
colocatedFarm 90 2820 ms 11.20 ms

We next evaluate the latency of extracting a data element from a topic. With the

same setup, this experiment sequentially calls get() on the test topic. We compute

average get() latency as the total time of benchmark divided by the number of get()s

issued, which we present in Table 4.2. The results indicate that the performance of get()

is affected only by the network performance and not by the data publishing rate. In the

best case where the client and the topic leader reside on the same instance, it takes 10

milliseconds on average to get data. When a slow network involved (e.g., Farm cloud),
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it takes more than 50 milliseconds on average for a get to complete.

Table 4.2: get() latency

Client location
Leader location Campus Lab Farm

Campus 23∗/36 ms 45 ms 55 ms
Lab 10∗/28 ms 50 ms
Farm 25∗/36 ms
∗Client and topic leader is on the same instance.

4.3.2 Configuration Comparison

Raft provides reliability and redundancy for data topics in Canal. As long as the

majority of Raft replicas are working, a leader can be elected among the working replicas,

and the Raft cluster is available. Even though the stale data is available in follower

replicas, since the only leader can respond to Canal queries and client requests, we

consider a Raft cluster (and the topic it holds) as available, only when the majority of

replicas are responsive.

In real-world scenarios, distributed applications that utilize pub/sub pattern collect

data from multiple sources. These applications are often deployed in multiple locations

with different characteristics. For instance, a distributed IoT application can benefit from

placing data collection and computation at an edge cloud and storing the static analysis

results and archival data on a remote public cloud. Placing computation near the source

at the edge of a network often provides better response time and energy efficiency by

precluding the need to move large amounts of data across long-haul networks. However,

edge clouds are typically more failure-prone due to their smaller scale, low cost, and

potentially harsh deployment environment. Therefore, when making a decision where to

place the replicas, we must consider the tradeoff between reliability and performance in
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Figure 4.7: Availability of a Raft cluster with 3 replicas. A Raft cluster is considered
available when the majority of its replicas are available.

such settings.

Consider a Raft cluster with 3 replicas placed in both a traditional cloud and an

edge cloud. Assuming the traditional cloud has 99.99% uptime (a typical service level

agreement of public commercial clouds), Figure 4.7 shows the probability of the cluster

being available. Mixing traditional cloud instances to edge cloud instances makes the

edge data availability higher in all cases. The more replicas placed on the traditional

cloud, the more available the data is likely to be.

From the historical data, we perform an experiment using a real-world IoT application

(as described in Section 4.3.5). We assume that our edge clouds (Lab and Farm) have an

uptime of 99%. We also assume that the Campus cloud has a similar uptime as public

clouds (99.99% uptime). Figure 4.8 shows the tradeoff between availability and perfor-

mance for our cloud and edge configurations. In the distributedLab and distributedFarm
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configurations, since we use one instance from each cloud, a Raft cluster has 2 replicas

(Lab and Farm) on the edge. According to Figure 4.8a, both achieve availability of

99.9898%. In the colocatedLab and colocatedFarm configurations, all replicas are on the

edge. Both configurations have availability of 99.9699%.

Figure 4.8b shows the maximum publishing rate that the clusters can handle without

buffering publish requests. Since the maximum publishing rate is limited by Raft leader’s

computation and network capacity, colocated configurations do not have an advantage

over distributed configurations.

Figure 4.8c shows the latency a client must wait when calling publish() until when

the data is replicated and the subscribing function is triggered. The latencies when the

workload is light (API functions are called and measured sequentially without overlap-

ping) and when the benchmark is publishing data at the cluster’s maximum publishing

rate are both shown. This experiment shows that when the Raft leader is in a cloud with

high availability and connected with a high-performance network (Lab), the colocated

configuration has slightly lower latency than its distributed counterpart. At the max-

imum publishing rate, the publishing latencies of colocatedLab is 616 milliseconds, 175

milliseconds lower than the distributedLab configuration (791 ms). However, when the

Raft leader is sited in a less capable edge cloud (Farm), colocatedFarm does not achieve

the same advantage. In the colocatedFarm configuration, because all replicas are under

stress from internal Canal function invocations, replication, and request responses, the

latency is higher than in distributedFarm configuration, where followers do not slow down

the overall system.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of 4 different Canal cluster configurations
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of 4 different Canal cluster configurations

4.3.3 Throughput Comparasion

We compare the performance of Canal to MQTT, the most commonly used topic-

based publish/subscribe protocol in IoT. In order to set up a wide area distributed envi-

ronment, we use RabbitMQ with MQTT client to deploy a broker network. RabbitMQ

enhances the availability and reliability of MQTT brokers by supporting clustering and

federation. A RabbitMQ cluster is a group of brokers whose status is replicated by the

Raft algorithm. When the leading broker fails, another broker takes over its role. Feder-

ation is formed by multiple clusters in a wide area. Once registered, clusters can share

and access the topics in other clusters in the federation.

RabbitMQ recommends forming a cluster with a group of brokers connected with

a strong network. In the following test, we use six Campus instances to create two

clusters (three instances per cluster) and form a federation of two clusters. We use Paho
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Figure 4.9: The throughput comparasion of RabbitMQ with MQTT and Canal.

asynchronous MQTT library to implement consumer and producer clients in C. The

consumer client is placed in one cluster, while the producer client is in the other. QoS

level is set to 1 (at least once delivery) as RabbitMQ does not support QoS level 2.

The consumer keeps consuming messages sent by the producer, and the producer keeps

publishing messages with a fixed size of 8KB. To determine the maximum throughput of

the setup, we keep increasing the number of messages the producer publishes per second

until RabbitMQ message queue begins to buffer.

We compare the throughput of RabbitMQ 3.8.14 with MQTT clients to that of our

system. Since RabbitMQ does not persist the data once the message is delivered, we use

CSPOT’s append-only data object to persist messages once the consumer client receives

them. Once the consumer client receives the messages, it writes the message to all

brokers’ CSPOT objects. Since RabbitMQ only supports QoS level 1, this method does
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Figure 4.10: The data persistence latency comparasion of RabbitMQ with MQTT and
Canal.

not actually replicate the data, but it provides an illustration of how data persistence

affects performance. In addition, even though one can implement application logic in

consumer client, we trigger a separate function using CSPOT for each received message

to measure the performance impact of event-based function invocation.

Figure 4.9 shows the comparasion result. Without persisting data and triggering

functions, RabbitMQ can route 243 messages per second. When storing data to CSPOT,

it can route 230 messages per second. If triggering function, it can handle 175 messages

per second. Compared to RabbitMQ federation, Canal can process 260 messages per

second using the same instances and network. If we remove the function triggering from

Canal, it can route 416 messages per second to the topic. Since data persistence is a

core design of Canal, we are not able to strip it from the comparison test. Figure 4.10

shows the latency it takes for a message to persist in CSPOT’s data object.
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4.3.4 Failure Recovery

Canal uses Raft to replicate data. As long as the majority of Raft replicas are

available, the data in the cluster is available. However, since all client requests are

directed to the leader and only the leader can respond to the requests, how fast a Raft

cluster can elect a new leader when the old one is down plays a key role in Canal’s

availability.

To evaluate the impact of leader election time in Canal, we launch a Raft cluster

with 3 replicas from different clouds and repeatedly shutdown the leader and measure

the time it takes to elect a new one. The timeout value is set to 1 second at the minimum

and 2 seconds at the maximum. The test is repeated 1000 times. The results (omitted

due to space constraints) show that, on average, it takes 1820 milliseconds for a new

leader to be elected (with a standard deviation of 537 milliseconds). During the 1820

milliseconds, the topic is unavailable until a new leader is elected. On average, it takes

1.5 seconds for replicas to discover a leader failure, and the election process requires 320

milliseconds.

Because the Raft timeout value is a configurable parameter, it can and should be

configured according to the network condition of the deployment. In the tests, we find

that failures do not happen frequently, and our applications can tolerate the topic be-

ing temporarily unavailable. If faster recovery and better availability are required, the

timeout value can be adjusted accordingly.

4.3.5 End-to-end Application Performance

To evaluate Canal in a real-world scenario, we implement and deploy a temperature

prediction application that uses CPU temperature of IoT devices to predict the ambient

temperature of the surrounding environment. Recent studies[11, 12] show that it is possi-
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ble to accurately predict temperature using multiple regression across CPU temperatures

of low cost, single board computers (SBCs). We use this IoT application to demonstrate

Canal and use it to evaluate its performance end-to-end.

During the implementation and deployment, we assume no knowledge of the un-

derlying hardware, data storage, network configuration and condition. The data and

functions are programmed against the abstraction of topic and data index, illustrating

the programmability of Canal.

We deploy 4 Raspberry Pi Zeros in Farm, the same research reserve we deploy our

edge cloud. Each device has onboard sensors that collect and report CPU temperature

readings. An external sensor attached to one of the devices capture the environment

temperature readings (ground truth), which we use to train the regression model. Only

CPU temperatures and this model are used to make predictions; ground truth is used to

compute the accuracy of the predictions.

Figure 4.11 shows the application architecture. There are three functions in the

application: smooth, train, and predict. Each Pi Zero publishes its CPU temperature

reading to the corresponding cpu raw topic every 5 minutes. Raw readings trigger the

smooth function. Smooth reads the readings from the past hour and publishes the

average to the Canal cpu smooth topic. When publishing the average, smooth also

aligns the timestamp of reading to the closest 5 minutes mark since each device may

publish its reading a few seconds apart. Besides CPU reading, the Pi Zero with an

external sensor attached also publishes the ground truth temperature every 5 minutes to

env raw and publishes the average to env smooth. Train subscribes to the env smooth

topic and is triggered every time a new smoothed environment temperature reading is

published. Train checks if the latest model in the model topic was trained recently

(within 3 days). If not, it deems the latest model expired and collects the data in

cpu smooth and env smooth in the last 3 days and applies multi-regression. The resulting
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Figure 4.11: Temperature prediction application architecture. A topic having a solid
arrow pointing to a function means the function subscribes to the topic. Dotted line
indicates the function reads from the topic for extra input.

model is published to model. When there is new data published to cpu smooth, the

predict function is triggered. Predict checks if CPU readings of the same timestamp

(within a 5 minute window) are presented in all 4 cpu smooth topic. If so, it reads

the latest regression model and makes a prediction. It then publishes its result to the

prediction topic.

We collect one month of data (about 8880 samples per topic) in January 2021 and use

the data to drive the application. Figure 4.12 shows the data plotted in time-series format.

With CPU temperatures from four Pi Zeros as input and environment temperature as the

ground truth, we are able to make temperature predictions with an average error of 0.21

degree and 95 percent of time less than 0.54 degrees. The error is within the range that

is useful for real world agriculture applications. The average function invocation latency

in the application run is 311 milliseconds with a standard deviation of 76 milliseconds.

Figure 4.13 shows the CDF of the function invocation latency.

To evaluate how quickly the system can recover from leader failure, we simulate
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Figure 4.12: The temperature data reported by Raspberry Pi Zeros in January 2021.
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Figure 4.13: The CDF of function invocation latency of the application.
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(b) Timeout value set to 60 to 65 seconds. The average time a node is unavailable is 61.02 seconds.

Figure 4.14: An hour long availability of the application with failure injected every 5 minutes.

failure by disabling the network of the current leader instance every 5 minutes. Then, we

measure the time it takes for the Raft cluster to elect a new leader and become available

again. Once it becomes available again, we enable the network of the previous disabled

instance again to allow it to rejoin the cluster. We configure the Raft timeout range

to 5 to 10 seconds and 60 to 65 seconds and run the test for 3 hours for each setting.

Figure 4.14 shows an hour of the result’s time series.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present a programmable and reliable pub/sub system called

Canal for IoT. Canal implements function-as-a-service execution model to incoporate
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the event-driven programming into application implementation. Combining with pub/-

sub messaging, Canal allows IoT developers to write function against data instead of

hardware and network address. Hence, Canal greatly reduces the implementation com-

plexity of event-driven IoT applications. Canal implements DHT for fast and scalable

topic lookup. For reliability, Canal uses Raft to replicate data.

Canal extends the widely adopted topic-based pub/sub messaging pattern in IoT

for data delivery and service discovery. However, unlike the traditional pub/sub systems,

Canal allows developers to exploit data and function locality to optimize multi-tier IoT

applications for reliability or performance. Canal achieves the above by decoupling the

DHT topology and the replica placement.

To evaluate the performance of Canal, We use benchmarks and a real-world IoT

application and different replica placement strategies. We use two edge clouds and a

large-scale private cloud that have different capacity and network characteristics for the

experiements. We deploy Canal cluster on these clouds using different strategies: co-

locating and geo-distributing replicas. In addition, we also test the performance impact

caused by the leader replica. The results show that Canal is able to achieve publish

data and trigger subscribing functions with low latency. Compared to MQTT, Canal

has slight advantages of latency and throughput while being more reliable and available.

We also discuss and demonstrate the trade-off between reliability and performance of

co-locating and geo-distributing strategies. We found that in most cases, co-locating

replicas leads to better performance in sacrifice of reliability.
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Chapter 5

GammaRay: FaaS Application

Monitoring

In the previous chapter, we have shown that FaaS programming paradigm greatly sim-

plifies parallel and concurrent programming. Combined with efficient data delivery and

reliable data replication, FaaS reduces the implementation complexity and allows devel-

opers to design and deploy IoT applications with greater ease.

However, the challenges of IoT applications does not only reside in implementation

and deployment. the complexity of the asynchronous programming model of FaaS re-

quires tools that developers can use to reason about, debug, and optimize their applica-

tions. Today, such tooling for these new applications is nascent, with only simple logging

services available. Logging forces developers to write complex secondary applications

that download, aggregate, analyze, and provide effective anomaly alerts or feedback.

Such effort is error-prone, takes focus away from innovation, and must be repeated for

every application.

While some cloud vendors provide tools for event logging and monitoring on their FaaS

platforms, these tools are limited in that they provide only basic performance metrics
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and do not trace interdependency across services and regions. Moreover, these tools are

cloud-specific and only work with the FaaS platforms they are designed for. Therefore, in

the modern landscape where applications can be deployed to multiple clouds, these tools

cannot provide the debugging and analyzing capabilities required by IoT applications.

To understand the current limitations of available post-deployment FaaS toolings, we

study and investigate AWS X-Ray[154], a sampling-based application monitoring service

designed for AWS Lambda. As a result, we present GammaRay as an alternative to

X-Ray that provides better debugging and monitoring functionality. GammaRay is a

cloud service for Lambda applications that provides a holistic view of causal application

behavior and performance end-to-end. It requires no developer intervention and works

across AWS regions and AWS cloud services. GammaRay intercepts Lambda function

entry points and calls to AWS services made by the application. It records these events

synchronously using transactional database streams (to guarantee causal consistency) and

processes them offline, in near real-time, to provide developers with service graphs and

analysis data at both the function aggregate and instance level. As such, GammaRay

provides a causal ordering for concurrent, multi-function Lambda applications.

We investigate the overhead introduced by GammaRay using micro-benchmarks

and multi-function FaaS applications. In terms of monetary cost, GammaRay is able to

track the causal order of events with an additional $0.00000004 per Lambda function and

$0.03315 per hour for maintaining the transactional log. For the Lambda applications

that we consider, this translates to less than 4 cents per hour.

As our first step into the journey of post-deployment operation research of IoT applica-

tions, GammaRay provides significant and useful insights that help us better understand

the interaction and relation between application components. While GammaRay’s us-

age is confined in AWS Lambda applications, the results we gathered from GammaRay

serve as guidelines for us to build our own event tracking and data repair systems in later
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chapters.

In the sections that follow, we first discuss the current status of FaaS toolings in

Section 5.1. Then, we illustrate the design and limitations of X-Ray in Section 5.2.

We present our design and implementation of GammaRay that aims to improve and

address the limitations in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we show the evaluation result

of the performance overhead introduced by GammaRay. Finally, we summarize our

contribution in Section 5.5.

5.1 Related Work

Functions-as-a-service is an event-driven programming paradigm. Functions in FaaS

are triggered by events such as writes to database and blob storage, HTTP requests,

or messages. The causalities among these events compose a partial order on the events

representing their “causal order”.

Causality is an important tool employed in concurrent and distributed systems that

facilitates reasoning about, analyzing, and drawing inferences from a computation.[155,

156] In particular, causal order is required for function design (to enable mutual exclu-

sion, consistency, deadlock detection), for distributed debugging, failure recovery, and

inconsistency detection, for reasoning about progress (termination detection, collection

of obsolete data and state), and for measuring and optimizing concurrency.

There are multiple tools for tracking the performance of FaaS applications and trac-

ing their interdependencies. AWS X-Ray[154] is a tracing tool for AWS that samples the

entry and exit of Lambda function instances using unique trace identifiers. It records

function duration and times SDK calls and HTTP accesses that a function makes. This

data is sent to an X-Ray logging service via UDP. The X-Ray logging service visual-

izes and presents data to developers as logs and dependency trees, called service graphs.
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Google employs a similar production tracing infrastructure for its cloud-wide services

called Dapper[157]. The paper describes how they achieve low overhead, application-level

transparency, and ubiquitous deployment at a large scale. Google has made Dapper[157]

available for public use. Both X-Ray and Dapper can infer relationships between server-

less functions but cannot capture causal order of events because (i) they only sample

events, missing uncommon and rare events, and (ii) they do not trace through the ser-

vices that functions access (which trigger other functions).

This lack of support limits the degree to which developers can identify the root cause

of errors, performance bottlenecks, cost anomalies, and optimization opportunities for

Lambda applications.

There are many attempts to provide different lacking aspects of the current FaaS tool-

ings. The Serverless framework[158] simplifies the process of developing Lambda applica-

tions. With an offline plugin, users debug Lambda functions locally. Docker-lambda[159]

is a reverse-engineered sandbox that replicates AWS Lambda. It supports all Lambda

runtimes and guarantees the same behavior of on AWS Lambda. Josef Spillner studied

FaaS and implemented Snafu[160], a modular system compatible with AWS Lambda,

which is useful for debugging Lambda applications. New Relic[161] and Dashbird[162]

provide AWS Lambda monitoring by summarizing data from Amazon Cloudwatch[163].

Zipkin[164] is a distributed tracing system based on Google Dapper[157].

Capturing causal ordering in support of debugging and performance analysis is well

understood and has been extensively researched. Schwarz et al.[165] shows that charac-

terizing the causal relationship is key to understanding distributed applications. Bailis

et al. revisits causality in [166] in the context of real-world applications and proposes a

number of interesting extensions to the model.

Other research contributes new approaches to achieving causal consistency in dis-

tributed and scalable datastore systems. Lloyd et al. proposed COPS[167], a key-value
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store that delivers causal consistency across a wide area. They identify and define a new

consistency model, causal consistency, with convergent conflict handling. Bolt-on[168]

is a system proposed by Bailis et al., which provides a shim layer that provides causal

consistency on top of general-purpose and widely deployed datastores. Saturn[169] is a

metadata service for geo-replicated data management systems. It can be used to ensure

that remote operations are in a visible order that respects causality. Saturn has been

evaluated in Amazon EC2, and the work demonstrates that weakly consistent datastores

can provide an improvement (via causal consistency) over eventually consistent models.

5.2 Monitoring AWS Lambda Applications

There are two performance monitoring services available to AWS application devel-

opers: CloudWatch and X-ray. CloudWatch is a service that collects information about

AWS service and resource use. It also includes the ability for applications to write their

own performance records and an API for filtering, downloading, and reading CloudWatch

logs. Accessing CloudWatch via the API, however, is limited (e.g., 5 transactions per

second per region) with commonly long delays (on the order of seconds) between event

execution and the availability of its log record (imposed for scaling and system stability

purposes).

CloudWatch logging is available for AWS Lambda functions in all AWS regions. How-

ever, log streams are local to a region and may or may not be distinct for concurrent in-

vocations of the same function. Developers must write complex applications (potentially

as Lambda applications themselves) to extract actionable insights about the performance

and behavior of their Lambda applications, which is tedious and error-prone given the

use limits, region isolation, and eventual consistency of CloudWatch logging. Such efforts
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are infeasible and costly for even medium-scale AWS Lambda applications, which can

consist of hundreds to thousands of function instances.

To address some of these limitations for highly dynamic Lambda applications, web

applications, and microservices, AWS provides X-Ray. X-Ray is a monitoring and dis-

play service that automatically samples the entry and exit of function instances, called

segments, using unique trace identifiers (trace id). When a sample is taken, X-Ray

records function duration and container startup overhead, and the duration of dynamic

function SDK calls and HTTP accesses, as subsegments. Users can define, annotate, and

record their own subsegments. X-Ray data is sent to an X-Ray daemon running in the

container with the function via UDP. The daemon buffers and sends monitoring data

(when sampled) to the X-Ray logging service.

The X-Ray service presents data to developers as logs and dependency trees, called

service graphs. X-Ray links the segment and its subsegments (per trace id) into an

application’s service graph as leaf nodes with meta-information, such as the DynamoDB

table name that the function updated and the region in which it is located. Service graphs

visualize X-Ray log data for specified time durations (aggregating multiple invocations

of the applications). X-Ray data is automatically deleted after 24 hours.

Figure 5.1 presents an X-Ray service graph for an example AWS Lambda applica-

tion [170]. The application control flow is as follows (captured by the service graph).

The application, called ImageProcPyF, is triggered by a user uploading a photo to an

S3 bucket. The function invokes the AWS Rekognition image processing service (via the

SDK) on the photo and writes the labels returned in a DynamoDB table (image-proc-F).

The function then updates a web page (cf the requests object) and exits. The table write

triggers a second function (DBSyncPyF), which copies the data across regions (reading

table image-proc-F in the west region and writing to table eastSyncTable-F in the East

region). This second write triggers a third function (UpdateWebsiteF) in the East region,
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Figure 5.1: X-Ray service graph for ImgProc [170].

which writes to a web page in its region.

When a function is triggered by an unknown source, the service graph represents

this via a Clients icon. X-Ray divides the function into two parts (subsegments): its

startup overhead (type AWS::Lambda) and its execution time (AWS::Lambda::Function).

Multiple instances of functions are combined into aggregate service graphs by X-Ray.

However, within the raw data of the logs from which the service graphs are drawn, there

is a segment with a unique trace id for each service graph with an unknown source.

The segment consists of metadata and subsegments (for SDK calls, HTTP requests, and
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any user-defined operations). The metadata includes start and end times, trace id,

and details about the operation type and outcome (e.g., error status, if any). Segments

and subsegments are linked via Id’s and parent id’s for subsegments with the same

trace id. Thus it is possible to construct an ordering of events (subsegments) that

originate from the same function (parent) but not across top-level segments.

Figure 5.1 reveals multiple limitations of X-Ray. First, even though ImageProcPyF

triggers DBSyncPyF and DBSyncPyF triggers UpdateWebsiteF via DynamoDB table

updates, X-Ray logs and service graphs do not capture these relationships. Similarly,

across regions, functions are disconnected and part of independent X-Ray traces. More-

over, the only option for viewing service graph data is in aggregate; only raw log data

contains per function instance data.

Other X-Ray limitations relate to record loss. X-Ray uses statistical sampling of

performance information. Highly scalable applications, “rare” events that exercise code

paths that are difficult to test can cause faults that are difficult to reproduce and diagnose.

If the events are sufficiently rare, a statistical technique may miss them. In addition, X-

Ray uses UDP messages to a separate process in the container to offload logging overhead.

Because UDP is an unreliable network transport mechanism, it may be that messages

are lost before their content is logged. Given this implementation, it is not possible to

use X-Ray alone to construct the causal order of events across Lambda applications.

5.3 GammaRay Design

To facilitate causal order tracking for serverless applications in AWS that is cloud-wide

– across all AWS services and regions – we have developed a cloud service for AWS called

GammaRay. GammaRay extracts causal precedence for Lambda applications by mon-

itoring both function-internal events (like X-Ray) and the message-passing performed by
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Figure 5.2: GammaRay Overview. GammaRay automatically injects support that
captures the entry/exit and SDK (cloud service access) of AWS Lambda applications.
Each SDK invocation carries a trace identifier through the call. GammaRay extracts
the identifier upon function entry for any triggered functions.

functions through AWS cloud services (which X-Ray does not). Moreover, GammaRay

augments causal relations with both aggregate and instance-level performance data. To

enable this, GammaRay automatically injects instrumentation into Lambda functions

and into the SDK with which they invoke cloud services (event sources that trigger other

functions) upon function deployment to AWS Lambda. GammaRay considers messages

in this setting to be SDK calls between functions and services.

Figure 5.2 depicts a Lambda function with X-Ray support. On the left is the local X-

Ray logging progress, which receives UDP messages from the function for sampled events.

X-Ray records performance information before and after Lambda function execution and

invocation of SDK calls (calls to other AWS and web services). GammaRay augments

this support with synchronized recording (GammaRay Sync in the figure) of the sender

and receiver for each function invocation and immediately prior to any SDK call to a

potential event source (function-triggering service invocation). GammaRay consumes

these records offline to compute causal relations and performance statistics for each event

and to construct a service graph that can be easily interrogated by developers and analysis
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tools.

The GammaRay design consists of three components: a Lambda function deploy-

ment tool, GammaRay runtime support, and GammaRay event processing engine. The

function deployment tool takes a code directory and a list of libraries and builds a code

package that it then uploads to Lambda using the developer’s credentials. The tool filters

out unused libraries to minimize package size. If GammaRay support is requested (a

command-line option), the tool injects GammaRay instrumentation to perform synchro-

nized record-keeping by replacing the function entry point with the GammaRay entry

point and by “wrapping” AWS SDK and HTTP operations.

GammaRay records metadata about each event synchronously in a database that

tracks update order (implements a transactional log). This metadata includes unique

function ID and details about the SDK call such as table name and keys for DynamoDB

updates, bucket name, prefix, and key for S3 updates, SNS topics, and HTTP URLs.

GammaRay uses this metadata offline to map event sources to functions to form the

causal order of events across AWS Lambda applications, services, and regions. Gam-

maRay augments this information with performance data about each event. Gam-

maRay can obtain this data from X-Ray samples, or it can collect the data itself (with

or without sampling) via additional instrumentation (inserted at the same points as X-

Ray instrumentation). We consider these various implementation options in the next

section.

As mentioned previously, when a Lambda function invokes another (via the SDK or

HTTP) there is no trigger-identifying information available in the callee. To overcome

this limitation, GammaRay injects the caller’s unique (request) ID into the payload of

the SDK invocation as a hidden argument. This data is later used by the GammaRay

event processing engine to map cloud service updates (event sources) to function invoca-

tions and to produce causal relations across the application.
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Figure 5.3: GammaRay service graph for ImgProc [170]. GammaRay captures causal
dependencies and performance through AWS services and across regions.

5.3.1 Implementations

We next investigate three alternative implementations of GammaRay: G-Ray-D,

G-Ray-S, and G-Ray-H. In all three, GammaRay automatically inserts “hidden” argu-

ments into function invocations as needed, and processes all function arguments upon

function entry. Additionally, all configurations implement the GammaRay log via a

shared DynamoDB table and stream. DynamoDB Streams record the sequence of record-

level DynamoDB table modifications and thus enable GammaRay to extract the causal

relationships across events that it records (in the order they occur).
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G-Ray-D injects the necessary GammaRay instrumentation dynamically using a li-

brary that “monkey-patches” [171] AWS Lambda SDK calls made by the function to

invoke the GammaRay runtime before and after the call. It represents the most flexible,

portable, and application-transparent implementation strategy. Alternatively, G-Ray-S

implements the same functionality by adding the instrumentation code statically to the

AWS Lambda Python SDK. It increases the size of an instrumented Lambda program

(both in terms of memory and package size) but avoids dynamic runtime instrumentation

overhead.

G-Ray-D and G-Ray-S are full replacements for AWS X-Ray (i.e., they also collect

event performance data). They improve upon X-Ray in two ways. First, they track causal

order across AWS regions and across service invocations. Secondly, they track all events

(rather than a statistical sample,) so they can be better used for performance debugging

activities such as diagnosis of faults due to rare events (X-Ray uses statistical sampling).

Moreover, because they only depend on AWS’s scalable database (DynamoDB), and

this functionality is relatively common among public cloud providers, in theory, these

implementations could be ported to other public clouds.

Alternatively, G-Ray-H is an AWS-specific implementation of GammaRay that makes

maximal use of extant AWS services, including X-Ray and CloudWatch. It implements

the same causal-ordering tracking as G-Ray-D and G-Ray-S, but because G-Ray-H relies

on AWS for function timings, its performance data is sampled.

All implementations use the AWS SDK (boto [172]) and G-Ray-H and G-Ray-D rely

on the Fleece library for X-Ray daemon support [173] for Python. The GammaRay

deployment tool also uses the SDK to upload the compressed Lambda package to AWS

Lambda, set up the necessary policy and permissions for the functions, and configure

any event sources that trigger function invocation.

Our goal with the GammaRay implementation is to leverage as much of it as possible
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via AWS cloud services for each of the three GammaRay components. The deployment

tool, implemented in Python, uses the AWS SDK (boto [172]) to construct a compressed

package containing the function and the libraries it uses, uploads it to AWS Lambda,

and sets up the necessary policy and permissions for the function, configuring any event

sources that trigger function invocation. For the runtime, GammaRay currently sup-

ports Lambda functions written in Python.

5.3.2 GammaRay Event Processing Engine

The GammaRay event processing engine runs offline – in the background and so

does not introduce overhead on serverless applications. The engine processes the table

data in append-order via the DynamoDB Stream. From this information, it constructs

a service graph containing causal order dependencies for each application across AWS

services and regions. It presents this data to users as graph aggregates (as X-Ray does) or

for individual function instances (which X-Ray does not) and annotates the graph with

performance data. The amount and type of data with which GammaRay annotates its

graphs are configurable.

Figure 5.3 shows the service graph for the ImgProc application for one run of the

G-Ray-S configuration. GammaRay leverages graphviz [174] for its service graph imple-

mentation. In this configuration, the engine displays SDK operation names, key names,

and average performance across event instances. Because the S3 write is performed by

a user (Clients) directly, the average time is not available (denoted ??ms in the figure).

GammaRay displays non-event-source operations (e.g. DB reads) in gray and errors in

red.
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App Description
empty Micro: Returns immediately
DDB read Micro: 100 random reads of DynamoDB table
DDB write Micro: 100 random writes to DynamoDB table
S3 read Micro: 100 random reads of random S3 object
S3 write Micro: 100 creates of a new S3 object
SNS Micro: 100 postings to SNS
Map- A Big-Data-Benchmark [175] app implemented
Reduce in Lambda by AWS Engineers [176]
ImgProc Image Processing app [170]. Images uploaded

to S3 trigger a function which extracts labels using AWS
Rekognition service, and reads and writes DynamoDB tables
within and across regions (performing geo-replication),
and triggering a cross-region function

Table 5.1: Micro-benchmarks (demarked Micro) and Multi-Function Lambda Apps
used to evaluate GammaRay. All are available from our project repository.

5.4 Evaluation

To evaluate GammaRay, as well as to illuminate the source of the overhead it intro-

duces, we employ both multi-function Lambda applications and micro-benchmarks. We

first overview these applications and our empirical methodology and then present our

empirical results. We used only the AWS Free Tier for implementation and evaluation

of this study (i.e., no costs were incurred for function invocation).

5.4.1 Methodology

The applications and micro-benchmarks that we use in this study are listed in Ta-

ble 5.1. We present the baseline timings in milliseconds (ms) and memory used in

megabytes (MB) for each in Table 5.2 and 5.3. For the micro-benchmarks, the DB

payload is 4 bytes; the S3 operations are on empty files. We execute both sets of Lambda

applications multiple times and compute the average and standard deviation. We execute

the micro-benchmarks 200 times and the Lambda applications 50 times unless otherwise
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App Clean X-RayND X-Ray

empty 7 ms 10 ms 13 ms
DDB read 2,435 ms 2,761 ms 4,745 ms
DDB write 2,392 ms 2,927 ms 4,755 ms
S3 read 2,841 ms 3,134 ms 5,215 ms
S3 write 5,354 ms 6,073 ms 8,727 ms
SNS 4,217 ms 4,327 ms 6,433 ms
Map-Reduce 124,582 ms 122,156 ms 114,007 ms
ImgProc 3,418 ms 3,047 ms 3,067 ms

Table 5.2: Baseline performance data of total time for the micro-benchmarks and
Lambda apps.

App Clean X-RayND X-Ray

empty 21 MB 25 MB 41 MB
DDB read 25 MB 41 MB 44 MB
DDB write 41 MB 44 MB 65 MB
S3 read 44 MB 65 MB 64 MB
S3 write 65 MB 64 MB 49 MB
SNS 31 MB 35 MB 47 MB
Map-Reduce 1,175 MB 1,204 MB 1,231 MB
ImgProc 108 MB 113 MB 114 MB

Table 5.3: Baseline performance data of total memory consumed for the micro-bench-
marks and Lambda apps.
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noted. All run sets occurred in sequence so cold-start overhead is only experienced for

the first run.

The baseline configurations, which we use for comparison and which include no Gam-

maRay functionality, are Clean, X-RayND and X-Ray. Clean captures the performance

of the application with all tracing turned off for all functions. X-RayND shows the perfor-

mance of the stock AWS X-Ray with tracing turned on, but the data capture mechanisms

do not use a separate X-Ray “daemon”. Without this daemon option, X-Ray logs func-

tion entry and exit calls in Python applications but not the Python SDK calls that the

function makes. X-Ray is full AWS X-Ray support for Python applications using the

X-Ray daemon implemented via the Fleece library [173].

The baseline measurements reveal interesting characteristics about AWS Lambda.

First, the empty micro-benchmark results (in which the function simply returns) show

no statistical difference in either the mean or the variance of their execution times, either

with or without tracing. This result seems to indicate that the X-Ray logs are updated

asynchronously (i.e., there is intermediate buffering for which users are not charged).

Full X-Ray introduces overhead for both the DDBread and DDBwrite benchmark.

Each benchmark reads/writes DynamoDB 100 times. In the case of X-RayND, only the

start and exit of the benchmark are logged. For X-Ray, each of the internal 100 SDK calls

to DynamoDB are also logged. Since the mean execution time approximately doubles,

we conclude that internal SDK logging for DynamoDB using the X-ray daemon requires

approximately 1/100 the time required for entry and exit logging. The same seems to hold

for S3 reads but not for S3 writes (which take more time than reads. For long-running

X-Ray does not wait but instead posts records that the operation is “in-progress” [177]

potentially incurring more overhead for multiple log records.

For the multi-function Lambda applications, Map-Reduce and ImgProc, X-Ray ex-

ecutes in less total time than Clean (last two rows of top table in Table 5.2). We ran
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a Student’s t-test [178] on the datasets and find that their means are different. We do

not have a good explanation as to why X-Ray is faster but believe that it is related

to the AWS implementation and deployment of X-Ray. In our evaluation, we compare

GammaRay to X-Ray for these applications.

5.4.2 Application Performance

We first empirically evaluate GammaRay for our long-running Lambda application:

Map-Reduce. This application was written by AWS engineers and is based on one of

the Big Data Benchmark programs [175]. This application implements the map-reduce

protocol but relies only on AWS Lambda and S3 for its implementation. We use the

pavlo/text/1node/uservisits dataset which is 24MB in size and contains IP addresses

that have visited particular websites. The application invokes 29 mappers, which read

their portion of the input from S3. Mappers count the number of access per IP prefix

for a range of IPs and store the results in S3. A coordinator monitors this progress (via

triggers from S3 writes) and invokes a single reducer function when all mappers complete.

The reducer downloads the intermediate results and performs a reduction across them to

produce the final per-IP count, which it stores in S3 (which again triggers the coordinator

one final time).

Recall from Table 5.2, the application without GammaRay or X-Ray completes in

approximately 125 seconds and 114 seconds with full X-Ray enabled. Figure 5.4 shows

the percentage overhead versus full X-Ray introduced by GammaRay on the map-reduce

application. On total time, G-Ray-D introduces 25.1%, G-Ray-S introduces 15.3%, and

G-Ray-H introduces 11.9% overhead versus X-Ray. On memory use, G-Ray-D introduces

3.7%, G-Ray-S introduces 7.5%, and G-Ray-H introduces 4.4% overhead.

This overhead is primarily due to the instrumentation performed by each variant.
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Figure 5.4: Percent overhead versus X-Ray for GammaRay for the Map-Re-
duce Lambda application. For each GammaRay variant (G-Ray-D=dynamic,
G-Ray-S=static, and G-Ray-H=hybrid), we present the percent overhead on total
time across functions and on memory used across functions, on average for 50 runs of
the application.

On function entry, GammaRay parses and logs (in DynamoDB) function input data.

G-Ray-D and G-Ray-S both also log exit events to DynamoDB (to record timings).

G-Ray-D and G-Ray-S log before and after each SDK call to capture timings and causal

dependencies; G-Ray-H records a log entry before each SDK call that might trigger other

Lambda functions, to track causal dependencies. Moreover, X-Ray tracing is turned off

for G-Ray-D and G-Ray-S (because it is not needed) and turned on for G-Ray-H which

uses X-Ray data to annotate the causal service graph with performance data (offline).

The overhead of GammaRay is low for this application because the time spent

not executing event-source-triggering calls is large relative (the application executes for

over 124 seconds) to the number of calls that GammaRay instruments. For this app,

G-Ray-S and G-Ray-D generate over 840 GammaRay tracing records; G-Ray-H generates
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Figure 5.5: Percent overhead versus X-Ray for GammaRay for the Image Processing
(ImgProc) Lambda application. For each GammaRay variant (G-Ray-D=dynamic,
G-Ray-S=static, and G-Ray-H=hybrid), we present the percent overhead on total
time across functions and on memory used across functions, on average for 50 runs of
the application.

125 records. As a result, much of the time is spent in mapper and reducer functions for

data processing.

We next evaluate the overhead of GammaRay for the short-running ImgProc appli-

cation. ImgProc performs image processing and geo-replication of database tables. The

application consists of three dependent functions (two in the East region and one in the

west) that trigger each other via DynamoDB table updates (in both regions). Application

execution is initiated by a file being placed in an S3 bucket.

Figure 5.5 shows the percentage overhead of GammaRay versus X-Ray for the Img-

Proc application. As shown in the baseline data, one instance of the app completes in 3.1

seconds and uses 114MB of memory for X-Ray. Because a single instance of this applica-

tion is very short running, GammaRay consumes a significantly larger overall percentage
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of total time than it did for Map-Reduce. For this application, G-Ray-D introduces 92.3%,

G-Ray-S introduces 66.8%, and G-Ray-H introduces 42.9% execution overhead. In terms

of memory use, G-Ray-D introduces 26.5%, G-Ray-S introduces 101.1%, and G-Ray-H

introduces 7.2% overhead.

The implementation of G-Ray-S adds more memory overhead than the other vari-

ants. We believe this is because of the additional code footprint that we require for the

GammaRay library extensions (we measure and discuss disk space usage further below).

Moreover, a single invocation of the ImgProc application comprises 18 events that con-

sume most of the execution time. GammaRay writes database records for all 18 events

including entry/exit for configurations G-Ray-D and G-Ray-S. Configuration G-Ray-H

posts only 5 records at during execution (those sufficient to capture the causal ordering).

Clean, X-RayND, and X-Ray post no records during execution – all performance data is

recorded via unreliable communication and eventually consistent, non-order preserving

logs, asynchronously.

From the results of these two Lambda applications, we conclude that the execution

overhead associated with tracking causal ordering across regions and AWS service in-

vocations is lowest for the GammaRay–X-Ray hybrid (configuration G-Ray-H). This

configuration enables GammaRay to use less memory and record the minimal set of

events (required to identify causal relations across events) synchronously, and all other

events asynchronously via the X-Ray daemon. We next investigate the overhead that

GammaRay introduces at a finer grain using micro-benchmarks (the first six programs

in Table 5.1).
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Local project directory /tmp directory
Storage (MB) compressed uncompressed compressed uncompressed

Clean 0.0002 0.0001
X-RayND 0.0002 0.0001
X-Ray 0.7311 2.2188
G-Ray-D 0.7325 2.2266
G-Ray-S 0.0021 0.0117 3.4353 23.8320
G-Ray-H 0.7330 2.9609

Table 5.4: Container disk space usage for GammaRay wrapper and library support.

5.4.3 Container Disk Space Usage

As discussed previously, the empty micro-benchmark returns immediately when in-

voked. We use this micro-benchmark to evaluate the storage overhead GammaRay im-

poses on container disk space given the minimal Clean code package of this benchmark.

The table in Table 5.4 reports disk space usage in megabytes (MB) for the Lambda func-

tion package (the function code and its libraries) that is downloaded and decompressed

upon container instantiation when a function is invoked. Columns 2 and 3 show the size

in MB for the package compressed and uncompressed. On average GammaRay increases

compressed package size by less than 1% for G-Ray-H.

The size of the package is limited by AWS to have a maximum of 50MB compressed

and 250MB uncompressed. Large package sizes also slow down function deployment

times (including version replacement and code update). To keep deployment times low,

libraries in the package can be placed in the tmp file system in the container. To use this

option, developers package this code separately and upload it to S3. Upon invocation, the

developer adds code to the start of the function that downloads, extracts, and links the

code into the application. The GammaRay tool performs these operations automatically.

AWS limits the maximum size of the tmp file system to 500MB.

We use this option for the G-Ray-S configuration. We do so because this configuration

rewrites a small portion of the AWS SDK (botocore). AWS provides the SDK in the
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Total Time SDK (Overhead per operation)
Overhead (ms) DDB Read DDB Write S3Read S3 Write SNS Avg

X-Ray (over Clean) 47 47 52 87 64 60
G-Ray-H (over X-Ray) 1 29 3 19 34 17

G-Ray-H (over Clean) 48 77 55 106 98 77

Table 5.5: Micro-benchmark total time result summary. At startup, the GammaRay
wrapper introduces 125ms for obtaining a handle to the GammaRay database table
from AWS and just under 300ms for processing function inputs and storing them in
the table.

container for free. Because of the rewrite, GammaRay must include botocore in the

deployment (to replace the default container version). By doing so, G-Ray-S has a

very small project package and a large (compressed and uncompressed) tmp file system

component as shown in the table using columns 3 and 4. We include the time required to

download from S3 and uncompress the package in all G-Ray-S experiments. We find that

if the function is executed repeatedly and AWS reuses the container, we can avoid this

overhead. To do so, GammaRay first checks whether the downloaded package exists

and if so, performs only library loading and linking.

We also believe that the additional G-Ray-S library code increases the overall memory

footprint at runtime (cf G-Ray-S Memory in Figures 5.4 and 5.5). On average, however,

GammaRay introduces a small overhead on container storage for its wrappers and addi-

tional libraries for both G-Ray-D and G-Ray-H versus X-Ray because it is able to leverage

the same libraries as X-Ray for their implementation.

5.4.4 Micro-Benchmark Performance

We next breakdown the overhead of tracing on the remaining micro-benchmarks. We

present results only for G-Ray-H (the best performing GammaRay configuration) due

to space constraints. G-Ray-H keeps its overhead low by relying on X-Ray to collect

performance statistics. Thus X-Ray must be turned on in this configuration (introducing
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Memory SDK (Total per benchmark)
Overhead (MB) DDB Read DDB Write S3Read S3 Write SNS Avg

X-Ray (over Clean) 17 17 16 14 14 16
G-Ray-H (over X-Ray) 2 5 8 9 4 5

G-Ray-H (over Clean) 19 22 25 22 19 21

Table 5.6: Micro-benchmark memory consumption summary.

some overhead itself). Moreover, since X-Ray only performs sampling and its logs are

eventually consistent (with delays of seconds in many cases), the performance informa-

tion on the GammaRay service graphs is also subject to these disadvantages. However,

GammaRay guarantees causal order for service graph connectivity through AWS ser-

vices.

The two DDB micro-benchmarks execute random 100 reads and 100 writes to different

AWS DynamoDB tables, respectively. The two S3 micro-benchmarks execute random 100

reads and 100 writes to AWS S3 buckets, respectively. And the SNS micro-benchmark

posts 100 notifications to AWS SNS. The performance data for the Clean and X-Ray

configurations to which we compare is shown in the baseline data (Table 5.2 and 5.3).

The performance results for the micro-benchmarks is shown in Table 5.5 and 5.6. The

top table presents data for total time overhead in milliseconds (ms) and the bottom table

shows memory overhead in megabytes (MB) for X-Ray and G-Ray-H.

In Table 5.5, The first row of data in the top table shows the number of milliseconds

added to Clean by X-Ray. X-Ray tracing overhead is lowest on DynamoDB reads and

writes and highest on S3 writes and SNS notifications. We believe that this latter over-

head is due to the multiple “in-progress” records that X-Ray posts for longer running

operations such as these. We observe many such records for S3 write and SNS operations

for these benchmarks.

The second row in Table 5.5 shows the additional overhead (over X-Ray) that G-Ray-H

introduces. Since GammaRay relies on X-Ray for performance data, the total overhead
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of GammaRay versus Clean is a combination of both X-Ray and GammaRay (last row

in both tables). G-Ray-H overhead consists of obtaining a handle to the GammaRay

DynamoDB table, parsing the function arguments to extract trigger information (either

inserted by GammaRay or by AWS automatically), and synchronously writing a record

containing this payload to the DynamoDB table. The payload contains a timestamp,

the request ID, the function ID, and 4-8 additional strings describing the event source

(triggering operation). Depending on the event source, this payload can vary in size from

16 bytes to an arbitrary length (e.g., a DynamoDB key, S3 bucket name, or SNS subject

contains application-specific data, which can be large).

In our study, the largest payload we have observed is 4 kilobytes. Thus, table write

time by the GammaRay wrapper can vary, but we observe it to be 293ms on average

with a standard deviation of 78ms. We measured the time to obtain the DynamoDB

handle from AWS via repeated executions in a Lambda function (i.e., as another micro-

benchmark). We find that for Clean, this operation takes 126ms on average (with a

standard deviation of 59ms). Because this startup overhead has a significant impact on

short-running applications (as shown previously for the ImgProc application), we are in-

vestigating ways of minimizing payload size in particular and optimizing the GammaRay

startup process (wrapper), as part of future work.

As shown in columns 2-6 (row 2 of data) in Table 5.5, GammaRay introduces 1-34ms

of additional overhead (over X-Ray) on individual SDK operations. Because G-Ray-H

writes to the DynamoDB table once per operation (immediately prior to the operation),

only for events that can potentially trigger other Lambda functions, its overhead is small

for DDB Read and S3 Read. Only DDB Write, S3 Write, and SNS include operations

that are potentially triggering (i.e., they can be event sources).

The final column of the table shows the average overhead per operation. X-Ray intro-

duces 60ms per operation for tracing and G-Ray-H introduces an additional 28% (17ms).
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The sum of these overheads is what G-Ray-H requires to produce causal service graphs,

through AWS services, annotated with performance data. This data is shown in the

bottom row of both tables. In terms of memory (bottom table), X-Ray introduces 16MB

of memory, with G-Ray-H adding another 31% (5MB), across the micro-benchmarks on

average.

5.5 Conclusion

We take an initial step to investigate the limitations of the popular FaaS monitoring

service X-Ray. We found that while providing basic performance monitoring and service

dependency, X-Ray (and similar systems) does not provide causality tracking, does not

work in wide-area settings, uses sampling-based approach and is vendor locked-in. As a

result, we design and develop GammaRay to address the above limitations.

GammaRay is the first tool to track dependencies through cloud services. Gam-

maRay utilizes DynamoDB for synchronization of event records. By injecting the causal

information into every cloud SDK call and persist them as event records, GammaRay is

able to infer the causal dependencies between Lambda functions and other cloud services.

We provide a toolchain for deploying Lambda applications, allowing developers to set up

the GammaRay monitoring and tracing service without modifying any of the source

codes.

We investigate three different ways of engineering GammaRay and evaluate the over-

head of each using serverless micro-benchmarks and applications. We implement Gam-

maRay for AWS Lambda Python applications and show that it is possible to leverage

existing cloud services for much of its implementation. For the applications, GammaRay

introduces 12-43% execution overhead and 1-7% memory overhead on average (once free

tier use is exhausted). This translates to $0.00000004 per Lambda and $0.03315 per
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hour for maintaining the DynamoDB stream, which is less than 4 cents per hour for re-

peated execution of the Lambda applications that we consider. GammaRay also incurs

a $0.2/hour EC2 charge to perform the data analysis concurrently in the background.

As part of future work, we are converting the event processing engine that implements

this analysis to a Lambda application to significantly lower this cost.
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Chapter 6

Lowgo: Distributed Logging for

Causal Ordering

In the previous chapter, we design and develop GammaRay to capture the causal de-

pendency within AWS Lambda applications. While GammaRay achieves our goals and

is able to perform more detailed monitoring than X-Ray in a broader range of settings,

it relies on synchronous database writes to maintain the causal order. The synchronous

writes to database introduce a significant overhead (12-43%) on Lambda function per-

formance. In addition, because GammaRay is tightly tied into AWS ecosystems, its use

outside AWS services is limited.

To further reduce the overhead and make our tracing framework more versatile and

work in multi-tier IoT environments, we develop a cloud-agnostic causal order tracing

system called Lowgo (an acronym for Logging for the Wide-area in Go) based on the

experiences we gathered during developing in GammaRay. Like GammaRay and other

previous distributed event logging systems, Lowgo produces a distributed, eventually

consistent, partially ordered log of events. However, it also tracks and captures event

dependencies, both explicitly between functions and through cloud service “triggers” that
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invoke functions as a result of a native cloud service request.

In order to track causal dependencies efficiently across multiple clouds, a Lowgo

instance operates a multi-stage pipeline co-located in each cloud with FaaS functions.

Multiple Lowgo instances interoperate transparently across clouds to share a uniform

view of the causal dependencies within an application. Functions report events (e.g.,

read, append, and invocation) to their local instance, which propagates event records

and causal relationships to instances in other clouds. Lowgo reorders event records

based on causal dependencies specified by developers as part of application configuration

and deployment using this per-instance pipeline to maintain a geo-replicated, causally

consistent log across clouds.

We empirically evaluate Lowgo using FaaS microbenchmarks and multi-function,

multi-cloud FaaS applications. In our tests, Lowgo is able to capture causal dependen-

cies with minimal overhead. The overhead that Lowgo introduces ranges from 2-12%,

which is less than half that of GammaRay. We find that the overhead is proportional to

the number of events; short-running applications tend to have a higher overhead, while

computation-heavy applications typically have a lower overhead. The throughput of

Lowgo ranges from 109K to 30K records per second, depending on dependency depth.

In the sections that follow, We first discuss the related work in Section 6.1. Then,

we present the design and implementation of Lowgo in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we

show the evaluation of Lowgo using microbenchmarks and FaaS applications. Finally,

we give our conclusion in Section 6.4.

6.1 Related Work

While the study of causal ordering and logging is relatively new in the field of FaaS,

it is a popular subject of research in non-FaaS settings. Chariots is a distributed logging
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service [131] designed for multi-datacenter settings. It supports multiple datacenters by

providing a global shared log that consists of all records generated at all datacenters. The

log records are maintained by a group of log maintainers, which span multiple datacenters

and collectively persist to a single shared log. Clients send records to a local Chariots

instance, which records and replicates them to other datacenters. In the process, geo-

replication preserves the causal order of records. When persisted in a log maintainer, a

record is assigned a total order ID. All replicas of the record share the same total order

ID. Chariots uses this ID to order records from the same datacenter.

Different from other geo-replicated shared logs such as Google Megastore [179], Char-

iots does not require all clients to write to the head of the log, thus eliminating the single

point of contention. In addition, Chariots’ pipeline design allows each stage to be scaled

seamlessly and independently. This design enables the system to adapt to performance

bottlenecks automatically.

Similar logging systems include X-trace[180], Kronos[181], LogBase[182], and Corfu[132].

X-trace reconstructs Internet services dependency trees. It appends metadata to network

operations and propagates them across layers and applications. X-trace requires a special-

ized TCP/IP stack and application instrumentation for use. Kronos tracks dependencies

and provides time-ordering for distributed applications. Kronos builds and maintains

a service dependency graph internally. It relies on a centralized implementation and is

not designed for cross-cloud use. LogBase is a multi-version log-structured database. It

adopts an append-only approach to eliminate write bottlenecks. It reduces the write

overhead by appending all write operations to the head of the log. Corfu is a similar

append-only shared log that is built on distributed flash devices. Corfu maintains a static

mapping between log position and flash page. Clients ask a sequencer to determine the

next available position of the log.
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6.2 Lowgo Design

Lowgo is a cloud-agnostic casual event tracing system for multi-function, multi-cloud

FaaS applications. Lowgo captures causal dependencies across functions and through

cloud services. It automatically infers dependencies within applications by Lowgo cap-

turing calls that functions make via cloud software development kits (SDKs), which access

cloud services that are potential event sources or to invoke other functions. Alternatively,

developers can specify a subset of such dependencies to trace as part of application de-

ployment using Lowgo tools.

Key to the Lowgo design is that it avoids synchronized writes, does not block applica-

tion progress for record sequence assignment, and minimizes cross-cloud communication.

To enable this, Lowgo comprises multiple instances co-located with FaaS functions in

different clouds. Functions in one cloud only communicate with their co-located Lowgo

instance. Records generated in different clouds are replicated across instances by Lowgo

to compose a consistent, distributed shared log.

Lowgo avoids application delays by determining event position after events are re-

ported to Lowgo. Functions generate event records that contain event details and

dependency information and send them via the Lowgo interface. Upon receipt, Lowgo

reorders records using the dependency information prior to persisting them to the log so

that log order reflects causal order.

To enable both causal event tracing and causal log order, Lowgo implements a three-

stage pipeline similar to that proposed by Chariots. However, Lowgo is significantly

simpler than Chariots, since it needs only capture a partial order of events (those with

detected or with specified dependencies). Lowgo also uses a simplified record structure

that replaces Chariot’s total order ID (which does not capture event dependency) with

a record ID and parent ID pair representing the event dependency. We detail both the
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Figure 6.1: Lowgo overview. The figure shows a distributed application spanning
two clouds. In each cloud, there is a Lowgo instance deployed. When an event is
generated by cloud service, a corresponding record with causality information is sent
to local Lowgo instance. Records are replicated across remote Lowgo instances with
their causal dependencies preserved maintain a consistent record history.

pipeline and record structure in the next section. Events pass through the pipeline and

are stored in a local data storage in causal order as depicted in Figure 6.1.

The figure also depicts an example FaaS application that executes using both AWS

and Azure. Cloud functions access cloud services via cloud SDKs. A subset of service

operations also serves as event sources that trigger functions (defined by each FaaS plat-

form). Upon invocation of this application, a function in Microsoft Azure writes to an

AWS S3 bucket via the AWS SDK. This write triggers a function invocation in AWS

Lambda.

In order to trace events through cloud services and across clouds, Lowgo records

function entry and exit and each SDK call that a function makes. These records con-

tain information about the event source (for functions), the SDK operation, and the

SDK arguments. Lowgo records SDK calls (only those that are potential event sources)

via minor modifications to each cloud SDK. Function entry/exit instrumentation (func-

tion wrapping) occurs during FaaS application deployment to each cloud platform via a

Lowgo tool.
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Figure 6.2: Multi-cloud FaaS application example using Microsoft Azure Functions
and AWS Lambda.

Figure 6.2 shows the service graph that Lowgo records for this application. The

arrows indicate causal relationships, i.e., A→B means event A causes event B. The records

on the left of the graph are generated in Azure, while the records on the right are

generated in AWS. Records generated locally are propagated to other Lowgo instance.

All instances observe the same causal relationship graph.

6.2.1 Implementation

Events generated by the application are represented as records in Lowgo. Records

contain application context and causal information. Context is used for debugging and

analysis; causal information identifies details about the event that caused the invocation

of the function. Each Lowgo record has the following fields:

• Record ID: A 128-bit statistically unique ID (UUID v4) that serves as an identifier

of the record.

• Host: An integer that identifies the Lowgo instance for which this record is

generated. For example, in Figure 6.2, records generated in Azure have the same

host, while records generated in AWS have a different host.
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• Trace ID: A 128-bit ID shared by a series of records that are part of the same

causal event chain. A Trace ID is generated when a function without a parent

(i.e., not triggered directly or indirectly by another function) is invoked. A Trace

ID is transmitted downstream to all records generated by this root function and

downstream functions via Lowgo SDK use.

• Parent ID: The record ID of the parent (i.e., the function that directly or indirectly

triggered this function). Lowgo ensures that parent records are persisted prior to

their child records in the log. This field is empty for a root function.

• Payload: Application context information. Lowgo allows developers to customize

what information is recorded.

• Log ID: A unique and monotonically increasing number that represents the record’s

position in the log. Log ID provides an alternative way to infer causal dependency

other than checking each record’s parent ID. The order of multiple records which

have the same trace ID can be obtained by comparing their log IDs.

Each of these fields, except for Log ID, is filled in as part of Lowgo SDK use. Since Log

ID assignment (i.e., determining record position in the log) is a complex task, Lowgo sep-

arates assignment from SDK to keep overhead low. The overhead that Lowgo imposes

on FaaS applications thus includes record construction and round trip communication of

records and acknowledgments between functions and the co-located Lowgo instance.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the architecture of a Lowgo instance. The solid arrows repre-

sent the flow of records and the dotted arrows represent information exchange. A Lowgo

pipeline isolates intra-datacenter communication, record ordering, and geo-replication us-

ing three stages: receiver, queue, and sender. Each stage can be scaled independently

based on network congestion and workload.
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Figure 6.3: The architecture of a Lowgo instance. The solid arrows show the for-
warding path of records. Queues form a ring. A token is passed around the queue
ring to update the latest Log ID. Queues also send queries to the storage to see if a
buffered records’ parent is persistent in storage.

A receiver receives records sent by a local SDK or propagated by other Lowgo

instances. Application clients can send records to any receiver using either gRPC[183] or

HTTP POST. Co-located receiver instances are load-balanced via HAProxy. Also, since

records are sent individually by each SDK, receivers buffer incoming records to reduce

communication overhead. Receivers send batched records to a queue when the buffer fills

or is flushed.

The queue orders records and assigns the record position (log ID) to each record.

Queues buffer records until they can be sent (in batches) to the next stage. A record is

batched when either (i) the record does not have a parent ID or (ii) the record’s parent ID

record is found in storage. The queue periodically queries Lowgo storage for parent IDs

of buffered records. If there is a match, the queue assigns a log ID to the buffered record

and forwards it to a sender. By doing so, queues ensure that log IDs of records coming

from the same root function (trace ID) are in order. Thus, the log ID of a dependent

record is larger than that of its parent.

For concurrency, multiple queue instances process records simultaneously, and re-
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ceivers can send records to any queue instance. Queues avoid duplicating log IDs using

token passing (a database can be used as a sequencer but doing so introduces a signif-

icant bottleneck and single point of failure). The token carries the current maximum

log ID for the Lowgo instance and passes between queue instances in a ring. Only the

queue holding the token assigns and increments the log ID. It assigns log IDs for all of

its batched records. The queue then passes the token to its neighbor and communicates

the batch to a sender.

The sender persists and geo-replicates records. Instances write records to the log in

any order (avoiding synchronization) and can employ log ID sharding for additional scale

and performance. Senders send batched copies of records (replicas) to other Lowgo

instances after removing their log ID. When a record is received by a Lowgo instance

(receiver stage), the receiver determines whether it is a replica by checking its host ID.

Replicated records proceed through the instance’s pipeline and receive a new log ID.

Log IDs of the same record across clouds can differ, and records from different event

chains will be interleaved in the log of each Lowgo instance. This approach enables

Lowgo to maintain causal order via parent IDs across instances (clouds) with very low

overhead by enabling Lowgo instances to operate independently and concurrently at

scale.

The final two components of each Lowgo instance are storage and the controller.

Storage is where each Lowgo physically stores its log records; storage in different Lowgo

instances are independent and do not interoperate. Lowgo storage responds to queries

from queues and persists records sent from senders and so can be implemented using

any database. Replication is not necessary since it is inherently supported across clouds

by Lowgo. As mentioned previously, sharding and multi-index support can reduce the

overhead of database use if available. The controller maintains Lowgo’s system-wide

configuration. Communication between cross-cloud controllers occurs only at Lowgo
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startup or when resources/instances are added or removed.

6.2.2 Lowgo SDK

We provide a Lowgo SDK for developers to deploy FaaS function with Lowgo

causal tracing enabled. The Lowgo SDK consists of three components: a Lowgo

instance deployment tool, Lowgo client API, and FaaS function deployment tool for

each cloud. Using these tools in combination enables developers to use Lowgo without

modifying their FaaS applications.

Developers use Lowgo instance deployment tool to generate configuration files used

to deploy Lowgo instance with Docker Swarm. The configuration consists of the number

of instances per pipeline stage, debugging flags, and port numbers to use. The tool

generates Docker Swarm stack files and configuration files for instances in each cloud.

The deployed Lowgo instance uses the configuration file to set up the pipeline and load

balancing.

The Lowgo client API is a simple library that sends records to a Lowgo instance.

It uses gRPC framework and HTTP POST to send records to Lowgo receivers. We

choose gRPC for its performance and portability. If a programming language used to

implement a FaaS function does not have gRPC support, Lowgo uses HTTP POSTs.

Currently, the Lowgo client API is available for Python, Node.js, and Java. Listing 6.1

shows an example using the Lowgo Python SDK. Although application modification is

not required to use Lowgo, developers can add custom tracing via the Lowgo client

API. The Lowgo client module exposes two variables: traceid and parentid. The FaaS

application deployed using the Lowgo function deployment tool automatically updates

these variables so developers can use them to tailor record information.

The Lowgo function deployment tool uploads functions to FaaS cloud platforms.
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Listing 6.1: Example of use Python SDK

import lowgo sdk

# setup Lowgo host
c l i = lowgo sdk . RPCClient ( ’ 1 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 ’ )

# bu i ld record
record = lowgo sdk . Record ( t r a c e i d )

# add parent ID and extra in fo rmat ion
record . se tParent ( parent id )
record . addTag ( ’ key ’ , ’ value ’ )

# send record to Lowgo
r e s u l t = c l i . postRecord ( record )

The tool takes the function source code and libraries, intercepts the function entry point

with a Lowgo wrapper (to record entry/exit of functions and trace IDs), and constructs

a deployment package. Lowgo currently supports AWS Lambda and Azure. A Lowgo

SDK is also integrated within the package and loaded at runtime by the wrapper, for

each cloud SDK that the application uses. A Lowgo SDK for a particular cloud is the

cloud SDK modified to insert dependency information, to build name records, and to

send records to a local Lowgo instance. The records sent by the Lowgo wrapper and

SDKs provide the minimal amount of information necessary to enable Lowgo to track

causal order between functions, through cloud services, and across clouds.

6.3 Evaluation

We evaluate Lowgo performance using FaaS microbenchmarks and applications

(multi-function and multi-cloud). We first overview these applications and our exper-

imental methodology and then present our empirical results.
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6.3.1 Experimental Methodology

In our evaluation, we co-locate a Lowgo instance in each cloud and region in which

the FaaS functions in an application are deployed. A Lowgo instance consists of a Docker

Swarm (v17.12.0-ce) with five nodes. Nodes include a Lowgo receiver, controller, sender,

and two queues. Each Lowgo instance also integrates a MongoDB (v2.6.10) database.

In our experiments, we deploy Docker Swarm and MongoDB using instance type c4.large

in AWS EC2 and our Eucalyptus private cloud, and instance type Standard.D2 v2 in

Azure.

We evaluate the overhead of Lowgo using three microbenchmarks and three multi-

function FaaS applications. Functions that run in AWS are written in Python 2.7 and

use the boto3 AWS SDK to access AWS services. Azure functions are written in node.js.

All other Lowgo tools are written in Python 2.7. We execute each experiment 100

times with and without Lowgo. We attempt to isolate cold start overhead by running

the applications 10 times prior to performing our measurements. FaaS cold starts occur

when the system must load both the function and container in which it executes prior

to function invocations. Cloud providers maintain the container for a short (unspecified)

duration following function invocation (optimizing for temporal locality), to avoid this

overhead for potential repeat invocations.

The microbenchmarks are single-function applications and include a function that

simply returns (EMPTY), a function that performs a gRPC request with a payload of

1125 bytes (gRPC SDK), and a function that performs an HTTP POST with a payload

of 1125 bytes (REST SDK). We use these applications to isolate the overhead of Lowgo

SDK use.

The three multi-function applications are called Map-Reduce, Rekognition, and Thu-

mbnail. Map-Reduce is the same benchmark application we use to evaluate GammaRay.
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The detail of Map-Reduce is described in Section 5.4.

Rekognition uses the AWS image processing service called Rekognition, to label im-

ages. A function is triggered when a file with jpg suffix is uploaded to S3 bucket in its

region. The function calls AWS Rekognition API, which returns labels and probabilities

that describe the image. The function uploads the result to an AWS DynamoDB table.

We use a 152KB 640*427 jpeg file to trigger the application. We evaluate this application

with and without Lowgo support using a single cloud (AWS).

Thumbnail is a multi-cloud application. We deploy a Python script in a private

cloud instance that uploads images to AWS S3. The S3 upload event triggers a function

in AWS, which creates a thumbnail of the uploaded image. The function uploads the

thumbnail to Azure Blob Storage. This Blob update triggers an Azure function, which

loads the image from Blob Storage module and measures the time for doing so. We use

a 2.6MB (6000x4000) jpeg file as input. The resulting jpeg thumbnail size is 12.5KB

(300x200).

6.3.2 Performance With and Without Lowgo

We first evaluate the overhead of using the Lowgo SDK by measuring the time

to send records to Lowgo. For this test, we employ the FaaS microbenchmarks and

AWS. We present the average execution times in milliseconds (ms) and memory used

in megabytes (MB) in Table 6.1 for each microbenchmark. To measure time, we insert

timers at function entry and exit; the function logs the duration prior to exiting. The

Lowgo tools collect, aggregate, and summary these log entries, as well as the timings

and memory usage recorded by the service (which is CloudWatch in AWS) and used for

billing.

Since EMPTY simply returns upon being invoked, its duration is 0ms, the durations
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AWS Time AWS Memory

EMPTY 0ms 19MB
gRPC SDK 2085ms 36MB
REST SDK 2391ms 27MB

Table 6.1: Lowgo microbenchmark average duration and memory use in AWS.

Figure 6.4: Lowgo microbenchmark performance CDFs (gRPC SDK and
REST SDK). The means are 2085ms and 2391ms, respectively.

of the other two applications translate to the cost of sending 100 records using differ-

ent protocols. It takes an average of 2085ms to send 100 records using gRPC protocol,

and 2391ms to send 100 records using HTTP POST, which translates to approximately

21ms and 24ms to send a record to Lowgo using gRPC and HTTP POST, respectively.

Figure 6.4 shows the full distribution of times as empirical cumulative distribution func-

tions (CDFs) for both tests. The gRPC SDK test has a standard deviation of 63ms

with 1991ms minimum and 2289ms maximum. The REST SDK test has a standard

deviation of 58ms with 2331ms minimum and 2661ms maximum. In terms of memory

use, gRPC uses 17MB, and HTTP uses 8MB, respectively, over EMPTY. The difference
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Figure 6.5: Average application performance with and without Lowgo. Error bars
show the 95% confidence intervals.

between Lowgo and CloudWatch log measurements represents the function setup time.

This difference is 6.3ms (stdev=8.7ms) for gRPC SDK and 0.48ms (stdev=1.70ms) for

REST SDK.

We next investigate the dollar cost of importing the Lowgo SDK. We find that AWS

Lambda only imports modules during cold starts (when a container is not reused). In

such cases, we also find that Amazon does not charge for codes executed outside Lambda

handler when under 10 seconds. Since the time Lambda takes to import Lowgo SDK

is well under 10 seconds threshold, importing the Lowgo SDK does not introduce extra

cost. The average time to import Lowgo SDK is 128ms for gRPC and 61ms for REST

in AWS Python 2.7, and 13ms for REST in Node.JS 6.10.

6.3.3 Application Performance

We next evaluate the overhead imposed by Lowgo for the multi-function applica-

tions. Figure 6.5 shows the average execution time for each with and without Lowgo.

For Map-Reduce, Lowgo introduces an average overhead of 24 seconds which is 2.3%.

This difference is small but statistically significant according to a t-test with α = 0.05.
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Figure 6.6: A histogram of execution time for Rekognition with and without Lowgo.

For Rekognition, Lowgo adds an average of 110ms (11.7%). Because this application

is very short running and invokes multiple services that are potential event triggers in-

stead of computing, Lowgo SDK overhead plays a larger role in overall execution time.

There are 6 records sent to Lowgo by each application instance. Using our microbench-

mark results, we expect an average overhead of 126ms, which is in line with what we

observe for this application. Specifically, Figure 6.6 shows the histogram of execution

times with and without Lowgo for Rekognition. Note the shift of approximately 100ms

with and without Lowgo.

Next, we evaluate how Lowgo performs in a multi-cloud setting using the Thumbnail

application. Figure 6.7 shows the results. The average total overhead introduced by

Lowgo is 99ms or 2.4% over the uninstrumented version. According to a t-test with

α = 0.05, the difference is statistically significant.

Summarizing, Lowgo introduces an average of between 2 and 12% overhead for the

applications we study. This is significantly lower than GammaRay which introduces
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Figure 6.7: Time spent in each component on average for the Thumbnail application
with and without Lowgo. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals.

12 to 43% overhead for similar applications. The benefits come from Lowgo’s multi-

stage pipeline for log ID assignment and record persistence instead of using GammaRay’s

synchronized, inlined call to DynamoDB with DynamoDB Streams support.

6.3.4 Lowgo Throughput

To understand the impact of causal dependencies between functions on Lowgo per-

formance, we next evaluate system throughput. We perform this test using AWS EC2.

We launch 6 c4.large EC2 instances in US West to form a Docker swarm, which consists of

1 manager node and 5 worker nodes. Each node is responsible for hosting a Lowgo stage:

controller, receiver, sender, while there are 2 queues hosted on 2 nodes. The remaining

node is responsible for hosting MongoDB. In addition to the Docker swarm nodes, we

launch a c4.large instance in the same region to drive the throughput benchmark.

Figure 6.8 shows Lowgo throughput for different dependency depths. We define

dependency depth as the number of event records with the same root cause. An event

chain with dependency depth 1 means that an event is independent. If one event causes

another event, the event chain has dependency depth 2, and so on. When there is no
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Figure 6.8: Lowgo throughput. The X-axis is dependency depth. The Y-axis is
records per second.

dependency among records, Lowgo throughput is 106 kilo-records per second (Krps)

compared to 142 Krps for a version of Chariots we implemented. Recall that Chariots

does not capture dependencies, so this difference can be considered the “base” overhead

cost of dependency recognition in Lowgo versus a top-performing logging system without

dependency tracking.

As dependency depth grows, Lowgo throughput decreases slowly. This is caused by

the dependency resolving mechanism in the queue stage. In this stage in Chariots, the

system checks whether the maximum total order ID is greater than the buffered parent

total order ID to decide if a buffered record can be appended to storage. In this stage

in Lowgo, the system checks whether buffered records’ parent record is in storage. The

MongoDB query operation to perform this check results in the overhead introduced by

Lowgo for dependency resolution.
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6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present Lowgo, an event tracking system for multi-cloud FaaS

applications. Lowgo is able to trace service dependencies and causal ordering of FaaS

applications that span a wide geographical area and multiple clouds. Lowgo utilizes

a geo-distributed design to maintain a distributed shared log. A Lowgo instance that

consists of a record processing pipeline is co-located within each site. When the appli-

cation generates an event, it reports the event to the co-located Lowgo instance as a

record. Lowgo instances communicate with each other in the background to reorder

the records based on the causality information they carry, hence reduce the event record

ordering overhead caused by the coordination between sites.

We implement Lowgo SDKs for developers to deploy their existing FaaS applications.

Using the Lowgo SDK, the application dependencies through services and across clouds

will be tracked automatically without modification. We also provide a simple way for

developers to manually instrument applications to capture extra dependencies.

We evaluate the performance of using Lowgo to capture events using microbench-

marks. The results of microbenchmarks show that on average Lowgo takes 21 ms

to capture and report an event in our setting. Then, we implement three multi-cloud

applications to evaluate the end-to-end performance. We find that the overhead is pro-

portional to the number of events; Lowgo introduces 11.7% runtime overhead to our

short-running application, while to the long-running application, it only introduces 2.3%

of overhead. This shows that in similar situations, Lowgo is able to outperform our

previous work GammaRay.

With Lowgo, we are able to debug, analyze, monitor, and reason about IoT applica-

tions that typically span multiple scales and clouds. Furthermore, the lessons we learned

from implementing dependencies tracking led to our work on distributed data repair and
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replay. In the next chapter, we will show how to embed the causal information into all

events in CSPOT and enable data repair and replay for multi-tier IoT applications.
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Sans-Souci: Data Repair and Replay

Because IoT devices are vastly heterogeneous and execute in a wide range of remote

locations and operating conditions, they are subject to frequent hardware and software

errors and failures, performance degradations, network partitions, etc., which in many

cases cannot be easily or immediately remediated. Furthermore, many of these failure

modes corrupt the data that these devices produce, as well as the “downstream” compu-

tations that depend on this data. Data corruption can mislead human and automated

decision making, result in inaccurate predictions and inferences, and compromise the

security, efficiency, and quality of service of data-driven IoT applications.

In this chapter, we explore a new approach for repairing corrupted data in distributed

IoT settings. Replay is a technique used in single-host runtimes and distributed systems

to fix errors in software and data structures, for trace-based simulation and prediction,

to explore alternative application execution paths, and to perform post-mortem pro-

gram analysis. We investigate a new approach to repair and replay, called Sans-Souci,

which automatically tracks causal data dependencies and replays dependent computa-

tions across multi-tiered (device, edge, and cloud) IoT deployments. To enable this, we

extend CSPOT to make portability and repair possible in a distributed IoT setting and
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across heterogeneous devices.

Sans-Souci builds upon and extends the append-only and versioned storage abstrac-

tion in CSPOT to simplify and facilitate data repair and replay. In particular, Sans-

Souci couples this persistent storage with distributed event logging to track events,

function invocations, and causal dependencies among events in multi-function serverless

applications. Using events records logged in the storage, Sans-Souci is able to main-

tain a history of transactions, repair persistent data structures, and re-initiate dependent

computations. It uses this history to update corrupted data structures with corrected val-

ues at the historical point in time at which corruption occurred, and replays all causally

dependent computation from that point forward. For example, if a network partition

causes disruption in the production of sensor data, an application might instead forward

interpolated, repeated, or error values (e.g., −1) to subscribers to mask the interruption.

Subscribers downstream might use the values for analysis (e.g., prediction and classifi-

cation). Sans-Souci can repair the historical data for the sensor when it comes back

online and automatically replay any dependent analysis functions.

For robustness in the presence of partial failures, Sans-Souci is also unique in that it

maintains append-only semantics as it implements repair. That is, it does not “update-

in-place” corrupted data, but rather it generates a new set of uncorrupted appends that

occur (logically) after the corrupted dependencies. After a repair is complete, however,

an application considering the most recent appends to a set of persistent data structures

will “see” only the repaired data.

We integrate Sans-Souci into CSPOT and evaluate it using multi-tier IoT deploy-

ments, applications, and benchmarks. We find that Sans-Souci is able to perform repair

for corruption produced by either software (function) or sensor data errors with very low

overhead.

In the sections that follow, we first present the related work that inspires our work
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on causal dependency tracking and record/replay in Section 7.1. We next discuss the

Sans-Souci design and use cases in Section 7.2.2 and describe its implementation in

Section 7.3.4. We present our results in Section 7.4.4 and conclude in Section 7.5.

7.1 Related Work

Our work builds upon and extends a large body of related work on causal dependency

tracking and record/replay. Causal dependency tracking is useful for a wide variety

of applications, including debugging, provenance tracking, auditing, speculation, and

accounting, among others [157, 184, 185]. We have shown how to track causal dependency

for FaaS applications with GammaRay and Lowgo in the previous chapters. [184]

combines causal tracing with dynamic instrumentation for user-guided, low-overhead

application monitoring. We combine it with append-only, persistent data structures,

and the FaaS programming model, to enable fast data repair and replay in distributed,

heterogeneous settings.

Some record/replay systems leverage causal relationships to facilitate distributed

debugging and exploration [186, 187, 188, 189], and deterministic replay and simula-

tion [190, 191, 192]. The authors in [190] checkpoint applications and intercept sys-

tem/API calls to facilitate simulated and deterministically reproduced runs of a program.

Determinism is captured using a logical clock inserted into messages. The authors of [191]

investigate retroactive programming – support for reprogramming application histories.

They combine the use of FaaS and causal event capture but change the FaaS program-

ming model by integrating Command Query Responsibility Segregation at the function

level. Function types are partitioned into those that update state, view state, perform

retrospection and retroaction. Sans-Souci in contrast, focuses only on distributed data

structure repair (and dependency replay) and so is significantly simpler, does not change
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the FaaS programming model, is fully distributed, and can be overlayed on any serverless

system that supports causal event logging and state updates via versioned data service

APIs.

7.2 Design

Sans-Souci is a new approach and system for repairing corrupted data in distributed

IoT applications. It automatically tracks causal data dependencies and replays dependent

computations across multi-tiered IoT deployments. We build develop Sans-Souci on

top of our FaaS platform CSPOT for its event-driven execution model, durable append-

only data structures, and capability to track distributed causal dependency. Although

each of these features is well understood distributed systems concept, their combination

reveals a rich set of design trade-offs that motivate this exploration.

Sans-Souci uses the histories of persistent storage updates and their causal rela-

tionships to update corrupted or approximated data structures with corrected values at

the historical point in an applications state update sequence at which they occurred. It

then replays all dependent computation from that point forward. To ensure robustness

to partial failures, Sans-Souci performs this update and replay (of causally dependent

functions) using append-only semantics (versus update-in-place).

7.2.1 Use Cases

We envision three primary use cases for such data repair capabilities in IoT deploy-

ments. The first is to correct downstream historical results when a faulty sensor or data

source (that has been issuing “bad” data) is repaired, and some data correction for the

data that has been produced is available. One such real-world example is a misconfigured

microclimate monitoring system, in which a subset of temperature sensors are configured
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to report Celsius rather than Fahrenheit as specified and required by the deployment.

Such errors are commonly detected post-deployment after the data has been consumed

by downstream analytics applications. Sans-Souci is able to correct the misconfigured

readings and the downstream computations in situ – without stopping the deployment,

gathering the data to a centralized location, cleaning it, and then redeploying it and the

applications that use it.

The second use case is a debugging, exploration, and experimentation utility for

deployed IoT applications. In a tiered IoT setting in which small sensor/actuator devices

communicate with more powerful edge computing and storage devices, private clouds or

public clouds, computation and data are often distributed throughout the deployment.

To experiment with or debug new computational methods (e.g., improved analytics) it

is often inconvenient (or impractical) to create a parallel deployment. Sans-Souci uses

replay to propagate data repair throughout the deployment, making it possible to change

specific computational components and then to observe the results and also to roll back

such changes.

The third use case is to manage the arrival of late but correct data. As another

real-world example, an IoT deployment might incorporate meteorological data from the

CIMIS[193] network of weather stations. CIMIS publishes data on 5-minute intervals,

but it does so retroactively, once every hour. The deployment itself expects data every

5 minutes. Existing applications generate an interpolation of the previous hour’s CIMIS

data every 5 minutes for the downstream components of the application to use immedi-

ately. Sans-Souci can “repair” the interpolations once the CIMIS data arrives at the

top of the next hour.

Thus, the “corruption” that Sans-Souci is designed to repair covers several IoT use

cases in which data gathered in the past can be replaced with better or more useful data

in the future. Moreover, Sans-Souci can propagate the effects of those replacements
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throughout a distributed deployment.

7.2.2 Sans-Souci Data Repair

To effect a repair, Sans-Souci depends on the following properties.

• It must have access to all the program state that is used as input by any function

that is casually dependent on the target of the repair at the time the target was

initially produced.

• It must be able to reproduce the order of execution (i.e., the causal execution order)

of the functions that take this state as input.

• The functions must be side effect free so that their replay depends only on the

program state visible to Sans-Souci.

• The repair itself cannot overwrite any of the previous program state that will be

used as function input during replay before it is used.

An Illustrative Example

We overview the repair process via an example of the first use case above using a

common prediction (or classification) streaming workflow. The example applies a trained

model to each new datum that arrives from a sensor and produces a prediction. In the

example, the programmer (or automatic service on her behalf) identifies an error in the

model and produces a new version of it with the error corrected. They then initiate a

repair to update the previous version and replay all previous predictions that depended

upon the original “bad” value.

The example application has three data structures called SENS, MODEL, and PRED

as depicted in Figure 7.1 (a). All data structure is persistent and append-only (i.e., each
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Figure 7.1: Data repair example. Application state is stored in persistent, append-only
data structures (SENS, MODEL, and PRED) on 1+ hosts; each version has a sequence
number (SeqNo). (a) shows the state after the first sensor element arrives; (b) shows
the state after a second sensor element.

has multiple versions); the tail of each (i.e., the most recent version) holds the current

state of the structure. Each version is identified via a sequence number (SeqNo). These

data structures are persisted to disk and thus reside on a particular host. Data structures

that make up an application can be on the same or different hosts. Functions access local

data structures directly and remote data structures via messaging.

Periodically, the application receives sensor data, which it appends to SENS. The

append triggers a function, fSENS, which reads from the tail of MODEL to retrieve the

most recent prediction model. The function applies the model to the newly arrived data

and produces a result (a prediction), which it writes to PRED. We refer to data structure

reads as Gets and writes as Puts.

Dependent events are written to a local log as part of execution of the application.

Sans-Souci records when data is appended, when the tail of the data structure is ac-
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Figure 7.2: During repair Sans-Souci constructs shadows for dependent data struc-
tures to perform the repair. MODEL SeqNo 1 is repaired directly; its dependencies
(marked in red) are repaired via replay.

cessed, and when functions are executed (fired). It also records the causal dependencies

with sequence numbers. In this case, there are two such dependencies (sequence num-

bers are specified in parentheses): (i) SENS(1) Get MODEL(1), and (ii) SENS(1) Put

PRED(1).

When the programmer realizes that the MODEL has a bug, she appends the new

model to the MODEL data structure. The next time a SENS value arrives, it will use

the new MODEL as shown in (b) in the figure. The updates in the system that result

from this event are shown in green. The new dependencies appended to the log are (i)

SENS(2) Get MODEL(2), and (ii) SENS(2) Put PRED(2).

The programmer then also initiates a repair to fix PRED(1) via the Sans-Souci API,

passing in the new value and sequence number of the version in need of repair (SeqNo 1

in this case). To effect the repair, Sans-Souci first requests the logs from all hosts and

merges them into a total order. Sans-Souci uses this merged log to identify

• the chains of data dependencies (i.e., Puts and Gets) rooted at the target that must

be updated, and

• a correct execution order of functions that will be “replayed” to generate these

updates.

We refer to the dependency tree rooted at the repair as the “repair graph.” Sans-
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Souci generates the repair graph via a scan of the merged log. Sans-Souci creates

a shadow data structure for each data structure impacted by the repair as depicted

in Figure 7.2. Versions in red are those marked as dependent in the repair graph. It

then copies elements from the original structure to the shadow from the first element

up through the element prior to the start of the repair. It then appends the repaired

values that the user has passed in. As part of this append, Sans-Souci retriggers any

functions (fSENS in this case) that implement dependent Gets. Note that Sans-Souci

only re-fires functions that also perform writes (i.e., Puts) on persistent data structures

(i.e., perform state updates) because those without writes have no impact on global,

shared states. This process continues as Sans-Souci traverses the repair graph.

The Puts and Gets in replayed functions use the shadow versions of the data struc-

tures and the sequence numbers passed in by Sans-Souci. To enable this, Sans-Souci

replaces API calls that read data structures with those that read specific sequence num-

bers, and those that read and write data structures with those that that target a shadow

data structure during replay. The application functions execute concurrently with the

repair without interruption using the original data structures.

Sans-Souci copies any remaining values (those independent of the repair), after (or

interleaved with) the repair, from the original to the shadow. It then synchronizes the

shadow and original (pausing the application briefly) and performs a rename so that the

application uses the shadow (i.e., the shadow becomes the original, for use by applications

and the next repair, if any) and the original is garbage collected. We next describe the

details of this process and provide the intuition behind our design decisions.
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7.3 Implementation

From a data dependency perspective, the requirements to implement Sans-Souci

can be met by a number of different programming models (e.g. functional program-

ming [194, 195, 196], single assignment languages [197, 198, 199], etc.) In this work, we

choose CSPOT as the runtime platform for Sans-Souci to leverage its append-only

storage abstractions to hold all program state that persists beyond function boundaries.

That is, in a conformant CSPOT program, all functions are stateless and all program

state occupies some position in a logically infinite log of state updates. Sans-Souci

uses this feature to be able to access program state that is required by functions “down-

stream” from a repair. That is, CSPOT (up to the pre-configured history size in each

storage abstraction) preserves all historical program state (individual state updates are

versioned).

In this section, we first describe the modifications we make to extend CSPOT and

then present an algorithm to merge distributed logs, identify causally related events, and

repair (and replay) the events.

7.3.1 CSPOT Extension

The CSPOT runtime system maintains an internal append-only event log in each

namespace. 1 The namespace log is used directly to record state updates (WooF appends)

and to trigger handlers. When a call to WooFPut() creates a state update that specifies a

handler to trigger, the caller appends the event to the end of the namespace log. Threads

running within CSPOT containers associated with the namespace synchronize on the

tail of the log and race to “claim” and then execute a newly added handler.

1Note that the namespace log is logically a WooF with elements that describe events, but because
CSPOT uses the namespace log to implement handlers trigger for WooFs, the namespace log is imple-
mented separately to avoid a circular dependence.
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In the original design of CSPOT, only events describing handler triggers, and their

eventual claims by container threads are logged. Sans-Souci modifies this CSPOT im-

plementation to include additional log event types for its dependencies (e.g. WooFPut()

and WooFGet()). We detailed the CSPOT API in Section 3.2.

All CSPOT namespace log events carry identifiers for the namespace, the object

within the namespace, the “cause” namespace that originates the event, and the object

within the cause namespace (implemented as hashes). Thus, within a namespace, the

namespace log directly records causal order. This log-based runtime system organization

is in contrast with commercial FaaS and serverless platforms, where event logging relies

on a statistical sampling of CPU program counter values In CSPOT, the causal ordering

is directly recorded and not reconstructed after the fact via sampling. Because it is not

generated from samples, Sans-Souci can use the CSPOT runtime log to implement

correct application replay.

When a WooFPut() is called with handler name specified, the namespace logs a

TRIGGER event. If the WooFPut() call does not have handler name specified, a Sans-

Souci APPEND event is logged instead. When WooFGet() is called, a Sans-Souci

READ event is logged, and when a WooFGetLatestSeqno() is called, a Sans-Souci

LATEST SEQNO event is logged. The CSPOT API requires the programmer to im-

plement a read of the current tail of a WooF as a call to WooFGetLatestSeqno() that

returns a sequence number followed by a call to WooFGet() specifying the element from

the WooF to retrieve. In this way, it is possible to implement applications that do not

require strong consistency. Finally, when a thread claims a TRIGGER event, it appends

a TRIGGER FIRING event atomically. Thus, each thread within a namespace container

can determine which handlers have yet to be claimed.
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Listing 7.1: Log merging algorithm

merge log ( l o g s ) :
pending = [ ]
events = [ ]
g l o b a l l o g = [ ]
f o r l og in l o g s :

f o r event in l og :
append ( events , event )

whi l e ! empty ( events ) and ! empty ( pending ) :
f o r event in events :

i f cause event ( event ) in g l o b a l l o g :
append ( g l o b a l l o g , event )

e l s e :
append ( pending , event )

remove ( events , event )
f o r event in pending :

i f cause event ( event ) in g l o b a l l o g :
append ( g l o b a l l o g , event )
remove ( pending , event )

cause event ( event ) :
r e turn event−>cause host ,

event−>cause seqno

7.3.2 Sans-Souci Implementation for CSPOT

An CSPOT log is only local to its namespace. Sans-Souci implements a system

for gathering and merging the runtime logs from all namespaces used by an application,

preserving the causal dependencies globally. Listing 7.1 shows the log merging algorithm.

The algorithm is O(n× logn) in the total number of events; it keeps event lists in search

trees to facilitate causal dependency lookup.

Sans-Souci’s global log, once generated, contains a correct total order of all applica-

tion events that have occurred and the storage locations (in WooFs) that are associated

with the triggering of those events. The size of the CSPOT logs, which is a tunable
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Figure 7.3: CSPOT namespace log events from the Sensor repair example.

parameter, determines the length of this global history. Consider the application shown

in Figure 7.1, for example, and assume that MODEL, SENS, and PRED are implemented

as three separate CSPOT WooFs hosted in three different namespaces. When a new

element SENS(2) is put into WooF SENS, CSPOT logs a TRIGGER event and trig-

gers the handler function (fSENS) to calculate the prediction. The handler first calls

WooFGetLatestSeqno() to get the latest sequence number of WooF MODEL and then

calls WooFGet() to get the latest model parameters with that sequence number. Finally,

the handler uses these model parameters to calculate the prediction and puts PRED(2)

to the PRED WooF without triggering a handler. This process generates five events, as

shown in Figure 7.3.

Note that Sans-Souci only uses a global log to build a repair graph when applica-
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Figure 7.4: An example of a shadow WooF

tions are distributed (e.g., when the application comprises WooFs from more than one

namespace). Otherwise, it uses the local namespace log for the namespace containing the

application state. In either case, it uses the CSPOT TRIGGER and APPEND events

to identify Put dependencies, it adds READ events to identify Get dependencies, and

LATEST SEQNO events to capture accesses to WooF tails. We refer to this latter event

as a Sync dependency.

Using either the global log (or the local log in case of a single namespace), Sans-

Souci creates shadow WooFs for all WooFs that contain data that is causally dependent

on the data being repaired. Sans-Souci copies all the previous values from these original

WooFs (up to the length of the preserved history) that occur before the target of a repair

to the shadow. The repaired value is then inserted with the correct sequence number by

replaying the event handler used in the original put with the shadow as the target.
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Figure 7.4 shows a simple example of shadow construction. In the example, Origi-

nal(3) is the target of repair and Original(5) is a downstream put caused by Original(3).

To repair the history, Sans-Souci first creates a shadow with the same capacity of the

original WooF. All the elements from the earliest sequence number in the original WooF

history to the last element before Original(3) are copied to the shadow, and then Sans-

Souci waits for the arrival of the new value of Original(3). After the new element to

replace Original(3) is appended, Sans-Souci copies the intervening element Original(4)

up to the next downstream element Original(5) from the original WooF. Once the in-

tervening element is copied, the value of Original(5) which is produced by the function

consuming Original(3) as input is appended at the correct place in the shadow history.

Finally, after all elements are repaired and the remaining elements are copied from the

original WooF, the shadow replaces the original WooF (via a rename), and the repair is

complete.

7.3.3 Space Optimization

Sans-Souci replays Put and Get dependencies directly when constructing a shadow.

However, when a Sync dependency is identified, Sans-Souci creates a separate mapping

of the event’s seq no and the correct sequence number in the history that was returned

when the application used the “current” latest sequence number in its original execution.

This contextualization is necessary to effect a space-saving optimization. Sans-Souci

constructs the shadow in one pass without making a complete copy of all program state.

Instead, it shadows only the state that is causally dependent on the data being repaired.

Thus, it builds the shadow only by appending data that is dependent on either data

occurring previously in the shadow or state that is unshadowed (i.e., state that contains

no appends that are causally dependent on the data being repaired).
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In either case, a Get dependency is correctly satisfied because it is identified by WooF

and sequence number (either in the shadow or in the uncopied state). The “latest”

sequence number is likewise correct if it refers to the shadow. However, when a put to

the shadow depends on the latest sequence number in state that does not require repair

(is unshadowed) this latest sequence number is current to the application and not with

respect to the application’s history. Thus, the Sync dependency represents a space-saving

optimization opportunity because it allows Sans-Souci to avoid a complete copy of all

previous program states into a shadow. However, it requires extra “bookkeeping” to

ensure the correct contextualization.

7.3.4 Total versus Causal Ordering During Replay

Note that the current Sans-Souci implementation generates a correct causal order-

ing in the repaired WooFs even though each namespace log records a specific total order

of events in its namespace. It is possible, within a single namespace, to reproduce the

total order that occurred, but we elected to forego this additional level of replay accuracy

for two reasons.

First, it is only possible to make a total order guarantee within the context of a

single namespace (i.e., as recorded by a single log). For applications spanning names-

paces, no such guarantee is possible because CSPOT does not use a centralized log in

a distributed deployment. However, it may be possible to make such a guarantee in a

future implementation that uses a system such as Chariots [131] to implement external

consistency.

Secondly, even within the context of a single log (e.g., a single namespace), preserving

the total order would not permit handler replay directly. That is, the current implemen-

tation of Sans-Souci literally refires CSPOT handlers during replay without further
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synchronization. It is possible that during the original program’s execution, events gen-

erated by a single handler may have interleaved with events generated by other unrelated

(but concurrently executing) handlers in the namespace. The namespace log correctly

captures this interleaving, but to reproduce it, each WooFPut() call in a handler would

need to be synchronized with unrelated events in the log. The replay algorithm would

need to pause (logically) after every put in every replayed handler and determine whether

the non-dependent state (to reproduce the total order exactly) should be copied into the

shadow prior to the next put. Because this additional synchronization would only be

warranted for applications without cross-namespace dependencies, we felt it to be an

unnecessary overhead in implementation of Sans-Souci for CSPOT.

Nonetheless, it is clear from our experience with the initial implementation of Sans-

Souci that it may be possible to make stronger ordering guarantees when we consider

implementing it for other FaaS platforms and runtime systems. The utility of such

guarantees is the subject of our ongoing and future work.

7.4 Evaluation

We evaluate Sans-Souci using two serverless applications originally developed for

CSPOT. We use these applications to show Sans-Souci’s capability to repair the appli-

cation history and to compare the performance with and without Sans-Souci integrated

with CSPOT. These applications are designed to run on edge and cloud resources that

relatively well-provisioned memory, disk, and operating system capabilities. In particu-

lar, they require numerical libraries that are not available or are too large to be hosted

across a spectrum of device scales.

Thus, we also implemented a set of micro-benchmarks that are more portable than

the IoT applications to further investigate the performance overhead introduced to each
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CSPOT API call by Sans-Souci across device scales. We first overview our experi-

mental methodology along with the applications and micro-benchmarks, and present our

empirical results.

Our results focus on the overheads introduced by Sans-Souci with respect to ap-

plication functions rather than end-to-end application performance to avoid an overly

optimistic assessment. For example, the Temperature application (described below) ex-

ecutes on a 5-minute duty cycle when deployed for production use. In one deployment,

it has been in continuous operation for almost 18 months. During that period, there

have been several outages where Sans-Souci could have affected a repair. Had it been

available, the total time required to repair these outages would have been approximately

50 seconds over the entire 18 month time period. The long-lived nature of the IoT ap-

plications implemented using CSPOT, characterized by possibly intensive computations

executed on relatively long duty cycles, could obscure the true “costs” associated with

Sans-Souci. Thus, we study the overheads on an application component basis rather

than as a fraction of end-to-end execution performance.

7.4.1 Experimental Methodology

We use a cloud environment, a Raspberry Pi device (representing an edge computing

device), and an esp8266 microcontroller to evaluate the Sans-Souci implementation.

To evaluate the applications, CSPOT is installed on a campus-level private cloud (ap-

proximately 1500 cores) managed using Eucalyptus 4.2.2. We use an m3.2xlarge instance

type having 4 CPUs (each 2.8 GHz) and 4GB of memory, and Eucalyptus is configured

to use KVM and Virtio for VM hosting. The instances are located in the same avail-

ability zone, which interconnects physical hosts using switched 10Gb Ethernet. Each

VM instance runs CentOS 7.6 and Docker 18.09 as the container engine. The portable
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Figure 7.5: The Temperature prediction application structure

micro-benchmarks run on the same cloud environment and a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+

device. The device has Raspbian 9 installed and has an ARM Cortex-A53 1.4GHz CPU

and 1GB SRAM. We modified CSPOT to include necessary logging to implement Sans-

Souci. We also run the benchmarks on the esp8266 microcontroller which has an 80 MHz

RISC CPU with 80 KB of memory and 4 MB of flash storage. The microcontroller runs

CSPOT as a native operating system.

The first sample application implements a “virtual” meteorological temperature pre-

diction sensor using the onboard CPU thermometer. To avoid the need for an additional

external thermometer (thereby freeing an I/O port on simple IoT devices) the application

monitors internal CPU temperature and regresses it against temperature readings (em-

ploying a number of data conditioning techniques to improve the regression) taken from a

weather station or remote thermometer (shared among all IoT devices in a deployment).

In the evaluation, we use a Raspberry Pi as the IoT controller to aid in instrumen-

tation and debugging and an externally connected DHT 2 humidity and temperature

sensor as “ground truth.” 3 The data conditioning and regression are numerically and

memory-intensive computations. Thus, the typical application deployment sends CPU

2https://www.adafruit.com/product/393
3This sensor synthesis application is used in the field, but when deployed in a non-experimental

setting, the sensor controllers are microcontrollers and not small Linux platforms.
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temperature measurements either to an edge cloud (e.g., a small x86 cluster running

private cloud software) sited in an out building, a private cloud, or a public cloud.

Figure 7.5 shows the structure of the application. To evaluate Sans-Souci, we use

two VM instances to host the application in the private cloud. One instance stores the

CPU temperature readings and generates and stores the “virtual” sensor values (i.e.,

uses the regression coefficients to produce a “predicted” outdoor temperature using CPU

temperature as the explanatory variable). The other instance stores the DHT sensor

readings and computes and stores the regression coefficients whenever a new “ground

truth” reading is available.

When a new CPU temperature reading is put to the CPU WooF, it triggers a predic-

tion handler. The handler gets the latest regression coefficients (erroring out if there are

none yet), generates a predicted outdoor temperature, puts the result to the prediction

WooF. Asynchronously, when the DHT sensor reports a temperature reading, a thread

running on the sensor puts the reading to the DHT WooF, thereby triggering the regres-

sion handler. The regression handler uses the latest CPU temperature and DHT sensor

readings to generate new regression coefficients (based on the latest data) and puts them

to the model WooF.

We placed a Raspberry Pi in an outdoor environment and collected four days worth

of data to run the application. It sends its CPU temperature to a private cloud triggering

a CSPOT handler there. The collected data consists of 1152 CPU temperature read-

ings and 1152 DHT sensor readings (one reading every 5 minutes over four consecutive

days). Each run of the application generates 79,316 log events in total. To demon-

strate Sans-Souci’s ability to repair application history, we simulate data blackout (a

frequent occurrence in the real deployments where the microcontroller uses Xbee 4 ra-

dios to communicate) by manually replacing one day of CPU temperature readings with

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XBee
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Figure 7.6: The CPU temperature and DHT sensor readings

stale data, as shown in Figure 7.6. After feeding the application with the data with

the blackout period, we then use the correct CPU readings that were removed earlier to

repair the application history. Figure 7.7 shows the prediction errors before and after the

repair. Because of the stale CPU reading, the error before repair spikes to a maximum of

25 degrees Fahrenheit during the data blackout. However, after repair, the application

manages to generate predictions with an error within 2 degrees Fahrenheit. While this

test is contrived so that we could run it in a controlled environment, it reflects the types

of outages that the application experiences in its various non-experimental deployments.

Indeed, drop out caused by “late” data delivery in this application served as one of the

motivations for this work.

The second sample application is a CSPOT programming example that implements
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Figure 7.7: The prediction error before and after repair

the Wald-Wolfowitz Runs Test5 for pseudo-random number generators. Its true function

is as a CSPOT exemplar, illustrating a strategy for translating multi-threaded pro-

grams to the event-driven abstractions implemented by CSPOT, but it also correctly

implements the Runs Test.

Figure 7.8 shows the structure of the application. The application consists of three

handlers: a handler to generate a stream of random numbers (denoted R-handler in

the figure), a handler to generate the Wald-Wolfowitz Runs Test statistic (denoted S-

handler), and a handler to generate Kolmogorov-Smirnov6. This application uses only a

single instance in our experiments, although the WooFs and handlers can be distributed.

Further, the pseudo-random number generator we test in this application is the Mersenne

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wald-Wolfowitz_runs_test
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kolmogorov-Smirnov_test
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Figure 7.8: The Runs Test application structure

Twister 7 which is known to have good randomness properties. Thus, “ground truth” is

a KS statistic that is less than a KS critical value comparing the distribution of Runs

Test statistics (over a sample of runs) to a sample from a Normal distribution (having

the same mean and standard deviation) for significance level α = 0.05. That is, with a

Mersenne Twister pseudo-random number generator, we’d expect a KS test comparing a

sample of Runs test statistics to a Normal to fail to show a difference at α = 0.05 if the

test is working correctly.

The application is initialized with the sample size and number of samples to use.

When initiated, it triggers the R-handler to generate a new random number which it

puts to a sample WooF. It also triggers another R-handler, passing an iteration count,

by putting the modified argument structure to the generator WooF.

The R-handler triggers a put to the S-handler when it has accumulated enough data

in the sample WooF. The S-handler gets the values from the sample WooF and computes

a Runs Test statistic which it puts to the Runs-test WooF. After all iterations (each one

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mersenne Twister
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KS stat Critical value

Before repair 0.31 0.192065
After repair 0.15 0.192065

Table 7.1: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test result

producing a Runs Test statistic from a full sample) are finished, the S-handler triggers the

K-handler to get the values from the Runs-test WooF, generate an empirical sample from

a Normal distribution having the same sample mean and variance as that computed from

the Runs-test WooF values, and to generate a KS test statistic comparing the sample

from the Normal to the Runs-test WooF values.

For the purposes of evaluation, we use this application exemplar in two ways. As with

the “virtual” temperature sensor application, we show that Sans-Souci is able to repair

application history by replaying dependent events with new data. We also show how

Sans-Souci can also be used as a development or debugging aid by replaying application

execution after replacing a handler with a different version. To demonstrate this ability,

we intentionally “broke” the random number generating function in the R-handler by

having it replace every fourth value with zero in the stream of values it produces. Then,

we fixed the R-handler, and use the same arguments to replay the application again. By

comparing the output before and after the repair, we can see the different KS-test results

of the numbers generated by two versions of random number generator.

Table 7.1 shows the KS-test before and after the repair. Before repair (i.e., with

the broken generator), the KS statistics correctly shows that the sample of Runs test

statistics differs from a Normal at significance level α = 0.05. However, after the repair,

the KS stat becomes 0.15, which is less than the critical value, i.e., the “fix” repaired the

application.
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Temp. App. Runs Test App.

Cloud w/o extra events 115.98s (1.63s) 2.84s (0.12s)
Cloud w/ extra events 118.56s (0.97s) 2.94s (0.09s)
Cloud w/ Sans-Souci 118.97s (1.46s) 3.12s (0.15s)

Total replay overhead (time) 2.99s 0.28s
Total replay overhead (%) 2% 10%

Table 7.2: Applications average elapsed time in seconds with and without Sans-Souci
over 10 separate experiments. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

7.4.2 Replay Overhead

To evaluate replay overhead, we inserted timers at the entry and exit of all handlers

that are triggered to time the application. Each application was executed 10 times on

the campus private cloud with correct data input and working handler. After each run,

the sum of all handler execution time was recorded.

Table 7.2 shows the average execution time with Sans-Souci and without Sans-

Souci. The original CSPOT does not log PUT events that do not require a handler,

GET, and LATEST SEQNO events (these are needed by Sans-Souci for dependency

tracking but not by CSPOT to implement handler activation). We separate the overhead

introduced by Sans-Souci into the overhead associated with the necessary additional

logging and the overheads associated with Sans-Souci processing during replay.

For the temperature prediction application, each run takes 115.98 seconds on average

with the unmodified version of CSPOT. After adding the logging of handlerless PUT,

GET, and LATEST SEQNO events, the average time increases to 118.56 seconds. With

Sans-Souci fully implemented, each run takes 118.97 seconds on average, that is 2.57%

of execution overhead. This overhead mainly comes from the additional logging required

by Sans-Souci. If compared to the CSPOT version, which logs these events (but does

not implement other Sans-Souci functionality), the overhead is merely 0.35%. For the

random number generator application, each run takes 2.84 seconds in average without
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Task Execution time

Dependency discovery 2632ms (76ms)
Merging global log 1426ms (61ms)

Table 7.3: Average execution time in milliseconds over 10 experiments for each task
in repair request. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

extra logging and 2.94 seconds with extra logging. With Sans-Souci fully implemented,

each run takes 3.12 seconds on average, which translates to 3.52% of logging overhead

and 6.12% of Sans-Souci execution overhead.

For the Runs Test application, the overheads are lower in absolute terms but higher as

a percentage (approximately 10% on average). Its computational intensity is significantly

less than for the Temperature application meaning the overheads associated with the

runtime environment are a larger fraction of overall execution time.

7.4.3 Log Processing Overhead

In this section, we describe the overhead associated with generating the repair graph

necessary to enable replay. To generate the graph, Sans-Souci must “discover” the

causal dependencies associated with the “root” of each repair. If the application uses

only a single namespace, these dependencies are recorded in the log associated with the

namespace. However, when the application spans namespaces, Sans-Souci first gathers

the logs for all the namespaces and merges them into a global log to create a total order

of application events that preserves causal order. It then uses the global log to identify

the causal dependencies associated with each “root.”

To understand the performance of dependency discovery and log merging, we run the

Temperature application on the campus cloud described in the previous section and time

the repair request 10 times. Table 7.3 shows the recorded time for each task.

Recall that with Sans-Souci enabled the Temperature application generates 79,316
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Name Description

Put Put 1,000 elements to the WooF
Get Randomly get 1,000 elements from the WooF
GetLatestSeqno Get the latest sequence number 1,000 times
Replication Replicate a 4k data object from edge device

to cloud

Table 7.4: Micro-benchmarks

logged events (which CSPOT stores in approximately 55 megabytes) each run covering

four days of measurement history. Parsing this event log to discover and build the

repair graph requires approximately 2.6 seconds on average. If the application uses two

separate namespaces (one containing CPU measurements and the predicted CPU values

and the other containing all other WooFs) then average time to merge the logs from these

namespaces is 1.4 seconds. These results are both application and deployment-specific.

That is, the complexity of the repair graph and also the distribution of WooFs among

namespaces will affect both the discovery and merge times. However, as an example,

they indicate that the overhead associated with a repair is low.

Specifically, from Table 7.2, a Sans-Souci replay adds approximately 3 seconds to

a 115 second execution time to the Temperature application when using unmodified

CSPOT. Each repair will then impose an additional 2.6 seconds to parse the log and, if

spanning namespaces, a further 1.4 seconds to gather and sequence the global log. Even

when a repair is effected, the overall additional overhead introduced by Sans-Souci is

under 10% for this application.

7.4.4 Micro-benchmarks

To better understand the overhead imposed by Sans-Souci on each CSPOT API

call along with the Sans-Souci performance during the repair, we implemented a set

of micro-benchmarks as listed in Table 7.4. We ran these micro-benchmarks 100 times
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Put Get GetLatestSeqno

Cloud w/o extra events 143.42us (2.57us) 136.50us (2.56us) 17.53us (1.72us)
Cloud w/ extra exents - 142.94us (3.51us) 23.32us (1.66us)
Cloud w/ Sans-Souci 143.72us (3.55us) 142.76us (3.45us) 29.73us (2.34us)
Cloud during repair 185.40us (2.51us) 157.89us (1.10us) 38.42us (7.72us)

Rpi w/o extra events 504.62us (3.92us) 507.28us (4.49us) 103.18us (2.14us)
Rpi w/ extra events - 521.20us (8.84us) 118.49us (2.71us)
Rpi w/ Sans-Souci 506.24us (10.44us) 523.14us (5.61us) 118.51us (2.61us)
Rpi during repair 681.91us (11.81us) 519.75us (4.61us) 116.19us (2.03us)

ucontroller w/o extra events 26.07us (0.17us) 7.64us (0.01us) -
ucontroller w/ extra events - 23.45us (0.15us) -
ucontroller w/ Sans-Souci 26.45us (0.17us) 23.62us (0.13us) -
ucontroller during repair 26.75us (0.19us) 29.9us (0.15us) -

Table 7.5: Average Micro-benchmarks performance per 1,000 requests. The number
shown represents the time for each CSPOT call. The units are microseconds and the
standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

(each consisting of a batch of 1000 invocations) and recorded the average with three

versions of CSPOT: the original version without extra dependency events logged, with

the additional events needed by Sans-Souci logged, and with the Sans-Souci fully

integrated. We also ran the micro-benchmarks, repaired the entire benchmark data

history using the same input, and timed the operations during the full repair. In each

micro-benchmark, we insert timers at the entry and exit of the each application function.

We present the average execution times and standard deviations in microseconds (us) in

Table 7.5 for each micro-benchmark. Note that no additional PUT events are required by

Sans-Souci for the Put benchmark making the timings with and without these events

the same.

On the cloud, adding Sans-Souci events introduces roughly 6us, on average. On

the Raspberry Pi, adding extra logging adds roughly 15us, on average, while on the

microcontroller the additional overhead due to logging is 16us, on average. Sans-Souci

doesn’t seem to introduce any overhead to WooFPut and WooFGet, mainly because
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Replication time

Normal run 39.32ms (3.16ms)
Replay 40.27ms (3.46ms)

Table 7.6: Average elapsed time in milliseconds (over 100 runs) to replicate a 4k data
object from an edge device to a private cloud. Standard deviations are shown in
parentheses.

Sans-Souci only needs to check whether the WooF is in repair mode (i.e., a boolean

test). If so, the put and get request will be redirected to the shadow WooF. If the WooF

is not being repaired, there’s no additional performance overhead introduced. However,

if the WooF is being repaired, CSPOT needs to open the shadow WooF and redirect the

request to it, hence the overhead. For each WooFPut request, the overhead during repair

is 42us on the cloud, 176us on Raspberry Pi, but we did not measure any noticeable

overhead on the microcontroller. For each WooFGet request, the overhead is 16us on the

cloud and 6us on the microcontroller, but we did not observe overhead on Raspberry Pi.

For WooFGetLatestSeqno request, since it needs to record the mapping between the

caller WooF’s sequence number and the callee WooF’s latest sequence number, even if

the callee WooF is not in repair mode, there is a slight overhead introduced. During re-

pair, WooFGetLatestSeqno also needs to find the latest sequence number in the mapping

corresponding to the caller WooF’s sequence number, introducing more overhead. In

the cloud environment, to implement Sans-Souci, each WooFGetLatestSeqno request

requires an additional 10us. During repair, the overhead doubles to 20us. On the mi-

crocontroller, we have not yet implemented the sequence number mapping for the Sync

dependency, so the overhead for WooFGetLatestSeqno is left out. That is, the current

Sans-Souci implementation for the microcontroller stops the application during repair,

making the Sync dependency superfluous. Again, we did not observe any overhead on

Raspberry Pi and are still investigating the reason why Sans-Souci does not seem to

introduce overhead to WooFGet and WooFGetLatestSeqno on this platform.
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Finally, we also evaluate the end-to-end overhead from an edge device to a private

cloud. In the “Replication” benchmark, we installed CSPOT on a Raspberry Pi located

in a research laboratory located on the same university campus hosting the private cloud.

The network interface attached to the Raspberry Pi is a 1 Gb/sec Ethernet, and all traffic

between this edge device and an instance in the cloud running CSPOT traversed the

shared campus network. Both edge and cloud systems use NTP 8 to synchronize their

internal clocks using a campus NTP server.

The benchmark first puts an object with 4 kilobyte payload to the Raspberry Pi,

triggering a handler that reads the local clock to generate a timestamp that it embeds

in the 4K payload. It then forwards the object to the private cloud instance. Upon its

arrival, a handler is triggered on the cloud instance, which takes another timestamp. We

then record the difference of the timestamps as the end-to-end latency to replicate a 4K

data object from the edge device to the private cloud.

We ran the benchmark, requested a repair, and then ran it again to evaluate the

overhead Sans-Souci introduces to a simple cross-network replication. We repeated the

process 100 times and showed the average in Table 7.6. It takes 39.32 milliseconds to

replicate a data object from edge to cloud, on average. To replay the replication and

repair the WooF requires 40.27 milliseconds. That is, for a simple replication task which

is not computationally intensive, Sans-Souci introduces additional 0.95 milliseconds,

which equates to 2.4% of overhead.

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we explore a new methodology for implementing data repair in IoT

applications that use the FaaS programming model. Our data repair framework leverages

8http://www.ntp.org
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the knowledge we gained from previous work, including causal dependency tracking and

event replay. We describe the process of repair in situ, taking advantage of FaaS function

execution to “replay” an application from the point in its state update history where a

faulty data item is to be replaced. To do so, our methodology relies on the availabil-

ity of causal event tracking we develop and versioned state updates in the underlying

infrastructure.

We evaluate a prototype implementation of Sans-Souci using CSPOT, a portable

FaaS runtime platform for IoT, for its versioned data structure and FaaS execution model.

With its append-only state update semantics, Sans-Souci is able to maintain a history

of application state updates. Using the CSPOT’s internal system log, we add several

system events corresponding to different types of application state updates to implement

distributed causal event tracking. Thus, we are able to facilitate debugging of highly

concurrent distributed IoT applications with Sans-Souci.

We use microbenchmarks and two distributed IoT applications to evaluate Sans-

Souci. We host the evaluation applications on a multi-tier environment that consists

of devices from different tiers, including microcontrollers, single-board computers, and

cloud virtual machines. Our results show that Sans-Souci can repair data corruption

caused by misconfiguration and loss data while introducing runtime overheads typically

less than 10%.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

IoT realizes a new vision for software developers and data analysts and enables numer-

ous application innovations by providing sensing, actuation and control, and computing

capabilities that is embedded in the world around us. Combining the use of computa-

tional resources at different scales, we can implement remarkable applications in different

fields, such as intelligent urban systems, healthcare, education, and warehouse and fac-

tory management. IoT defines the enabling technologies that allow us to perform a wide

range of complex tasks and greatly improve our quality of life.

However, as a result of technological advances, these innovations are becoming more

demanding on end-to-end response, network, and computational capabilities. In the

modern IoT landscape, to implement an average IoT application, developers often need

to utilize several different hardware, programming models, cloud services, and messaging

systems. This approach, however, introduces new challenges surrounding heterogeneity,

programmability, and reliability.

In this thesis, we study popular and emerging computing models and systems, includ-

ing cloud and edge computing, Functions-as-a-Service, publish/subscribe messaging, and

data replication. We investigate the limitations of the currently available services that
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attempt to address the above problems. Then, based on our experiences and observations

with real deployments and applications, we explore and develop several systems that an-

swer the following question: “Can we a uniformly programmable, distributed,

reliable, event-based system for multi-tier IoT deployments?” With careful

design and after extensive empirical evaluation, our answer is a resounding yes.

We first design a portable FaaS runtime system (CSPOT) that makess distributed

and multi-tier IoT applications portable. CSPOT implements FaaS execution model

and lightweight abstractions uniformly across all tiers of IoT deployments. It allows

developers to write short functions once for deployment across all tiers. In addition, it

allows developers to exploit data locality that is often required by IoT applications to

optimize for performance.

Built on top of CSPOT, we integrate a topic-based publish/subscribe (pub/sub)

messaging pattern into the FaaS model. Toward this end, we develop Canal, an pro-

grammable pub/sub system for event-driven IoT applications. With the combination

of FaaS and pub/sub, developers are able to implement FaaS functions against data

topics instead of against hardware specifications and network addresses. Canal uses

a distributed hashtable for topic lookup and the Raft consensus protocol for reliable

data replication. To overcome the locality issue caused by the loose coupling design of

traditional pub/sub systems, Canal decouples network address from topic lookup, al-

lowing developers to exploit locality and explore different replica placement strategies to

optimize applications for reliability and performance.

To tackle the challenges surrounding post-deployment management of FaaS applica-

tions, we study many popular services that are currently available for cloud computing

and their limitations. As a result, we develop GammaRay and Lowgo to facilitate de-

bugging, monitoring, and analysis in distributed FaaS applications. As the first step, we

improve the design of AWS X-Ray and build GammaRay to capture the event depen-
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dency within AWS Lambda applications across services and regions. With the experience

we gathered from building this bolt-on service, we implement our own event tracking sys-

tem Lowgo that works across different cloud systems. To minimize the event logging

performance overhead, Lowgo uses a geo-distributed design to maintain a shared log.

Multiple Lowgo instances communicate with each other asynchronously to reconstruct

the causal order of events within applications. For the ease of deployment, we provide

toolchains for both GammaRay and Lowgo to developers, allowing them to manage

their applications and track causal dependencies without requiring source code modifi-

cation.

Finally, to deal with inevitable hardware failures, misconfigurations, and data loss

that are common in IoT environments, we develop a novel method to repair application

history using a replay technique. The proposed repair framework, Sans-Souci, extends

CSPOT’s FaaS execution model and append-only abstraction to implement application

history tracking and editing. We extend the event logging mechanism of CSPOT and

add several types of events corresponding to different application operations (e.g., read,

write, function trigger.) Sans-Souci uses the causality information embedded in events

to construct a repair graph and identify related data and downstream computations.

Finally, Sans-Souci repairs the history by replaying the causally related computations.

To evaluate the performance of our contributions in real-world scenarios, we use

computational resources from all tiers of IoT environments, including microcontrollers,

single-board computers, edge devices, private clouds, and public clouds to run a wide

range of benchmarks and end-to-end applications across our systems. We find that our

research artifacts simplify the design, implementation, and deployment of multi-tier IoT

applications. Moreover, our contributions make IoT applications and their data more

reliable, easier to reason about, and tolerant to corruption.

Our research contributions can be extended in multiple ways. First, we can add
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additional language support to the FaaS platform. In the current state, CSPOT (and

Canal) support C, C++, and Python binding for function implementation. We also

would like to extend Canal with intelligent load balancing for function invocations and

autotuning that optimizes replica placement and leader election according to deployments

with different network characteristics. Finally, Canal can benefit from service discovery

of topics and functions. With these features, it has the potential to be a fully automated

application platform for FaaS execution and distributed data management that requires

minimal manual intervention beyond application development.
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